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PREFACE
The delegates to the 1971-1972 Montana Constitutional
Convention will need historical, legal and comparative
information about the Montana Constitution. Recognizing
this need, the 1971 Legislative Assembly created the
Constitutional Convention Commission and directed it to
assemble and prepare essential information for the Convention.
To fulfill this responsibility, the Constitutional Convention
Commission is preparing a series of research reports under
the general title of Constitutional Convention Studies.
In
addition to the series of research reports the Commission has
authorized the reprinting of certain documents for the use of
Convention delegates.
This research memorandum, a collection of readings on recent
constitutional revision activities in the fifty states from
1967 to 1970, was prepared under the supervision of the
Commission's Research Committee consisting of Dr. Ellis
Waldron, Chairman; Bruce R. Toole; Jack E. Brenner; and
Charles L. Harrington.
The selection of readings is designed to provide a background
for the delegates of contemporary constitutional revision
activities. Although all items selected are published in
other sources, the Commission felt that the collection of
these essays into a single volume would be especially useful
to the delegates. The Commission's appreciation is extended
to the various authors and publishers who so graciously granted
permission to use the selections contained herein.
This report is respectfully submitted to the people of Montana
and their delegates to the 1971-1972 Constitutional Convention.
ALEXANDER BLEWETT
CHAIRMAN
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. . many State Constitutions restrict the scope ,
effectiveness and adaptabil i ty of State and local
action.
These self- imposed constitutional li mita tions make it difficult for many States to pe rform
all of the services their citizens require, and con sequently have frequently been the underlying cause
of State and municipal pleas for fede ra l assis ta nce .
'The Commission believes that most states would bene fit from a fundamental review and revision of t heir
constitutions to make su r e that they provide for vigor ous and responsible gove r nment , not forbid it .
Kestnbaum Commission Report to
President Eisenhower, 1955
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FOREWORD
During 1969-70 the States continued in their efforts to
systematically review and revise their constitutions.

This

report focuses upon the procedures employed in conducting
these comprehensive revision efforts and the extent of their
use.

The report also contains a review of the more significant

substantative constitutional proposals during 1969-70.

In a

few instances information is included on activities during
January 1971.
The information contained in this report is based upon
surveys conducted by the Council of State Governments during
the past few years.

The Council of State Governments is grateful

for the assistance it received from the statfs of legislative
service agencies, constitutional revision commissions and constitutional conventions in preparing this report.

The report was

prepared by Leo F. Kennedy, Assistant Director of Research, under
the direction of George A. Bell, Director of Research.

Brevard Crihfield
Executive Director
The Council of State Governments
Iron Works Pike
Lexington, Kentucky 40505
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Introduction
During 1969-70 the States continued in their efforts to conduct
comprehensive revision of their constitutions.

d

In thirty-four States

and Guam there \,as some form of official action aimed a t a broad review
of the basic instrument of gove rnment.

These efforts were part of a

decade-long movement of constitutional revision.

In at least twelve

of the remaining States constitutional conventions or constitutional
commissions were in operation since 1961.
There are severa l stimulants for these constitutional revision
efforts.

The reapportionment decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court in

the early 1960's st imulated changes in those States with constitutional
provisions not meeting the new standards.

The States are facing new and

greater challenges, and it has often been said that constitutional barriers
hinder the States in meeting these challenges.

Calls have been made by

many groups, among them Governors, legislative leaders, bar associations
and reform groups, f or the States to modernize their basic doc~ments so
that they can remain viable par tners in the federal system.
During the biennium the States did not confine their activities to
the proposa 1 of piecem2.::i l amendments.

The Stat es \,~re e ngay,e d in compre-

hensively reviewing their basic docuruents in order tu determine which
general areas needed revision and proposing general reforms to their
entire constit~tions or tu specific sections of the constitutions.

Con-

stitutional revision commissions we re the most frequently employed instrument for proposing constitutiona l change.

Twenty-two commissions in

twenty-one States were in operation, and four more commissions reported
in late 1968 and thei r reports were considered by their Legislatures
during the biennium.
Guam.

Conventions were in operation in four States and

Convention calls were app roved in three of the seven S t2.tes.
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In 011e other State dcle g:1te s WQre electt!d for , 1971 convention.

Sub-

~tantial contributioas to c0nstitutional reform efforts were ma~c in
three States by cfficial age~cies established originally for some 0ther
primary purpose, and by legislative bodies in four States without the
assi~L11nce uf constituUonal 1-· e visioa commissions.
~onstit~tional Conventions
Historically, constit11l"ionnl conventions have been the prindpal
c,1elhod for c·.mducting an over<1i.l rcvisioP.

Five constitutional con-

vcntions were in operation during 1969-70.

Conventions in Arkansas,

Gu.1m, Illinois and New Mexico he gan and complete<l th e ir dclibE'Hltions
during the biennium.

In Rhode Island the convention Cl"'nvcned ir. :1964

and adjourned in 1969.
Constitutional conventions may be unlimited or limited, the first

L.·ee to consider any subject and the oth\':r restricted i11 the call to
cousidexing certain enumerated matters.
1..i

The five conventions in ses.sion

uc ing tl1e biennium were given unlimited authority to propose c.:hanges.
Durin t

the bi~1rniurn cc.>nstiturional conventions in three of these

StaLc·· s :::ubmilted new documeuts to the elector-D.te.

In Illinois a new

constlt.,;tion was adopted, \:hi.le in Arkansas an,j New H2 x ico constitutions
were r0jecterl,

The recorn~andations of the Guam constit~tional conventic~

were submitted to the Legislature, U.S. Congress and the Governor.
Propositions for constitutiundl convention calls were approved by
the votcr3 in Alnsk.:1, Montana, and North Dakota.

However, voters in Iowa,

MarylanJ, Oklahoma and Vermont deieated such proposals.

An initiative

petitiou proposing a vote in 1970 on the question of holding a constituti0nal c.:onvenLion won approval at the November 1968 ch~crion in Mi'l~~-1l'husetts.

Sl,b~c qucntly, the Mass;ictu,s'-!tts State Supreme Judicial Court rul ~d

that o,ily the Le[,isL1tu-ce can cnl l a conveu~. ion and O!"(l:.!red a re[cr~c•.:ium
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on the subjEct removed from the Nc vc~ ber 1970 ballot.

Tennessee

aelegatP.s were elected in August 107n for an August 1971 ccnvenLion.
Convention ca] ls are to be on the ballet in New Hamµshire and Ohio in

1972.
Constitutional Revision Commiss ions
During 1969 -70 twenty- two cor.imissions were active in t,-:enty - one
States, Illinois having two cummissions in operation durir.g the bienn~uru.
Four additional commissi ons reported in late 19 68 , and thc.1r reports
considered by their respective Le g islatures during the biennium.

ve>r.e

1\.;;:, ,-:,f

these commissions were in States (iJebraska, Ok1.aho1r.a) in which othe:::cornrniss ions were created du-rinz 1969-70.

Sixteen commissions we-::-;c: crea.c.ed

before 1969 and ten were established during 1969-70.
These bodies were basically extraconstitutional and were commonly
created by ~xecutivc order, statute or legislative resolutiou.

Most ot

the comm is.; ic:1s octive during the biennium ez.amiued c.hc cons t.i tutio,1.s,
cle r--ercnj_ried ner~css<1r. y changes, 1T1ad8 proposals for imp l_ernertl.i rig the<;P.
changes and ::.:-cported thei.r fiudings to the Leg:i.s Laturc.
Although tlic co!I!missions active duri.ng the biennium were exrracons t i··
tution2l bodies, co~missions took on a new dimension vith the p~ssagc of
the new floric!d constitui on.

Passed in 1968, tlte ducument coutaioed

:i

provisiou tor a consti.tut ional revision commission to be estabiisr•cd ten
years after t!,e ..1doption of the c..oustitution and every twt:!1,t.y years Li1ere after to study Lhe constitution and to propose chan~eE rlircctly to the
voters.
Host of the commissi ons included in this study were essentially study
groups which submitted r ecomme nd a tions to the Legislatu r e.
functioned as agencies to prepare ma ted.als for conventions.

However, some
The Arkansas

Constitutional Convention Advisory Commission performed the latter ru]~.
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Illinois had two commissions active:

one which was both a study and a

convention preparatory body and another which was a preparatury body.
Althcu;h commissions played a significant role in the comprehensive
revision efforts durin g 1969-70, commissions were only part of the overall
~recess.

They were advisory bodies, and their proposals were merely

advisory recommendations.

Legislatures or conventions took their recom-

mendations under advisement, and often placed before the voters proposals
developed from the commissions' proposals.
Any revi~w limited to a certain time period such as 1969 - 70 suffers
since it ca;)::ures only a glimpse of a long tertn process.

Successful

revision efforts often take more than one biennium to come to f r uition.
In some States two sessions of the Legislature need to approve amendments
before they can be submitted to the voters.

If a State is using a r ticle-

bj-article revision procedure, and there is a limit on the number of
amend~ents that may be submitted at any one time, more than one bienni~rn
may be required for a complete revision.

In other instances the Legislature

may defer taking action 0n the commissions' proposals for a session 0r t~o,
but subsequently act on them.
Commissions followed one or more approaches for an overall revision:
they drafted new constitutions, or proposed article-by-article revision,
convention calls and creation of other revision commissions.

At least

seven of the commissions drafted proposed constitutions -- Delaware,
Georgia, Idaho, New Mexico, Scuch Carolina, Texas and Virginia.

Some of

the draft constitutions served as the basis of successful revision efforts,
while in other instances 1cvision efforts were rejected.
final action was taken.

In some cases no

The document prepared by Virginia commission was

modified by the Le ~ islature in both 1969 and 1970, and the main body of
the constitution plus three separate amendments were approved by the voters
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at the November 19 70 election.

A joint legislaLive comrr.ittee made some

changes in the draft constitution developed by Delaware ·commissiun bet:ore
it was introduced in the Le g islature.

The proposed constitution, endorsed

by the 1970 Legislatu re, requires only approval of another session to be
effective.

The 1970 Idaho Leg islature revised the document prepared by

a commission, and placed a new charter on the November 1970 hallot; it
was rejected.

The draft constitution proposed by a New Mexico commission

served as a basis of deliberation by the cu~vention, but the constitution
proposed by the convention was rejected.

the Geor g ia Uouse of Representa-

tives passed the draft ~onstituion proposed by a commission, but it died
in a Senate commi ttee.

The Texas Legislature took no final action on the

document proposed by the Constitutional Revision Commission.
Some commissions proposed revision by an article-by-article procedure,
and this method was successful in a number of States.

The California

commission, c reated in 1963, drafted a proposition dealing with the separation of powers, legislative, executive, and judicial articles which \vas
approved by the voters in 1966.

A single proposicion containing revision of

five additional art icles was rejected in November 1968, buc partially
approved as four separa te propositions in June 1970.
were passed at the November 1970 election.

Four more propositions

These µropositions reviseJ the

article on civil serv ice, the article on amending the constitution, a
miscellaneous article and the repeal of an obsolete article.

Two amendments

originally drafted by the Kansa::, committee were approv-::-:! at the November

1970 election.

An edit orial revision of the constitution plus four amend-

ments either drafted or endorsed by the North Carolina commission were
approved in Novemhcr 1970.

The South Carolina committee propo sed a draft

constitution in the form of seve nt ee n amendments to be substituted for the
existin g constitution.

I•ivc .:1mc nclme11L s drafted by tile commitlL' C wc1·e
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placed on the November 1970 ballot and approved.

Three amendments on

the November 1970 ballot in Indiana were endorsed by its commission,
and the voters approved these amendments.

The South Dakota commission

proposed in its 1969 report that the constitution be changed so that
one amendment could cover a certain subject regardless of whether ir
appeared in more than one article, but the voters rejected such a provision at the November 1970 election.

The 1970 Washington Legislature

t0ok no final action on eight model articles proposed by the Constitutional
Revision Commission.

Only one of the recommendations proposed by two

commissions in Oklahoma was referred by the Legislature to the electorate.
D•.1ring 1971 Legislatures will b~ consi.derfog article-by-article.
rccnmmendations proposed by various commissicns.

the California commission

is scheduled to make its final recommendations on twelve separate articles.
The Indiana commission in its report to the 1971 Legislature re~ommended
reapproval in 1971 of seven am~ndments passed for the first time at the

1969 session and proposed seven other amendments.

The Nebraska comm1ssi0n

in its September 1970 report proposed changes for each article for consideratlo~ by the 1971 Legislature.

Extensive revision in the form of sixteen pro-

po3~ls was Euggested by Lhe Vermont commission in its January 1971 rep0rt.
Revision of the legislative article was proposed by the Utah commission.
The Constitutional Commission to Study the Vermont Constitution in an
interim February 1969 report recommended a call for a constitutional convention.

Houever, the voters rejected the call in June 1969.

The Nebraska Legislative Council Committee on a Constitutional Convention recommended in its November 1968 report that a constitutional study
committee be created.

Subsequently, the Legislature created the Constitu-

tional Revision Commission in 1969.
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As of the time of this writing commissions in Alabama, Lcuisiana
and Ohio had not reported.

The Alabama and Louisiana commissions are

to report to the regular 1971 sessions which convene in May.

The Ohio

commission is scheduled to report during the 1971 session.

The Montana and South Dakota connnissions made no specific recommendations to the 1971 Legislatures.
Other Agencies
Substantial contributions to constitutional reform were made in a
number of States by official agencies originally estabiished for some
other primary purpose.

The Louisiana State Law Institute was given the

responsibility in 1964 of preparing revisions to the constitution.

The

Institute in 1970 completed its work on revising the local government
and judicial articles , and turned its reports over to the newly created
Constitutional Revision Commission.

The Wyoming Legislature created in

1969 the Legislative -Executive Commission on Reorganization of State
Government and recomme nded in its November 1970 reporl a legislative
budget session during the second year of the biennium.

The Massachusetts

Legislative Refe rence Bureau was assigned the responsibility of preparing
a report on cons titutional conventions during the biennium an<l to report
by February 197 1.
Legislative Action
As reported above, ugislatures in many States were active in
fostering overall constitutional revision by providing for constitutional
revision commissions , reviewing their proposals and pla~ing proposals on
the ballot.

Legis latures in a number of States supported broad revision

by placing convention calls on the ballot, creating convention preparatory
commissions anJ appropria ting financial support for conventions.
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However,

i11 some Stc1tes legisla tures took a cti ons directed toward broad constitutional revision throu ~h other procedures.

A revised constitution proposed

1-y the Oregon Legislature was defeated at a Hay 1970 election.

The Floridct

constilutjon approved in 1968 did not contain a revised judicial article.
Subsequently, the Leg islature conducted a comprehensive review of the
j ndicial article, hut the voters rejected a November 1970 amendment revising
it.

Aft.er the defeat of the proposed constitution the Maryland Legislature

presented to the voters nine amendments including some of the proposals
contained in the rejected con&titution.

Eight of their nin8 amendments

were adopted at Lhe November 1970 election.

The New York Legislature

followed a somewha t simifr. r procedure after the defeat of the proposed
constitution in 1967, at least one amendment adopted in 1969 was similar
to a provision contained in the defeated docufuent.
Sii-r,iflcant Constitutional Chan~
During 1969-70 many constitut ional changeb were enacted.

In some

cdses they were part of a broad constitutional revision, while in other
instances they were part of a piecemeal approach.

The fol]owlng sections

are not intended to be a complete summary of all proposals relating
executive, legislative, judicial, home rule, environmental, voting and
state aid for parochial and private education provisions, but r~ther a
review of th ~ more significant ones.
Executive
Actions were Laken to strengthen the executive branch through a
variety of procedures.

Governors in Illinois, Kansas, Maryland and

Norlh Carolina were provided with reorganization powers subject to
legislative veto, a provision also found in the defeated Idaho constitution.

Voters in Nont".'.rna and North Carolina approvc>d amendments to reduct!

the number of state depJrtments,

<111tl

Lhe defeated Arknnsas and New Hexit:o
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constitutions contained s imilar provisions.
}~ryland established the Office of Lleutenaat Goverpor, and Alaska
chaaged the titl.2 of Se cretary of State to Lieutent Governor.

The

addition of Alaska a nd Maryland makes forty-two States having this
office.

Joint electi on of Governor and Lieutenant Governor was approved

in Illinois, Kan s a s, Maryland and Nebraska, while rejected in Idaho and
South Dakota.

Wi th t he addition of these States fifteen States now provide

for joint tickets.
Four year t e rm s were approved for Governor, Lieutenant Governor and
Attorney General in Kansas, constitutionally elected executive officers
in New Mexico and Auditor, Treasurer and Secretary of State in Indiana.
Voters rejected four year terms for elected state officers in Arkansas
and South Dakota and for Governor in New Hampshire.

The Governor of

West Virginia ca n now serve two consecutive terms, while a two term
limitation was placed on the Office of Governor in Nevada.

Proposals

were defeated t o remove two consecutive term limitations for Governor,
Secretary of State and Treasurer in Oregon and Treasurer in North Dakota.
Alabama vote rs a pproved an amendment providing that the State Board
of Education wou ld be elected with the Board appointing the previously
elected State Schoo l Superintendent.

The new Illinois charter provides

for an elected Compt roller to replace the Audito~ of Public Accounts, an
elected State Board of Education to appoint the previously elected
Superintendent of P11 b l ic Instruction, an elected State Board of Elections,
and an Auditor Genera l to be appointed by the Legislature.

The defeated

Arkansas constitution contained a provision to reduce the number of
elected officers from seven to four.
The Governor's vet o powe rs were e nhanced by action in several States.
Illinois a nd Virg inia inc r eased the time the Gove rnor may a c t on a bill
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botli before and after adjournment, and Mississippi and West Virginia
increased the time the Governor may consider a bill after adjournm~nt.
Provisions were defeated to glvA the Governor more time to consider a
bill both bcfor~ and after adjourn~cnt in Arkansas 3nd Idaho ~nd bcfor~
arijournnent in Georgig.
Legiskti~~
Cleven States v0ted on proposals concerning annual sessions.

VotP.rs

approved annual sessions in Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana (au~horized
bJt not rnand3tc<l), Missouri, Nebraska and Virginia.

However, proposals

for anm1dl scssic,ns •,;ere turned down in Keri.Lucky, ~!ew Hampshire, Nev"cl.:-.
a11d Texas.

In addition, the defeated Arkar1sas cons t -i.tu tion

\-!OU

ld have

permitted but not required annual sessinns.
Of those States which approved annual £essions during the bienn i um
only Connecticut placed a restriction on topics which m~y be considered
durinb the s~cond year session.

The even year s0ssion in Connecticut

will be limiteJ lo budgetary, revenue, and fiscal matters, bills ~nJ
resolut i 0,1s raised Ly commit tees of the Gener.a 1 Asserr.b ly and ~ml'rge.(-.cy
rnea:rnres.

West Vi.rginia dropped the r0-st:.riction on topics during the

even-~umbcred year session.

By the end of l970 only five annual session

States -- Connecticut, Colorado, I~uisiana, New Mexico and Utah -- had
subject limitations during the second year session.
Attention was also given to increasing the length of regular
sessions.

Vot~rs in six States approved changes in the lencth of

regular sessions during odd and even-numbered years as follows:

Connec-

ticut, 5 months (odd), 3 months (even); Maryland 90 days; Missouri, 5- 1/2
months (odd), 4- 1/2 months (even); Nebraska, 90 days (odd), 60 (even);
Vfrginid, 60 (42!ven) and 30 (odd); and West Virginia, 60 days.

Indiana

authorized the Legislature to set the length and f r equency of regular
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sessions by law.
Proposals were also on the ballot to give legis lators a voice in
convening special ses sions.

Provisions to permit leg islators to call

a special session were approved in Illinois, Maine ,:md North Carolina,
but rejected in Arkansas and Oregon.

Measures to allow legislators to

petition the Governo r for a special session were passed in Maryland and
Kansas while such a proposal was defeated in Idaho.
Legislative compensa tion received much attention.

However, the

voters were more favor able to proposals creating le g islative compensation
commissions than they were to permitting legislators to set their own
salaries or to increase legislative compensation.
Proposals to establish compensation commissions were approved in
Arizona, Maryland and West Virginia, while they were defeated in Nebraska,
New Hampshire and North Dakota.

Arizona voters gave approval to a com-

mission on compensation for elective state officials; commission recommendations on legislat ive salaries and expenses will be submitted to
the voters at genera l elections.

The Maryland Compensalion Commission

will submit its proposa ls on compensation, personal per diem expense
allowances

ai1J

mi leage allowances to the Legislature, which may reduce

or reject the proposals .

The West Virginia Citizens Legislative Com-

pensation Commissi on will submit its recommendations on compensation
and expense allowances ; here also the Legislature may reduce but not
increase the recomme ndations.
Measures to permi t le g islators to set their own cornpcnsDtion were
defeated in Arkansas and Idaho.

Nevada voters reje cte d an amendment lo

remove the compensat ion limitation for regular and special sess ions;
the amendment would have permitted the Le g islature to set its own pay
by a lwo-thirds vote within a five per~ent annual raise limitation.
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The defeated New Mexico constitution would have permitted legislators

to set their own salaries within a limitetion of 15 percent of the
average salaries of the Governor and Chief Justice.
Rhode Island voters rejected an amendment which would have increased
l~gislators' per diem from $5 to $50 for a maximum of sixty days.
Attention was also given to changing the size of legislative bodies.
Haine voters approved an amendment requiring that the membership of the
Seuate consist of an odd number between thirty-one and thirty-five.

The

new Illinois constitution provides for increasing the Senate by one to fifty-nine
but retains the House size at 177.

By a separate proposal the voters

rejected a plan to elect House members from single member districts,
retaining the three-member districts with cumulative voting.

Massachu-

setts and Maryland voters approved amendments freezing the Legislatu::es
at their present sizes.

The defeated Arkansas, Idaho and Oregon constitu-

tions called for change~ in the nuQber of legislators.
The new Illinois constitution prcviJcs for a uuique method for
staggering Senate terr.is.

lmrnedia::ely follow5.ng each decennia] rPdist.rict-

ing, the Legislature by law sh3ll divide legislative districts as equally
as possible into thrr-,e gro11ps.

Senators from ot1e group sh1lll be elected

for terms of four years, fouJ.· years and two years; Senators from the second.
group, for terms of four years, two years, and four years; and Senators
fro~ the third group, for terms of two years, fours years, and four year~.
Recent revision efforts have also focused upon the basis of apportionment and on procedures for apportionment.

Proposals for decennial apportion-

roent on the basis of population were approved in Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts and Nevada.

New York voters passed an amendment permitting aliens

to be counted in the population base for the purpose of apportioning Senate
and AssC'mbly districts.

Maine voters passed an amendment requiring the
_. -15-

state's single membe r districts to have as equal population a s practicable .
Illinois voters appr oved a measure to establish a bipdrtisan apportionment
commission to apportion i f the J~ g islature fails.

In Oklahoma the voLers

defeated an amendme nt which would have abolished the State Reapportionment
Commission.

Maryland voters gave approval to an amendment g i v ing

respon-

sibility for prepar ing apportionment plans to the Governor, if the Le g islature fails to e na ct its own plan the plan presented by the Governor
becomes law.
Judicial
A number of S t a tes moved to reorganize their court systems.

In

Nebraska an amendme nt was approved which eliminated detail on court organization, gave the Supreme Court administrative authority over all courts in
the State and permitted the Legislature to establish all courts inferior
to the Supreme Court.

The Virginia constitution named the Supreme Court

and also left to the Legislature the creating and naming of other courts.
Maryland created a uniform system of district courts to replace certain
other courts and j udicial officers.

However, reor ganization proposals

were defeated in Arkansas and Florida.
States also cha nged the procedures for selectin g jud ges.

Indiana

voters approved a me asure authorizing gubernatorial appointment of Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals judges from lists of nominees named by a nonpartisan commission, a nd provided for the approval or rejection of such
judges by the vote r s a fter two years of service and every ten years
thereafter.

In Il linois the voters approved a proposal for election of

judges nominated by primary elections or petition, while they rejected an
alternative Proposa l f or appointment of judges by the Covernor from nominees
selected by a judicial nomina tin g commission.

The present constitution

provides for the election of judges nomina t e d by a p~rty convention or
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a primary.

Voters in Idaho and Maryland defeated changes in selection

procedures.

Maryland voters rcjecled an amendrnenl which would have em-

powered the Governor, with arlvice and consent of the Senate, to appoint
judges of the Ccurt of Appeals, .intermediate court s of app e al, circuit
courts and Lh 2 Supreme E,0.11ch of nall:i.111ore City.

The defo:it:ed Idaho

constitution would have provided for members of the Suprcwe Court to be
selected by a modified Missouri Plan requiring appointed justices to
stand for eleclion every two years following t:hP. i11iti 1 l appointment.
Attention was also given to judicial qualifications commissions,
which screen charges against judges concerning their fitr1ess to serve.
Texas voters approved an amendment to enlarge the jurisdiction of the
State

Judicial Qualifications Commission t:o include all state and

local justices, judges and justices of the peace and to add censure to
the powers of the commissi.on.

An ol'1endmP.nt passed in A,izona provides

for thl'! rreclti.on 0f a cowmission which will investigate charges against
alJ.egPd Ly unfit judges and re.port to th:: Supre:ne Court.

The new Illinois

charter provides for a Judicial Jnquiry Board to receive, investi gate or
initiate c0mplaints a::;ainst the official condt.:c.t of judges and retains
the Courts Cmr,mission to hear complaints filed by the Judicial Inquiry
Board.

The Virginia charter g~ve authority to the Legislature to create

a Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission to investigate char ges which
would be Lhc basis for retirement, censure, or removal of a judge.
com~nissio11 reports its findings to the Supreme Court.

The

Voters in Missouri

approved creation of a commission which can recommend to the Supreme
Gour t the r0.moval of any _judge or 111agis tra te who is unable to µe::: form
his duties

01·

who has demonstrated unfitness to hold judicial office.

The new Indiana nominating commis1don will also serve as a judicial
qualifications commission and could recommend to the Supreme Court that
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a judge could be retired in case of a loag-terro disability or removal
for certain types of mi s c onduct.
Horne Rule
The States also moved to provide or broaden local home rule pcwers.
New Mexico granted home rule powers to municipalities and Illinois to
municipalities over 25 ,000 and counties with an elective chie f e xecutive.
Smaller municipalit i es in Illinois may have home rule if the people so
choose by referend um.

Ma ine granted municipalities a measure of home rule

by permitting them to amend their charters in local matters without prior
legislative approva l.

Colorado ex tended the option of home rule govern-

ment to all municipal ities and to counties upon local voter approval.
Maryland provided f or a n alternative method of adoption of home rule
charters. Californ ia voters approved an amendment strengthening home rule
provisions.

Howeve r, the defeated Oregon constitution would have grantect

broad flexibility to cities and counties in adopting home rule charters,
Envjronment
Voters in four S ta t e s approved provisions declaring a state policy
to protect and ma i n tain na tural conditions affecting the quality of life.
The new Illinois charter declares a state policy to maintain a healthful
environment and permi ts i ndividuals to sue polluters.

Virg inia's docu-

ment pronounces a stat e policy to conserve, develop, and utilize natural
resources, public land s and historical sites and buildings.

Also, the

constitution creates a s tat e policy to protect the atmosphere, lands, and
waters from pollution, impa irme nt or destruction.

The defeated Idaho

constitution contained a provi s ion f or t he preservation of the environment.

Rhode Island voters a pproved an amendment which requires the

Legislature to provide for the cons e rva tion of air, land, wa ter, plant,
animal, mineral and other nat ur a l re s our ce s of the State and to adopt
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all means necessary and proper by law

1:0

protect the natural environment.

Nf..:W York's environmenlal a[T1endment establish;;!d as a state policy the
prolection of scenic beauty and natural resources and the development of
agricultural lands.

The Legislature was authorized to provide for the

abatement of air and water pollution and 0£ excessive and unnecessary
noise, the protection of agricultrual lands, wetlands and shorelines,
and the development and regulation of water resources.

In addition,

voters in Florida and Oregon passed amendments which authorize pollution
control bonds.

However, California voters defeated an amendment to permit

the use of motor vehicle fuel tax and license fees for motor vehicle
pollution control and for development of public transportation systems.

Voters in half of the States and Puerto Rico voted on proposals
dealing with lowering the voting age and/or lowering votf\r residency
:·eqnircments during the biennium.

In all, proposals de::il ing with louering

the voting age appeared on the ballot in twenty States and Puerto Rice.
Voters in Puerto Rico approved lowering the age from 21 to 18; in Alaska
from 19 to 18; in Massachusetts, Minnesota and Montana from 21 to 19; end
in Maine and Nebraska from 21 to 20.

Proposals to allow suffrage for 19

year-olds were rejected in Colorado, Ohio, Oregon. South Dakota, Washington
and Wyoming.

Voters in Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, and r-:ichigan

defeated proposals to allow 18 years-olds to vote.

New Jersey voters

rejected two separate proposals--one calling for 18 year-old suffrage and
another £or 19 year-old suffrage.

The defeated New Mexico constitution

would have allowed 20 year-olds to vote, and the rejected Arkansas constiturion would have kept the voting age at 21 but permitted the Legi.slature
to lower to 18.

Seven States (Colorado, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Ohio, South Dakota ru1d Utah) approved provisions to lower the residency
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requirement for voting.

Iowa voters granted the legislative authority

to lower residency requirements.

Two States (South Carolina and IJtah)

lowered the residency requirement to thirty days for voting in pr es idential
elections, while five States (Colorado, Illinois, Maryland, Nevada and
South Dakota) adopted measures granting permissive leg islative authority
to relax requirements for voting in presidential elections.
State Aid for Parochia l and Private Schools
In five States voters acted upon state aid for parochial and private
education.

Virgin ia voters approved a provision which permits the Legis-

lature to aid

nonpublic higher education.

The Legislature may provide

for loans to students attending nonprofit institutions of higher education
in the Stale if the primary purpose is to pro~ide collegiate or graduate
education and not to provide religious or theological education.

The

Legislature may also provide for a state agency or authority to assist
in borrowirig money fo r construction of educational facilities at s1Jch
institutions, provided the State shall not be liable for any debt crcat2d

by such borrowing.

In Georgia a measure was approved authorizing scholar-

ship grants to studc!nts attending e:olleges in the State which arc nol part
of the university sysL2m.

However, Maine voters defeated au amendment

which would have permitted the St.:1tc to issue bonds totaling up to $25
million at any one time for loans to private colleges for construction and
expansion of facilities .

Michigan voters approved Rn amendment which

prohibits the use of public funds to support the attendance of any
students or the emr J.oyment of any person at

nonpub lie elementary or

secondary schools or a t any other location or institution where instruction
is offered in whole or in part to

nonpublic school students; it left

intact public aid for transportation of students to

nonpublic schools.

In Nebraska an amendment was defeated whi. ch would ha ve peTmitted the
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Legis lature to make financial gran ts for tuition atlri butabl~ to state
approved course s for studenrs enrolled i n ~un?ublic schools.
Future Developmen ls
Tl1e States are still continuins broad cc:1s tii.:ut ional rev is ion efforts.
The North Dako ta convention will meet Jn Apr~l 1971 for organizational
pu rpo ses and reconvene in plenary session in Jauuary 1972.
a limited convention will convene in August 1971.

In Tennessee,

Delegates to the

Alaska convention will be chosen at the next regular statewide election,
unless the Legislature provides for the election of delegates at a special
election.

The Montana Legislature at the 1971 session has the responsi-

bility of setting the time and place for the convening of a convention
and providing for compensation and expenses of its members and officers.
During 1971 legislatures in at least eleven States are to consider
reports developed by constitutional revision commissions.
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APPENDIX A
STATE-BY-STATE SUMMARY

The fo l lowi n g st a te summaries include information on overall
constj tut iona 1 r evis ion acti vil ics during 1969-70. The summaries
conlain det:1i Ls on a ctions by const:itutionn1 revisi011 comrnissjons,
constilul iona l c o n ve ntions, I.egisjaL11res nntt other a gc 11cies. TJw·
su1mnaric-s general ly d o not cuntain information on ,1cti.ons t,1kc11 on
amendments dur in g the biennium, sinc..:e most amendmenu; we.re part of
a piecemeal r ev i sion proct'SS.
Alabama
----In 19 69 t he Constitutional Commission was created by the Legislatu r e to c onsid e r amendments to, or revisions of, the 1901 conslitution, an d p roced11res for adoption of such measures. An appropriation of $ 100, 000 \-, as made to the commission, composed of members of
t he Ho use a nd Se nat e and members appointed by the Governor. The
c ommissio n will report to the 1971 Legislature which convenes in May .
Alaska
As a r esull of a constitutional provi.sion, the question of calling
a convent ion appe ars on the ballot e~ery ten years.
At the November
1970 elect ion the volers approved a convention call. The delegates Lo
the convent i o n will be cl1osen at the next regular statewide election,
unless the Leg isl a ture provides for the election of dele g ates ot a
s pcci.nl ele ction. Unless othQr provisions have been made by lau, the
call sha l l conform as nearly as possible to the act callin g the Alaskr1
Constitution a l Convention of 1955, including but not limited to, n1m,b~r
of clelcg.:itcs , d i str icts, election and certification ot' clele g.:itcs, aml
suhmi ss ion a nd r a t i ficat ion of revisions a nd ordinances. The npp:i:opriat ion provisions o f the call are self-executing an<l constitute a first
claim on Lhe state treasury.
Arkansas
The 1 968 Leg i s lature placed the question of a constilutionRl conv ei1tjon cal l o n Lh c November 1968 ballot, and the voters approved. To
prl'parc• fpr L hf' conve ntion, the Le g islature creaL c d the Constitution:il
Convention Advisory Commission. The convention convened in January 1969
for an organi zation.:i l me eliug .
IL rC:.!c('Ss c d until May 27, and after three
months of work r eces sed until January 12, 1970.
By Fe bruary 10, 1970 the
co11ve111·ion h.-.id cnmp i c ted it s \•mrk and adjL>urned. Th e constitution was
placed uil the Novc111he r 1970 b a llot, but th e voters r e jected the document.
The d0 fcD tcd con st i t uti on would have permi ttcd but not reqt1ired :1nnua l
sessions, a l lowc<l leg islators to call a special ses s ion, required s ing le member lc~i.slat: i vc.> d :i st1.·icts, perml tted th e lcgi s 1 a tors to set sn] ~ries
o( elecLive stDLe executive and le g islative of f icial s , a nd m~-t clc s l i. ghr
changes in Lhe si?c of th e House an cl Se n a t e . Th e pr oµ u s t~d co1~~t itul ion
would Le,\·~ rt.;quircd the gr ouping o f appi:o xi m:1lely ] S O executiv e' d c p.1rt:nPnt:s
and ag,:>nci.cs hy LI•<· L•~g i s LHurc into not more th a n twenty pri.ncl p.:11 dq,nt·t men ts. The number of sta t e c lccted official s would h :i ve been n . uuced fror.t
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seven to four, and four year cerms would have been established for
elective state constitutional officers. In additioP, the constitution
would have provided more time for the Governor to consider a bill both
before and after adjournment. The proposed constitution would have kept
the voting age at twenty-one, but permitted the Legislature to lower
the age to eighteen. Other provisions called for greater icdividual
ri3hts, a more unified court system and expanded self-determination for
local government.
California
The Constitution Revision Commission was created by the Legislature
in 1963 to submit recommendations to the Legislature on revising each
article of the state constitution. The Legislature placed a proposition
on the November 1966 ballot based on commission recommendations for six
articles, concerning separation of powers, legislative, e:;:ecutive and
judicial articles. This proposition was approved by the voters. A
single proposition containing revision of five more articles was rejected
in November 1968, but partially approved as four separate articles in
June 1970. Approved in June 1970 was a revision of the local government
article of the constitution, which authorized localities to set officials'
salaries without legislative approval, local consolidations and strengthened
home rule. At the November 1970 election, four more articles were approved.
These propositions revised the article on civil service, the article on
amending the constitution, a miscellaneous article, and the repeal of an
obsolete article. Final recommendations on twelve separate articles will
be presented to the Legislature early in 1971, and may appear on the ballot
for voter approval in 1972.
Delaware
The 1967 Constitution Revision Cormnission, proposed a dr.aft constitution
in 1969. A joint legislative committee revised the document before it was
submitted to the Legislature. The 1970 Legislature passed the constitution
which was technically an amendment to the existing constitution. If the
1971 Legislature re-enacts the changes the constitution will become effettive
July 1, 1973. Included a~ong the major changes would be joint electicn of
the Governor and Lieutenant Governor, divesting the latter of all legislative duties. Senators would be elected for four years except that at
the general electioc following each decennial census the even numbered
senatorial districts would carry two year terms and at the general election
eight years after the decennial census, the odd numbered senatorial districts would carry two year terms. Legislative c~npensation would be set
by law, and a reapportionment commission would be created. The voting age
would be reduced to nineteen and the residency requirement would be reduced.
Florida
The new constitution approved by the voters in 1968 did not contain a
revised judicial article. The Legislature subsequently undertook a comprehensive review of the judicial article, and proposed an amendment which
would have simplified the court structure, enlarged the powers of the judicial
qualifications commission and provided for adoption of merit selection of
judges by legislative action. The voters rejected the amendment at the
November 1970 election.
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Georgia
The
which in
mitted a
approved

1969 Legislature created the Constitutional Revision Commission
its November 1969 report recommended complete revision and subproposed new constitution. In 1970 the House of Representatives
the proposed new constitution, but it died in a Senate committee.

Guam
In 1968 a measure establishing a constitutional convention was adopted
by the Legislature. Delegates to the convention were elected in April 1969,
and the convention was authorized to meet from June 1, 1969 through July 1,
1970. The findings and recommendations of the constitutional convention
were not submitted to a referendum, since the statute creating the convention
specifically called for the publication and submission of a report to the
Legislature, Congress and to the Governor of Guam. Two of the conver.tion's
major recommendations were: that a constitutional convention be called eVl!ry
ten years; and that its recommendations be submitted to or be presented by
referendum to the people of Guam. Congress may adopt or reject any or all
of the recommendations.
Idaho
Created in 1965, the Constitutional Revision Commission proposed a
draft constitution in a November 1968 report. The 1970 Legislature revised
the draft and placed it on the November l 970 ballot. It was de feat eel.
The defeated constitution would have provided for joint election of
the Governor and Lieutenant Governor and granted gubernatorial reorganization
powers, subject to legislative veto. ln addition, the Governor would have
been provided with more time to consider a bill both before and after adjournment. Other provisions would have expanded the terms of Senators from two
to four years with half of the terms expiring every two years. It would have
empowered the Legislature to petition the Governor to call a special session.
Legislators would have determined their own salaries and allowances.
Members of the Supreme Court would have been selected by a modified Hissouri
Plan, requiring appointed judges to stand for election two years following
the initial appointment. The pC'opl e would have been guanrnteed tlw d ghl
of privacy and the preservation of the environment,
Illinois
Illinois voters approved a constitutional convention call in November
1968 by a margin of approximately 2.5 to 1. A Constitutional Revision
Commi~sion created in 1967 was both a study and a preparatory body. Another
commission crcatf'd in mid-1969 conducted an orjentation couference for convention delegates and compiled resource mat:erjals. The convention, which
convened in December 1969 and adjourned in Scptemhcr 1970, proposed a new
constitution which thC' voters approved in Df'Cl!lilbcr 1970.
The new constitution provid~s for joint electim1 of the Governor and
Lieutenant Governor and gives tlic• Covernor executive reorganization powers,
subject to legislatiVl! veto. In ~ddition, the> new clic1rter provides ior an
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elected State Board of Education to appoint the previously elected
Superintendent of Public Instruction and an elected State Board of
Elections. Also, there will be art elected Comptroller, who will perform the pre-audit function, to replace the Auditor of Public Accounts,
and an Auditor General, who will perform the post-audit function, to
be appointed by the Legislature. The document provides for annual
legislative sessions and increases the size of the Senate by one to
fifty-nine and retains the size of the House at 177. In the event the
Lee:;islature fails to reapportion a bipartisan commission may do so.
lt creates a Judicial Inquiry Board to investigate complaints about
judges and to report to the existing Courts Commission. It reduces
the voter residency requirement from one year to six months. The
constitution declares it to be a state policy to maintain a healthful
environment and permits individuals to sue polluters. The revenue
article prohibits a graduated income tax, provides that a ratio of
corpor.:::te to individual income taxes shall never exceed eight to five,
and eliminates the state's $250,000 debt limit. It grants home rule
automatically to cities with populations over 25,000 and to certain
counties, and to others by referendum. The voters rejected separate
proposals to gh,e the power of the ballot to eighteen year-olds, to
eliminate the death ~enalty, to alter the plan for districting the
House and make judgeship appointive instead of elective.

The Constitutional Revision Commiss:i.on, created in 1967, recommended
in its 1969 report revision by the amendment process. The commission was
continued in 1969 and in that year agreed to publicize thr£e amendments
which the Legislature had placed on the ballot for 1970. The voters
subsequently approved the amendments; they provided for legislative determination of the length and frequency of sessions, four-year terms for
Secretary of State, Auditor and Treasurer, and a Missouri-type plan for
selection of judees. In its 1970 report the commission urged legislative
reapproval in 1971 of the seven amendments approved for the first time in
1969. These amendments as passed at the 1969 session contained provisions
whi.:::h would: require single-member legislative districts; pennit the
Governor to serve two consecutive terms; clarify the veto power; pennit
the Legislature to provide by law a method for filling legislative vc1cfl.ncies;
remove the limitation on the number of terms a county officer may serve,
delete the coroner as a constitutional officer, require the election of all
constitutional county offi~ers in Lhe off-year congressional election;
permit the Legislature to prescribe by law the method of selection, tenure,
duties and compensation of the Superintendent of Public Instruction; allow
the Legislature to ~lassify property for purposes of taxation or exemption
from taxation. The commission also recommended adoption of seven other
amendments. These amendments would provide for a revision of the suffrage
and election article; require team election of Governor and Lieutenant
Governor; permit the Legislature to deal with county officers by statute;
move the terms of all elected state executive and administrative officials
to the off-year congressional election; permit the Legislature to set
different rates and to change the basis for calculation of maximum general
obligation indebtedness of local governments; provide for alternate methods
of proposing constitutional amendments; and revise the militia article.
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The c;onstitution provides for the submission of a convention call
to the vot ers every ten years. A convention call at the November 1970
election was rejected.

The 1968 Legislature created the Citizens Committee on Constitutional
Revision, which reported in Fe bruary 1969. The committee believed that
best results would be obtained by ame nding tl1c present constitution, and
submitted a report containing recommendations for changes in each article
except the article on finance and taxation. The Legislature examineJ
the recommendations, but was limited to submitting up to three amendment s
to the voters at any one election. At the November 1970 election the
vote?S approved t wo amendments ori g inally drafted by the committee. One
amendment permitted five rather th an three amendments on the ballot,
established new convention guidelines and permitted special e l ections on
amendments. The other amendment permitted joint election of Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, provided gubernatorial reor ganization subject to
legislative veto, increased terms of elected officers to four years,
deleted referenc e to Treasurer and Auditor as constitutional officers
and Lieutenant Governor as Senate President; the amendment also permitted
the Legislature to petition the Governor for a special session.
Louisiana
The State Law Institute, authorized in 1964 to propose rcv1s1ons to
the constitution, continued its work during 1969-70. The Institute WAS
not considered a constitutional revision commission for purposes cf this
report, sinc e this wns only one of its many projects. The Institute
completed revision of local goverr~ent and judiciaJ articles.
The 1970 Legislature transferred constitutional revision to a newly
created Constitutional Revision Commission. The commission was given
the respon sibi lity of submitting constitutional proposals to the Le g islature nt l east thirty days prior to the convening of the 1971 session
and every annual session thereaft e r, until compl e tion of the total revision.
Maryland
ln May 1968 Maryland voters rejected a proposed constitution prepared by .:t constilutjonal convention. After the defeat of tlie constitution both the Governor and legislative leaders proposed passage of
cert ain amendments incorporating sane of the proposals cont a ined in the
defeat ed constitution. The 1969 Legislature Approved eight amendments
for referenda in November 19 69 . However, early in the surrnner of 1969
the Court of Appeals declared the specia l election invalid. The 1970
Legislature reconsidered and revised seve ral of the amendments for
submission to the people at the Novembe r 1970 elec tion.
Eight au,e ndments were passed which: permitted prayer or re 1 i~j ous
readings, on a voluntary basis, i n governmental or public schools; l owered
voter residency requirements, may be less fo r presidential e lection s ;
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creDLed the Office of Liet•ten.:1nt C.cwe rn:)r ancl provided for team el e ction
of Governor and Lieul e n.:111t Governor; pe n:d. ttl' ::l Gove rnor to reorganize
executive branch, subject to legisla ti ve vet o ; increa ~e d the number of
days the Legislature may meet annuall y and establish e d a legislative
compensation commission; retained membership of Legislature at present
size; aJlowed Legislature to establish districts and r e quired decennial
reapportionment; created a uniform s y stem of district courts, and
r2vised method of removing judges; simplified method of adoption of
home rule charters by counties.
The defeated amendment provided for gubernatorial appointment and
Senate confirmation of judges, rather than election,
The constitution imposes upon the Legislature the duty of submitting
a convention call question to the voter every twenty years, At the
November 1970 election the voters rejected the convention call question.
Massachusetts
In November 1968 the electorate approved holding a r1=ferendum on
calling a constitutional convention. However, the State Supreme Court
ruled that only the Legislature can call a constitutional convention, and
it ordered a referendum on the subject stricken from the November 1970
ballot.
The Legislative Research Bureau was given an assignment in 1970 to
prepare by February 1971 a staff report on popular constitutional conventions. The Le gislative Research Bureau was not classified as a
constitutional revision commission, for purposes of this report, since
the convention study was one of numerous assignments given to the Bureau
by the 1970 Legislature •
.Montana
---The voters approved a convention call at the November 1970 election.
The next Legislature ·i.s to fix Lhe time and place for the convention and
provicle for its e x penses and for the payment of its members and officers.
The convrntion wilJ prepare such r e visions, alterations or amendments to
the constitution a s ma y he deemed necessary.
The 1969 Legislature created the Con&titutional Revision Commission
to conduct a detailed study of the con s titution, compile factual data on
whether the constitution impairs effe ctive state gove rnment, compare the
Montana constitution with thos·e of other States and publish a writt1=n
report to the 1971 Legislature. The report contained a general discussion
on the need for constitutional revision, but contained no specific recommendations.
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Nebra s ka
The Nebr as ka Le gislative Council Committee on a Constitutional
Convention, crea t ed in 1967 with the responsibility of study i ng the
question o f c a l l ing a constitutiona l convention, recormnended in its
November 1968 repor t t hat a study commission be created.
I n 1969 t he Legi slature created the Constitutional Revision
Conuni s si on t o dete r mine what, if any, changes wer e needed. In a
Sept emb er 197 0 repor t the cormnission proposed changes for each constitu t ional a rt icle . Included among the recommendations were proposa l s
to increas e the max imum number of Senators to sixty, to reduce the
number of el e ctive officials and to eliminate the six month vote r
residency requ i r eme nt. The commission also recommended that all c i tie s
and villa ges be pe rmitted to adopt a home rule form of government , i f
they chose. It also proposed a convention call question at least once
within a ten year period. The cormnission also made proposals in ce rtain
subject areas c oncerning which the Legislature placed proposed amendme nts
on the November 1970 ballot. Included among such amendments which passed
were proposals for annual legislative sessions, team election of Gove rnor
and Lieutenant Governor, revision of the court system, mandating rea pportionment of judicial districts and legis l ative control over investme nt
of education funds.
New Hampshire
As a result of a constitutional provision, a call for a conve ntion
must be presented to the voters ten years after the last conventjon call.
The question will be on the bal l ot at the November 1972 election.
:Jew Mexico
The Constitutional Revision Commission created in 1963, recommende d
in 1967 calling a constituticnal convention and pr oposed a draft cons titution. The li fe of the commission was extended until March 1969. Me anwhile, the electorate approved a convention call in November 1968.
The convention met from August 5 through October 20, 1969. On
Decemb e r 9, 1969 the voters rejected a new constitution proposed by the
convention.
The de fea t e d do cument would have lengthened the term of office fo r
all st a te ele ct e d of ficers from two to four years, required the execu tive
branch t o be re organized into twenty cabinet-level departments, wit h the
excep ti on of reg ul a t o ry a gencies, and removed the Secretary of State ,
the Att orney General and the State Treasurer as constitutional office rs.
Other provision s of t he document would have permitted the legislators to
set t he i r own salaries wi thin a limitati on of fift ee n pe rc e nt of the
a ve r agE> of the salaries of the Gove rnor and t he Chief J u s t ice, removed
the l imitation on length o f s e ssions, allowed t he Legis l a ture tn formu l a t e
its own rules, required al l le gislative bu s ine s s to be conducted in public .
The c onstitution would also have pe rmitt e d limit ed h ome rule and lowe r i ng
the v oting age to twenty.
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The elective franchise and t axati on a rticl e s proposed by the
constitutional convention, with some mod ifications, were placed on
the ballot by the 1970 Le g islature, and they were accepted by the
voters ~t the November 1970 election.
New York
After the voters in 1967 defeated the constitution proposed by a
convention, the Legi slature pr opos e d passa ge o f ce r tain ame ndments
incorporaUng some of the proposals contained in the defeated constitution. For example, an environme ntal protection amendment similar to
a clause in the defeated constitution was approved by the voters in
November· 1969. The 1970 Legislature approved an amendment repealing
the Blaine amendm0.nt which prohibits direct or indirect aid to public
schools and an ame ndment to permit lowering the voting age to eighteen.
These amendments r.eed to be re-approved by the Legislature before being
submitted to the voters. Provisions similar to these were contained in
the 1967 constitution.
North Carolina
The State Cor.stitutional Study Cormnission, in its December 1968
report, recommend e d extensive revision including ten amendments, Members
of the cormnission were appointed by the Joint StPering Committee of the
North Carolina State Bar and the North Carolina Bar Association, The
1969 Legislature placed on the November 1970 ballot an amendment to revise
editorially the text of the entire constitution, three a:nendments which
originated with the commission and one endorsed by the cormnission. Two
other amendments, initiated by individual legislators, were also placed
OTl the ballot.
The editorial revision plus the four ame ndments either
proposed or endorsed by the commission were approved by the voters.
These amendments Fould reduce to twenty-five th~ number of departments,
pennit gubernatorial reorganization subj e ct to legislative veto, apply
proceeds of escheats to aid students in all state institutions of higher
learning and modify provisions relating to taxation.
North Dakota
The question of whether a convention should be called was submitted
to the electorate in the fonn of a constitutional amendment at the SC'ptember
1970 election, The voters approved and delegates were elected in November
1970. The convention will convene in April 1971 for an or ganizational
meeting of no lonecr than thrrle da ys, to elect permanent convention
officers, adopt rules of procedure, and provide for such i11terim committees
and staff members as may be necessary. The plenary meeting of the convention is to convene in January 1971. The convention may then remain
in session for not longer than thirty consecutive days, excluding Sunday,
The proposals of the convention are to be subr.iitted at a special election
not less than ninety nor more than 150 days after adjournment.
Ohio
The C0nstitutiona] Revisi0n Commission was created in 1969 to stue1y
the constitution and to reconuneud ,_.mendments to the Legislature. The
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commission is scheduled to r e port during the 1971 l egislative session
and every second year un til its work is completed. The act creating
the commission expires i n 1979.
As a result of a const i tutional provision the question of calling
a constitutional conventi on appears on the ballot every twenty years.
The electorate will vote on the question in 1972. lf a convention is
called, the corrn11ission is to make recommendations re garding the organizati on of the convention a nd report its proposals to the convention.
Okl ahoma
The Special Corrnnitt ee on Constitutional Revision which was created
by the 1968 Legislature recormnended in its 1968 report revision of the
e xecutive, legislative and finance articles. In 1969 another constitutional r evision commi s s ion was created, and in its 1969 report proposed
a numbe r of amendments . Only one of the recommendations proposed by the
c ommiss i ons was referre d by the Legislature to the electorate. The
recomme nda t ion to l iberalize the amending process so as to permit the
amend i ng of several articles through the submission and adoption of one
quest ion was submitt ed to the electorate, and defeated at the March 1970
elect ion . Subseque nt t o this action, a reinterpretation by the Attorney
Ge ne ral of Section 1, Article XXIV, which was the provision of the amending
ar t icle s ought to be amended, resulted in the apparent achievement of the
objective of the defeated question. The Attorney General ruled that the
article " authorizes amendment of the constitution by amendment of an
entire art i cl e or the addition of a new article as a single proposal or
proposition , if sai d a rticle embraces one general subject matter even
though said artic l e provides for the deletion, revision or transfer of
provisions in other a rticles where gennane to the proposed article submitted."
Also de fe a ted at thA March 1970 election was a convention call propo s al. The constitution re quires submission of a convention call question
to the vote rs every t wenty years.
The 197 0 ses s ion of the Oklahoma Legislature provided for continuation
of t he cons titutiona l revision studies through the adoption of a resolution
r eques ting referral of the matter to the app~opriat e interim standir.g
c onrrni t tee of the Leg i s lative Council. The matt er s ubsequently was referred
to t he I n terim Committee on Constitutional Revisions and Re gulatory Servic.e~.
Howev e r , the interim committee took no action on constitutional revision.

The 1969 Legislatur e draf ted and placed on the May 1970 ballot a
r evised constitution whic h t he voters rejected. The constitution conta ined a provision to increas e the membership of each house by five and
a uthorization for the Leg islature to call iLself into special session.
It would have removed the two t e nn limit for Governor, Secretary of State
and Treasurer and expande d t he ri ght to couns e l for indigents. The State
would have been prohibited f r om se lling or giving away ocean shore, and
c ities and counties would have be e n gr a nted bro ad fl exibility in adopting
home rule charters.
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r..hode 1 s land
A constitutional convention which convened December 8, 1964 proposed
a nc,1 c,)nstitution, and it was rejected by the voters by a four to one
margin un /\pril 16, 1968. The convention adjourned on February 17, 1969.
Convention bills failed to receive legislative approval in 1969 and 1970.
Sc,•Jth Carolina
The Committee tu Make a Study of the South Carolina Constitution of
1895 in its June 1969 report recommended a revised constitution in the
form of seventeen amendments to be substituted for the existing constitution by an article-by-article procedure. In 1968 the voters had approved
an :tmcndmcnt providing that the constitution might be amended at the 1970
and 1972 general elections article-by-article. /\t the November 1970
electjon the voters approved five committee drafted amendments dealing
with declaration of rights, elections, corporations, impeachment and
fun~tions of government. A legislative study conm1ittee will consider
the additional articles proposed by the revision committee during 1971-72.
South Dakota
The 1969 Legislature created the Constitutional Revision Commission
to make a comprehensive study of the constitution and to recommend changes.
The commission was given the responsibility of reporting its recommendations
i11 the form of proposed amendments to the Legislature at regular sessions
until discharged. The connnission in its 1969 report proposed that the
constitution be amended so that one amendment could cover a certain subject
rceardlcss of ~1ether it appeared in more than one article. The 1970
LP.ei sV1tur.P. referred such a proposal to the votr>rs who rejected the ame11dmcnt at the November 1970 election. In its report to the 1971 Legislature,
the commission made no reconnnendations. Rather the mcmbci~ Lclie':cd it
would be better to wait until the 1972 session to make any specific rcccmmendatjons. Amendments may only be placed on the ballot ~t the next general
election whi.ch would be 1972. 1t is expected that the connnission will be
examin:i.ng the judicial, executive and revenue articles during 1971.
Tenucsscc
---Tlw 1968 Legislature placed on the November 1968 ballot a proposal
for a limited constitutional convention and the convention call was approved,
Five areas for a Umited convention ,,,ere suggested but the electorate
approved only a proposal classifying property into three categories for
tax purposes. Delegates were elected in J\ugust 1970 and the convention
will convene in August 1971.
Texas
The Constitutional Revision Commission, created in 1967, reconnnended
in a Dec~mber 1968 report a revised constitution un which the 1969 Legislature took no action.
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Utah
The Constitutional Rev ision Commission was es tabl i she d in 1969 and
may c ont inue " in exi stence until 1975. ln its 1971 report the commission
re c omme nded four ame ndments dealing with the operations of the Legislature
a nd it s powers and r e strictions. The major proposal covers thirty-two
sect io ns of the le g islative article and would eliminate certain outdated
se cti ons or prov isi ons. It do e s not touch on the b2sic organization of
the Legi sl ature nor lts account ability to the elect or a te, but would make
t ech nica l cha nges i n a reas such as eliminating the provision that the
pres id ing officers o f the respective houses si gn pas s ed bills in the
prese nce of members during se s sion and eliminating the provision requiri ng t ha t b ills c ove r but one subject. The commission reconnnended that
t he " ga tewa y amendment" approach be used in submitting the major proposal
to the voters. At the Novemb e r 1970 election the voters approved a
"ga teway amendment" which provides for submission of an entire article
o f the constitution to the voters rather than requiring each section to
be voted on s e parately. Three other amendments which it recommended to
be voted on s e pa r a tely would empower the Legislature to create interim
committees whose members would receive per diem pay, empower hiring of
legal c ounsel by the Legislature or its committees indep~ndent of the
Attorne y General's office and allow the Legislature to hire a legislative
auditor.
Vermont
A Constitutional Connnission to Study the Vermont Constitution was
c reated by the 1968 General Assembly and in February 1969 recorrnnended a
c a ll f or a limited constitutional convention. However, at a special
referendum on June 3, 1969 the voters rejected the convention call by
a vote of a 3 to 2 margin.
The commission in its January 1971 report recommended extensive
revision of t he constitution in the form of sixteen proposals. The
Legislature will consider the proposals at the 1971 session. The commission prop osed a shorter ballot and four year terms for Governor,
Lieutena nt Governor a nd Attorney General. The report also containe d
c hanges concerning le g islative apporti.onrnent, making the Legislature
a continuous body, providing for an organizational ses~ion and procedures
f or calli ng a spe cial sessjon. The commission also proposed allowing the
Le g islature to reor ganize all s ubordinate courts and establishing manda tory retirement age o f seventy. Judges would be appointed by the Governor
f r om a sla t ~ deve l oped by a Judicial lnquiry Board. 'l'he commission also
proposed lowering the v o tin g age a nd voter residing r e quirements. Others
prop osals were for an environmental protection article, liberalized amendment pr ocedure and a c onstitutional convention provision.
Vir ginia
The 1968 Legis l a ture cre a ted the Commission on Constitutional
Revision which in its Ja nua ry 1969 report recounne nde d a draft constitution. The constitu t ion was revis e d by the Legisla ture at bo th the
1969 and 1970 sessions. The ma in body of the c onstitu ti o n, t e c h nically
an amendment, along with th r ee supplemen t a l amendments we re submitt e d to
the voters at the 1970 elec t ion and app rove d.
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Included among the major changes in the main body of the constitution were provisionc for gubernatorial disability and increased time
for the Governor to consider a bill both be for(! and after adjounu:ient.
The document a l so provided for annual sessions and permitted two-thirds
of the elected members to petition the Governor for a special sessjon.
IL empowers the Legislature to create a judicial inquiry conunissin11.
The protection of the environment was made a state policy. The Legisl.1ture was also empowered to provide lo ans to students attending nonp=ofit institutions of higher education in the State whose primary
purpose is to provide collegiate or graduate education and not to
provide religious training or theological education. The Legislature
was authorized to provide for a state agency or authority to assist in
born.l,-:j ng money (or the construction of facilities at institutions of
higher education except that the State should not be liable for any
debt created by such borrowing. Counties were granted greater organization al flexibility, to bring them in line with the cities. The
co~stitution also specifically provides for regional governments,
dependent on a popular referendum in the affected areas. The document
also rPquircs that constitutional convention proposals be submitted for
a referendt~ and lowered the voting residency requirement.
The voters also approved three separate amendments removing the constitutional restriction against lotteries, enlarging the state borrowing
power for general obligation bonds if voters approve, and permitting the
State to back revenue bonds which are approved by two-thirds of the
House and Senate.

The Governor appointed the Constitutional Revision Commission in
J. 968, cinci in an int(•rim report in Novernher 1968 the commi ssion rc-co,mnended

a pha::;t-.d process of reform and then submitted cl draft "gatP.way arnen c1mc~nt."
The Governor in his message to the 1969 Legislature proposed adoption of
a "galeway amt!ndment" which would authorize constitutionai amendment by
broaC: subject matter instead of the existing requirement tliat amendments
be made by single subject only. Although "gateway amendments" were
submitted during the 1969 session, none was approved for submission to
th~ electorate. The cmnmission in its final June 1969 report proposed
eight "model articles" which dealt with the Legislature, the executive,
the judiciary, elections, the initiative, rcfcrendu1i1 anu re..::all, education,
l ocal government and amendment and revisions. The 1970 session took no
a ct ion on the eight "model articles" proposed by the commission.

The 1969 Legislature created the Legislative-Executive Connnission on
Reorganization of State Government. The commission was not classii'ied as
a constitutional revision conuuission for purposes of this repo!"t, since
the scope of its assignment was not limited to constitutional revision.
The commission was empowered to study on a continuous basis all functions
of the legislative and execul ive branches, determine needs, recounnend
changes for improved operations including constitutional and statutory
revision proposals. ln its November 1970 report, the commission made one
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constitutional and three statutory proposals. The
calJcd for a legislative budget session during the
1bey also called for creation of an administration
ment combining six existing agencies, establishing
board and creating a legislative service agency.
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constitutional pruposal
second year of a l.>icnnium.
and fiscal control d~parta three-member parole

APPENDIX B - CONSTITUTIONAL COM,.~ISSIONS AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
1969-70
Commissions
Conventions
Established

I

w
Ul

I

Reported

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas

X

California
Delaware
Georgia

X(b)
X(b)
X

X
X
X

Guam
Idaho
Illinois

X(b)

X

X(d)

X

X(b)

X

X(b)

X

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Report
ll>..ie

Calls

In
Operation

Referendum on
Proposals

X
(a)

X(b)

X

Nov. 3, 1970 constitution rejected

X

(c)

X

Dec. 15, 1970 constitution adopted

X

Dec. 9, 1969 constitution rejected

X(k)

(k)

X

(e)

Louisiana
Maryland
Nas sachusetts

X

Montana
Nebra ska
New Hampshire

X
X(g)

New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota

X(b)
X(b)

Ohio
Oklahoma
Rhode Island

X

X

(e)
(f)
(a )

X

X(g)
(h )
X
X(i)
(a)

X(j)

X
X(j)

(h)
(e)

APPENDIX B - CONSTITUTIONAL COMMISSIONS AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
1969-70
Corrnnissions
Conventions
Established

Reported
X
X

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

X(b)
X

Texas
Utah
Vermont

X(b)
X
X(b)

X(i)
X
X

Virginia
Washington
Wyo:ning
(m)

X(b)
X(b)

X
X

Report
Due

Calls

In
Operation

Referendum on
Proposals

X
( 1)

X
(e)

I

w

°'I

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
( f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
( 1)
(rn)

Approved.
Established prior to 1969.
Findings of the convention submitted to the Legislature, the U.S. Congress and the Governor of Guam.
Two commissions were active, one was created prior to 1969.
Defeated.
Supreme Court ordered a referendum on a convention call stricken from the November 1970 ballot.
One commission created in 1967 and it reported in 1568. Another commission created in 1969 and it
reported in 1970.
Convention call to be voted on in 1972.
Reported in December 1968.
One commission created in 1968 and reported in late 1968. Anothe= commission created in 1969 and
reported in late 1969.
Constitution rejected April 16, 1968, and the convention adjourned February 17, 1969.
Convention scheduled to convene in August 1971.
For information on Wyoming see page 30.
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CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION ACTIVITIES
1968-1969

Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher from:
Council of State Governments. Constitutional Revision
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Governments, 1970.
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FOREWORD
During the past few years the States exhibited increased interest in
systematically reviewing their constitutions and proposing changes for
overall revision.

This report focuses upon these comprehensive revision

efforts during 1968-69.

Although no effort was made to survey systemati-

cally for constitutional revision activities during 1970, when such
information was available it was included in the report.
The information contained in this publication is based upon surveys
conducted by the Council of State Governments during the past few years.
Reliance was also placed upon the information contained in an article by
Albert L. Sturm entitled ''State Constitutions and Constitutional Revision,
1967-69" which will appear in the forthcoming edition of The Book of The
States:

1970-71.

In a few instances where additional information was

required, telephone inquiries were made.

Brevard Crihfield
Executive Director
The Council of State
Governments
Iron Works Pike
Lexington, Kentucky 40505
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CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION ACTIVITIES
1968-69
Introduction
During 1968-69 the States moved at a rapid tempo in their efforts to
conduct a systematic review of their basic instruments of government.

The

existence of outmoded and restrictive provisions have hindered many state
governments in meeting the challenges they face.

During the past two

years at least thirty-four States reacted to these conditions by taking
action toward a comprehensive review of their constitutions in order to
evaluate needed changes and procedures for implementing reforms.
Many formal proposals for constitutional changes were made during
the biennium, and a large number were accepted.

These alterations in

the basic documents of the States were made by three traditional methods
of proposing formal changes:

legislative action; popular initiative;

and constitutional convention.

A total of 490 constitutional amendments

were proposed and 372 were accepted.
340 out of 450 were passed.

Of those submitted by Legislatures,

Constitutional conventions in Hawaii, Penn-

sylvania and New Hampshire submitted thirty-four amendments and thirtytwo were approved.

A new constitution was given approval in Florida,

while proposed constitutions in Maryland, Rhode Island, and New Mexico
were rejected.
Constitutional revision during the biennium consisted of a blend
between the piecemeal and the overall revision approaches.

Most changes

enacted during the biennium were more a part of the piecemeal approach
rather than overall revision.

In most instances the amendments passed

related to only a single area of the constitution, and were basically in
response to an immediate need and a specific problem.

Along with the

piecemeal approach, the States were engaged in comprehensively reviewing
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their constitutions in order to determ i ne which general areas needed
revision, and proposing general reforms to the entire constitution or
to certain sections of the constitution.
This report focuses upon these broad constitutional revision efforts .
Many groups were involved in stimulating these comprehensive constitutional
revision efforts, among them legislative leaders, bar associations, and
citizens' groups.

Governors also played a prominent role by encouraging

revision in at least seventeen States.

Two

in conducting these broad revision efforts .

basic procedures were used
Constitutional revision

commissions were in operation in at least twenty-two States examining
constitutions, making recommendations and suggesting ways to implement
these changes.

Another method used for wholesale revision was the

constitutional convention procedure, followed in seven States.
Gubernatorial Proposals
Governors played an important role in encouraging broad constitutional revision.

At least seventeen Governors recommended such action in

legislative messages, other public speeches, or through other means.
Six Governors called for constitutional conventions.

The Governor

of Oklahoma in both 1968 and 1969 supported a call for a constitutional
convention in messages to the Legislature.

A special session was called

by the Governor of Arkansas with the question of a constitutional convention call to the voters being one of the items on the agenda.

After

the defeat of the proposed constitution submitted by the constitutional
convention, the Governor of Rhode Island urged the General Assembly to
initiate a call for another convention.

In Kansas, North Dakota, and

West Virginia the Governors also urged convention calls.
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In other ways Governors also have supported broad reforms.

In 1968

the Governor of Pennsylvania urged the constitutional convention, then
in session, to make changes in the interest of modern government, and
pledged that his administration would do everything in its power to
help achieve this goal.

In Nebraska the Governor recommended that the

Legislature consider wholesale review of the constitution.

The Governor

of Illinois, in his inaugural address in 1969, emphasized the importance
of the work of the impending constitutional convention, and in New
Mexico the Governor made a series of recommendations concerning the
staging of the upcoming convention.
Other Governors emphasized the importance of the commission procedure as a method for proposing broad changes.

Governors in Alabama

and Virginia asked the Legislatures to provide for the creation of
constitutional revision commissions.

In Idaho and South Carolina the

Governors recommended that legislators consider reports made by commissions.

The Governor of Washington by an executive order appointed

a commission to evaluate the need for constitutional revision.

Governors

in Florida and Vermont also supported broad movements for constitutional
reform.
Constitutional Conventions
Historically, constitutional conventions have been the principal
method for conducting a general revision .

During the biennium constitu-

tional conventions were in operation in seven States.

In Maryland,

Pennsylvania and Rhode Island conventions which convened before January
1968 adjourned during the biennium.

Conventions in Hawaii and

Mexico began and completed their work during 1968-69.
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Ne\-1

By th ~ end of

the biennium, only the Arkansas and the Illinois constitutional conventions had not adjourned, but in February 1970 the Arkansas convention
adjourned sine die.
Constitutional conventions may be unlimited or limited, the first
free to consider any subject and the other restricted in the call to
considering certain enumerated constitutional matters.

Conventions in

operation during the biennium were given unlimited authority to propose
changes except for the Pennsylvania convention.

In Pennsylvania the

convention was limited to proposing revision on taxation and finance,
the judiciary, local government and legislative apportionment.

Other

sections of the constitution had been revised previously by the articleby-article approach.
Although conventions were used as a means for a general revision,
the voters did not always accept the proposals.

New constitutions were

submitted by conventions in Maryland, Rhode Island, and New Mexico, out
were rejected.

On the other hand, the conventions in Hawaii, and Penns yl-

vania offered the voters a series of proposals, and all were accepted
except for one proposal in Hawaii.

In New Hampshire voters approved at

the November 1968 election five of six amendments proposed by the 1964
c0~stitutional convention.
Other State~ also took actions to utilize this procedure as a means
of revision.

A call for a limited convention was approved by Tennessee

voters in November 1968, while convention calls were defeated in Vermont
in June 1968 and in Oklahoma in March 1970.

In Washington an effo~t to

place a convention call on the ballot by the use of initiative failed.
Convention calls were scneduled to be on the ballot in Iowa, Maryland,
Massachusett~, Montana and North Dakota in 1970.
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Constitutional Revision Commissions
Constitutional commissions have been also widely used as instruments
for constitutional reform.

These bodies are basically e:ctraconstitutional

and are commonly created by executive order, statute or legislative resolution.

They are advisory bodies, and before their recommendations become

effective legislative action is required.

Most of the commissions active

during the biennium examined the constitution, determined necessary changes,
made proposals for implementing these changes and reported their findings
to the Legislature.

Others served as preparatory bodies for constitutional

conventions.
Commissions took on a new dimension with the passage of the 1968
Florida constitution.

Passed in 1968, the docuwent contained a provision

for a constitutional revision commission to be established ten years
after the adoption of the constitution and every twenty years thereafter
to study the constitution and to propose changes directly to the voters.
During the period of this report twenty-six commissions were active
in twenty-two States.

Four States - Arkansas, Illinois, Nebraska and

Oklahoma - had two commissions in operation during this period.

Eleven

commissions in ten States were created before 1968 and fifteen commissions
were established during 1968-69.
still in operation.

By the end of 1969, ten commissions were

These bodies were essentially study groups with the

exception of one commission in Arkansas and another in Illinois.

In

these States commissions prepared for the impending conventions.
Commissions in operation during 1968-69 recommended a variety of
approaches for a general revision.

At least eight of the commissions

recommended draft constitutions - Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho,
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New Mexico, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia.

Draft constitutions

submitted by commissions in Arkansas and New Mex i co served as the basis
of deliberations by constitutional conventions.

In Idaho the 1969 Legis-

lature directed that the proposed draft constitution submitted by the
Constitutional Revision Commission be publicized by the Legislative
Council.

The 1970 Legislature revised the document, and placed it on

the November 1970 ballot.

In February 1969 the Virginia General Assembly

was called into special session to consider a document proposed by the
Commission on Constitutional Revision.

The General Assembly modified

in both 1969 and 1970 the proposals made by the Commission, and a main
proposition plus three other propositions will appear on the November
1970 ballot.

By the end of 1969 no final action on draft constitutions

had been taken by Legislatures in Delaware, South Carolina and Texas.
In 1970 the draft constitution proposed by the Georgia Constitutional
Revision Commission was passed by the House of Representatives, but it
died in a Senate committee.
The Florida Constitutional Revision Commission, created in 1965,
proposed a draft constitution to the Legislature in Jmuary 1967.

It

was not until July 3, 1968 that the Legislature completed its work and
app~oved its own version.

The new constitution was submitted in the form

of three proposals which were approved at the November 1968 election.
At least four comtnissions recommended that a conGtituticnal convention be called - Arkansas, Illinois, New Mexico and Vermont.

Legislatures

in these States took the proposals under advisement and placed conventio~
calls on the ballot during the biennium.
Other commissions recommended revision by an article-by-article
approach.

In California this approach has been used with some succe cs,
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and proposals drafted by the Constitutional Revision Commission were
approved by the voters in 1966.
Commission was defeated in 1968.

However, a proposition drafted by the
The Legislature divided the 1968 pro-

position into four propositions which will be submitted to the voters
in June 1970.

The North Carolina State Constitutional Study Commission

declared that the constitution needed wholesale revision, and it re commended general editorial revision plus ten specific amendments, eac h to
be voted on separately.

The revision and four of these amendments , plus

two introduced by the General Assembly, will be on the 1970 ba ll o t.
South Carolina

In

a commission proposed a revised constitution in the form

of seventeen articles to be substituted for the existing constitu t ion by
a n article-by-article procedure.

Commissions in Indiana, Oklahoma and

Washington also recommended phas ed revision.
Significant Changes in the Legislative. Executive and Judicial Articles
During the biennium numerous constitutional changes were enacte d .
The following sections are not intended to be a complete summary of all
changes affecting the legislative, executive and judicial article s , but
merely a review of the more significant changes.

In some instances they

were related to broad constitutional revision movements, while in other
instances they reflected a ~iecemeal approach.
There was a trend toward strengthening the legislative branch by
providing more time for legislative deliberations, increasing legis la t i ve
compensation, developing new procedures for setting legislative compensation and for a more fair apportionment procedure.
Through a variety of ways a number of States moved to expand the
amount of time available for legislative deliberation.
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One evident trcnc

in constitutional reform was the ever increasing number of States that
had constitutional provisions for annual legislative sessions.

Mississippi

voters in July 1968 approved an annual ses5ion proposal and Florida, Idaho,
Iowa and Utah voters passed annual session measures in November 1968.

How-

ever, annual session proposals were defeated in Kentucky and Texas in 1969.
In addition to the favorable action in the five States mentioned
above, special notice should be made of an amendment approved by the
Wisconsin voters deleting the provision prohibiting the Legislature
from meeting more often than once in two years.

The amendment did not

specifically establish an annual session, but it enabled the Legislature
to do so if it wished.

As of late 1969, the Legislature had not done so.

Actually, the Legislature has met annually for a number of years through
parliamentary means. Rather than adjourning sine die during the first
year, it has recessed and then reconvened during the second year.
Constitutional provisions existed for annual sessions in twenty-six
States by the end of 1969, excluding Wisconsin.

This trend might con-

tinue since annual session proposals were scheduled to be on the ballot
in 1970 in several States including Arkansas, Connecticut, Indiana,
Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon and Virginia.
Another trend was the movement to eliminate the restriction on topics
which may be considered during the second year session.
ware passed such provisions during the biennium.

Hawaii and Dela-

With the addition of

Delaware and Hawaii, twenty-one annual session States had no restriction
on subject matter during the alternate year.

By the end of 1969 only

five annual session States -- Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico, Utah and
West Virginia -- retained subject limitations during the second year.
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Another trend was the effort to eliminate or ease the limitation on
length of regular and special sessions. Delaware dropped the length restriction on special sessions, and increased the regular session length
by providing that both the even and odd year sessions adjourn by the
last day in June.

Hawaii ea3ed the limitation during the alternate year

by increasing the number of days allowed from thirty to sixty calendar
days.

However, in Montana a proposal to increase from sixty to eighty

days the limit for legislative sessions was defeated at the November
1968 election.
Other actions were also taken to strengthen the legislative branch.
Idaho and North Dakota voters approved organizational and orientation
sessions.

New Jersey voters approved an amendment making the Legislature

a continuing body £or two years so that bills introduced in the first
year's session can be carried over into the second year.
Legislative compensation also received much attention.

Pay increases

were passed in Nebraska, Utah, Hawaii and Arizona, while a measure to increase compensation was defeated in Texas.

Proposals to permit legislativP.

compensation to be set by statute were passed in Florida, North Carolina
and Iowa, but were defeated in New Hampshire, New Mexico, Nevada, Idaho
and Maryland.
Legislative compensation was basically provided for by two major
methods singly or in combination - statute and constitution.

However,

Oklahoma voters in 1968 approved a constitutional amendment creating the
Legislative Compensation Board which was authorized to set legislative
salaries without legislative approval.

Also, in 1968 Michigan voters

approved an amendment establishing a commission on executive, judicial
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and legislative compensatton .

The rates set by the commission could

be overruled by concurrent resolution of the Legislature.

Hawaii voters

at the November 1968 election, in addition to providing fAr an increase
in legislative salaries, provided that future pay raises c~uld be set by
law on the basis of rec~mmendations of a special cnmmission created for
that purpose.
Recent r~vision efforts hav~ centered upon legislative apportionment.
In Pennsylvania the voters passed an amendment providing for the establish•
ment of .a five member commission to reapportion the General Assembly
after each census.

The commission would have ninety days to approve a

reapportionment plan, and if the commission failed to act the Supreme
Court would reapportion the General Assembly.

In Hawaii both houses

of the Legislature were reapportioned and redistricted effective in
1970.

Also, a commission was to be created to handle reapportionment

and redistricting every eight years, beginning in 1973. In Florida,
Georgia and Iowa measures were passed which provided procedures for
reapportionment.
Actions were also taken to strengthen the executive branch through
a variety of procedures.

Florida, in resp~nse to the mandate of the new

1969 constitution, reorganized into twenty departments which was below
the constitutional limit of twenty-five departments.

In Arizona the

terms of the Governor and other elected officials were lengthened by a
1968 constitutional amendment from two to four years.

Alabama and

Florida both amended their constitutions to abolish one-term limitations
and allow certain elective officials, including the Governor, to serve
an additional four year term.

Florida's new constitution establishes
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the office of Lieute nant Governor.

The addition of Florida makes forty

States having this of fice .

The Florida Governor and Lieutenant Governor

would be elected as a team .

Voters in Colorado also adopted a constitu-

tiona l amendment t o a llow for the election of Governor and Lieutenant
Governor on a j oint ticket.

With the action of Colorado and Florida,

eleven Sta t e s now provide for joint tickets.
Idaho and Hawaii moved to strengthen the Governor's appointing
power .

A constitutional amendment in Idaho allows the Governor to fill

vacancies in elective offices.

The Hawaiian constitution was amended

so that the Governor would no longer be required to obtain Senate approval
to remove department heads.

Michigan voters in 1968 approved a constitu-

t ional amendment permitting the Governor to fill judicial vacancies.
The Governor's veto power has also been enhanced by action in some
States.

In Iowa a constitutional amendment gives the Governor an item

veto over appropriations.

A Massachusetts constitutional amendment

lengthens from five to ten days the time in which the Governor can act
on legislation .

Minnesota also acted to lengthen the time the Governor

may act on bills .
Numerous States also moved to modernize their judicial systems .
Severa l State s provided for a major reorganization of their court systems .
I n Pennsylvan i a a constitutional amendment passed in 1968 provided for a
uni f i ed cour t system with general administrative authority vested in the
Supr eme Court.

The Ohio Supreme Court was given general administrative

supervisory authori t y over all courts, and the probate court was made a
divis ion of the court of appeals. Washington created a Court of Appeals.
The trend towa rd establishing agencies with the authority to discipline judges and recommend their removal or retirement continued duririg th e
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biennium.

In Alaska, Louisiana, Michigan and Pennsylvania the voters

gave the Supreme. Court the authority to censure, remove or retire any
judge on the recommendations of a judicial qualifications commission.
In Hawaii an amendment was passed providing for a special commission
for removal of judges who may be incapacitated or otherwise unfit to
hold judicial office.

Oregon amended its constitution to make clear

the grounds on which the Supreme Court may act to remove judges, and
in Utah the Legislature was given authority to enact standards for
mandatory retirement of judges.

The Idaho electorate approved an amend-

ment providing for retirement, discipline and removal of Supreme Court
justices and district court judges for cause.
Two States passed provisions relating to compensation.

Ohio and

Washington amended their constitutions to permit salary increases to
become effective during the terms of justices.
future Developments
State efforts at broad constitutional revision are still continuing.
By the time of this writing the Illinois constitutional convention is:
still in session, and a convention is scheduled to convene in Tennessee
in August 1971.

Voters are scheduled to decide on convention calls in

Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana and North Dakota during 1970.
Proposed constitutions await voters approval in Arkansas, Idaho, Virginia,
and Oregon, and in at least ten States constitutional revision commissions
are scheduled to report during 1970-71.
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APPENDIX A - STATE-by-STATE SUMMARY
The following State summaries include information on overall constitutional revision activities for 1968-69. The summaries contain details on gubernatorial proposals, constitutional revision commissions
and constitutional conventions. The summaries generally do not contain
information on actions taken on amendments during the biennium, since
most amendments were part of a piecemeal revision process. No systematic
effort was made to gather information on 1970 activities. However, in
the few instances where such information was available it was included.
Alabama
The Governor in his message to the 1969 Legislature suggested the
creation of a constitutional study commission. In 1969 the Constitutional
Commission was created by the Legislature to consider amendments to, or
revisions of, the 1901 constitution, and procedures for adoption of such
measures. An appropriation of $100,000 was made to the Commission which
is composed of members of the House and Senate and members appointed by
the Governor. The Commission will report to the 1971 Legislature.
Arkansas
In 1967 the Legislature created the Constitutional Revision Study
Commission which recommended the holding of a constitutional convention.
At a special session called by the Governor in 1968, the Legislature
placed the question of a convention on the November 1968 ballot, and
it was approved by the electorate. A second constitutional revision
commission, the Constitutional Convention Advisory Commission, was
active as a preparatory body assembling reports and making necessary
arrangements for the convention. The convention convened January 7-9,
1969, elected its officers and made committee assignments. It recessed
until May 27 and after three months of work recessed until January 12,
1970. By the time of this recess it had completed two of the three
readings required. Included among the major changes were a reduction
in the number of elected officers from seven to four effective in 1975,
and a requirement that the State's 170-200 executive departments and
agencies be grouped into not more than 20 principal departments. Also,
the General Assembly would be permitted to meet annually and to call
itself into special session. Other provisions provided for a more
unified court system and expanded self-determination for local governments. The final adjournment was not to be later than February 15,
1970 and it was planned that the new constitution would be submitted
to the voters at the November 1970 election. The convention approved
the new constitution in February, and it will appear on the November
1970 ballot.
California
Constitutional revision has proceeded through a series of phases,
each step covering a revision of a substantial part of the constitution.
The Constitutional Revision Cornrniss~on was created in 1963 with the
responsibility of providing factual information and submitting recommendations to the Legislature. Based upon the Commission's recommendations
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the Legislature placed u~on the November 1966 ballot a measure concerning
the revision of the constitution's separation of powers, legislative,
executive and judicial articles, and the revision was approved by the
voters. Four propositions at the June 1970 primary would revise and
modernize sections of the constitution dealing with local government,
corporations and public utilities, penal matters, future amendment of
the constitution and state civil service. The proposals were drafted
by the Constitution Revision Commission. A proyosition containing many
of the same changes was rejected by the voters at the November 1968
election.
Delaware
The Constitutional Revision Commission which was created in 1967
recommended a proposed new constitution in a report submitted in
October 1969.
Florida
The Constitutional Revision Commission created in 1965 submitted a
draft constitution to the Legislature in January 1967. It was not until
July 3, 1968 that the Legislature completed its work and approved its
own version. During the campaign for the new constitution, the Governor
urged the voters to accept the new document. The voters in November
1968 approved all three choices offered to them: one containing the
ten amendments of the "basic document," a second choice on the revision
of the article on suffrage and elections, and a third on a version of the
local government article. The new constitution contained a provision
enabling the Governor to succeed himself for a second four-year term
and the creation of an office of Lieutenant Governor. Annual sessions
instead of biennial sessions were provided, as well as automatic reapportionment every ten years. Home rule for counties, and ceilings on
property taxes and state bonding interest rates were also included.
The constitution did not contain a revision of the 1956 judicial article.
Georgia
A resolution calling for a constitutional revision commission was
introduced during the 1968 legislative session. The Governor vetoed the
resolution, however, saying that amendments had made the conditions of
the commission membership unacceptable. However, in 1969 the Legislature
created the Constitutional Revision Commission, which in its November
1969 report recommended complete revision and submitted a proposed new
constitution. In 1970 the House of Representatives passed the proposed
neu constitution, but it died in a Senate committee.
Hawaii
Delegates to the Constitutional Convention were elected June 1, 1968,
and the convention met from July 15, 1968 through October 21, 1968. The
voters ratified all but one of the twenty-three proposals submitted by
the convention. The ballot offered a choice of a "yes" vote on the
whole document, a similar "no" vote, or rejection of any parts of the
document while approving the rest. One proposal lowering the voting age
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from 20 to 18 was rejected. Included among the changes accepted were:
legislative reapportionment, effective in 1970; reduction of the minimum age for Governor from 35 to 30; increasing the length of the alternate year legislative session from 30 to 60 days; limited home rule
provisions for local governments; and two-year budgeting and appropriations. Also included was an increase in legislative salaries, and a
provision that future legislative pay raises could be set by law on the
basis of the recommendations of a special commission created for that
purpose.

A proposal by the Constitutional Revision Commission providing that
amendments covering more than one subject may be submitted to the voters
as a single question was defeated by the voters at the November 1968
election. The Commission, which was created in 1965, proposed a draft
of a new constitution in a November 1968 report. The Governor in 1969
reminded legislators of their responsibility of placing their judgment
and recommendation upon the draft constitution proposed by the Commission.
The Legislature directed that the draft be publicized by the Legislative
Council. The 1970 Legislature made some revisions to the draft constitution, and placed it on the November 1970 ballot.

Illinois
On November 5, 1968 the electorate approved a convention call by a
margin of approximately 2.5 to 1. Two constitutional study commissions
were active: one basically a study group and the other a preparatory
body. The Governor in his inaugural address in 1969 emphasized the
importance of the work of the impending constitutional convention. The
convention, which convened December 8, 1969, was unlimited as to the
topics it may cover. Although no time limitation was placed on the
duration of the convention, the delegates' salaries would be limited
to eight months.
Indiana
The Constitutional Revision Commission which was created by the
Legislative Council in 1967 recommended in its 1969 report revision by
the amendment process. The Commission was continued in 1969 and at its
October 1969 meeting agreed to publicize three proposed amendments
which were scheduled for referendum in 1970.
Iowa
The cons~itution provides for the submission of a convention call
question to the voters every ten years. At the November 1970 election,
the electorate will vote on the question "Shall there be a Convention to
Revise the Constitution, and amend the same?" If the voters approve,
the General Assembly at its next session would provide for the election
of delegates.
Kansas
The Governor in 1968 asked the Legislature to take the necessary
steps to call a convention. The 1968 Legislature created the Citizens
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Committee on Constitution Revision which reported in February 1969.
The Commission recommended extensive constitutional changes; however,
final action by the Legislature was delayed until the 1970 legislative
session.
Louisiana
The State Law Institute, which was given the assignment in 1964 of
proposing revisions to the constitution, continued its work during 196869. For purposes of this study the State Law Institute was not classified as a constitutional revision cammission, since its prime responsibility was law revision. The constitutioc,al revision assignment was
only one of many projects th~ State Law Institute had during the biennium.
Two committees ware active in preparing revisions of the articles on the
judiciary and on parish (county) affairs. These committees were due to
report during 1970. The committee on the judiciary made an interim
report in January 1970 and the committee on parish (county) affairs
made a final report in April 1970.
Maryland
A constitution convention met from September 1967 to January 1968,
but its draft was rejected by the people on May 14, 1968. Included
among the changes in the constitution were: strengthening the Governor's
control over the administrative branch; reduction in the size of the
Legislature; longer legislative sessions; restructuring the judicial
branch, and mandatory home rule. After the defeat of the proposed
constitution both the Gover~or and legisl~tive leaders proposed passage
of certain amendments incorporatiPg some of the proposals contained in
the defeated constitution. Tne 1969 General Assembly approved nine
amendments which were to be voted on at a special election in November
1969. However, due to a cou~t ruling the special election was not
held. The Court of Appeals ruled that the election was in violation
of a constitutional provision that amendments be submitted to the
voters at the next general election. The constitution provides for the
General Assembly in 1970 and every twenty years thereafter to provide
by law for taking the sense of the people in regard to calling a convention. An advisory convention call question will appear on the
November 1970 ballot.
Massachusetts
At the November 1968 election an initiative petition proposing a
vote in 1970 on the question of holding a constitutional convention
won approval. If the convention call is approved, the convention would
conve~in July 1911 for not more than 120 days. The convention would
be limited to considering subjects relating to the executive branch, the
Gene:::-al Co·.!rt·; the Executive Council, lo-: a l government, simplification
and rearrangement of the constitution and methods for its amendment.
Montana
The 1969 Legislative Assembly creat~d a Constitutional Revision
Commission, which is to submit a final report before September 1, 1970.
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The report is to contain the findings of the Commission, a draft of
any proposals for change in the constitution, and recommendations of
the most feasible and desirable method of implementing the proposals.
At the general election to be held in November 1970 there will be a
question on the ballot whether the Legislative Assembly at the 1971
session shall call a convention to revise, alter, or amend the constitution.
Nebraska
The Nebraska Legislative Council Committee on a Constitutional
Convention, which was created in 1967 with the responsibility of studying
the question of calling a constitutional convention, recommended in its
November 1968 report that a study commission be created. The Governor
in 1969 recommended that the Legislature consider wholesale revision of
the constitution. He stated he was certain that the constitutional revision committee could have recommendations a~ to how the constitution
could be modernized rather than continuing to use the pi~cemeal review
and revision method. In 1969 the Constitutional Revision Commission was
created with the duty of studying the constitution and determining needed
charges, especially to strengthen legislative powers. The Commission is
to report in September 1970.
New Hampshire
At the November 1968 election the voters approved five of six
amendments which had been proposed by the 1964 Constitutional Convention.
New Mexico
The Constitutional Revision Commission, which was created in 1963,
recommended in 1967 calling a constitutional convention and proposed a
draft constitution. The electorate approved a convention call in November
1968.
The Governor in his address to the Legislature in 1969 recommended a series of proposals concerning the staging of the impending
constitutional convention. The convention met from August 5, 1969
through October 20, 1969. However, the voters rejected a new constitution proposed by the convention on December 9, 1969. The defeated document would have lengthened the term of office for all state elected
officers from two to four years; required the executive branch to be
reorganized into twenty cabinet-level departments, with the exception of
reg ula tory agencies, and empowered the Governor to appoint the Secretary
of State, the Attorney General and the State Treasurer. Other provisions
of the document would have permitted the Legislature to set its own
salaries, within the limitation of fifteen percent of the average of the
salaries of the Governor and the Chief Justice; removed the limitation
on length of sessions; allowed the Legislature to formulate its own
rules; and required all legislative business to be conducted in public.
North Carolina
The State Constitutional Study Commission was the only unofficial
commission created during 1968-69. The Commission members were appointed
by the Joint Steering Committee of the North Carolina State Bar and the
North Carolina Bar Association. The Commission in its December 1968
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report recommended extensive revision including ten amendments. The
edited revision and four amendments proposed by the Commission, plus
two introduced by the General Assembly, will be on the November 1970
ballot.
North Dakota
In 1969 the Governor recommended the calling of a constitutional
convention. The question of whether a constitutional convention will be
called will be submitted to the electorate in the form of a constitutitional amendment at the 1970 primary election. If voters approve, delegates will be elected in 1970 and the convention will convene in 1972
to propose either a new constitution or amendments to the present constitution.
~

The Constitutional Revision Commission was created in 1969 to study
the constitution and to recommend amendments to the General Assembly.
The Comllli.ssion is to submit a report by January 1, 1971 and every second
year until its work is completed. The act creating the Commission expires in 1979. As a result of a constitutional provision the question
of calling a constitutional convention appears on the ballot every
twenty years. The electorate will vote on this question in 1972. If
a convention is called, the Commission is to make recommendations regarding the organization of the convention and report its proposals to
the convention.
Oklahoma
The Governor in both 1968 and 1969 recomC!l;!nded that the Legislature
approve a resolution calling for a constitutional convention. The Special
Committee on Constitutional Revision which was created by the 1968 Legislature recommended in its 1968 report revision of the executive, legislative and financial articles. In 1969 another constitutional revision
commission was created and in its 1969 report proposed a number of amendments. The 1970 Legislature placed the question of calling a constitutional convention on the ballot at a March 17, 1970 election. However,
the convention call was defeated.
Oregon
In 1969 the Legislative Assembly adopted a revised constitution
which will be placed before the voters at the May 1970 election. The
revised constitution eliminates obsolete sections and reduces the length
of the basic document. It also includes substantive changes by increasing
the membership of each house by five (to thirty-five in the Senate and
sixty-five in the House) and authorizes the General Assembly to call
itself into special session. If approved, it would become effective
in January 1972.
Pennsylvania
A limited constitutional convention met from December 1, 1967
through February 29, 1968. The Governor in his message to the General
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Assembly declared that the convention, then in session, needed to achieve
substantial changes in the interest of modern government, and pledged
that the State Administration would do everything in its power to help
achieve this goal. The convention proposed five amendments which were
approved by the voters on April 23, 1968. The amendments provided for
a unified judicial system, home rule, legislative reapportionment, a
state debt limit based on state revenue rather than on an arbitrary
figure and revision of the taxing system.
Rhode Island
A constitutional convention which convened December 8, 1964 proposed a new constitution which was rejected by the voters by a four to
one margin on April 16, 1968. The convention finally adjourned on
February 17, 1969. Some of the key changes in the rejected constitution
would have given the General Assembly power to set legislative pay scales;
repealed a lottery ban; established constitutional tenure for judges;
reduced Senate membership; provided broader home rule powers for local
government, except in the area of borrowing practices, revised the
constitutional amendment process and set up new procedures for future
constitutional conventions. After the referendum, the Governor in both
1968 and 1969 urged the General Assembly to initiate a call for another
convention.
South Carolina
The Committee to Make a Study of the South Carolina Constitution of
1895 was created by the General Assembly in 1966. In an interim report
in 1968 the Committee recommended that the General Assembly propose to
the voters a proposal for changing the amending process. The voters
approved an amendment in 1968 providing that the constitution may be
amended in the 1970 and 1972 general elections by an article-by-article
substitution procedure. The Governor in his address to the General
Assembly in 1969 commended the,committee's report to the legislators
and urged them to ratify the constitutional amendment approved by the
voters in November 1968 permitting article-by-article amendment as being
preferable to either a constitutional convention or to piecemeal amendment. In its final report the Committee proposed a revised constitution
in· the form of seventeen articles to be substituted for the existing
constitution by an article-by-article procedure. By the end of 1969
the Committee's proposals were being considered by a steering committee
of the General Assembly.
South Dakota
The 1969 Legislature created the Constitutional Revision Commission
to make a comprehensive study cl the constitution and to recommend changes.
The Commission was given the responsibility of reporting its recommendations in the form of proposed amendments to the Legislature at regular
sessions until discharged. The Commission in its 1969 report proposed
that the constitution be amended &o that one amendment could cover a
certain subject regardless of whether it appeared in more than one
article.
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Tennessee
The 1968 General Assembly placed on the November 1963 ballot a
proposal for a limited constitutional convention and the convention
call was approved. Five suggested areas for a limited convention were
offered, but the electorate approved only the proposal for classifying
property into three categories for tax purposes. Delegates will be
elected in 1970 and the convention will convene in August 1971.
Texas
The 1967 Legislature created the Constitutional Revision Commission .
The Commission was empowered to study the constitution and recommend a
new or revised constitution or a partial revision. The December 1968
report of the Commission recommended a revised constitution. However, no
action was taken by the Legislature during 1969.
Utah
The Constitutional Study Commission was established in 1969 and was
authorized to be in existence until 1975. The Commission was given the
responsibility of recommending revisions or amendments at least 60 days
before the Legislature convenes. The Commission will be examining the
executive and legislative articles during 1970 in preparation for its
first report to the 1971 Legislature. Present plans call for the use of
an article-by-article approach. One step in this direction is the submission of a "gateway amendment" to the voters at the November 1970
election. The amendment would provide for submission of an entire article
of the constitution to the voters rather than requiring each section to be
voted on separately.
Vermont
The Governor called for constitutional revision in 1968. A Constitutional Commission to Study the Vermont Constitution was created by the
1968 General Assembly and in an interim report in February 1969 recommended a call for a limited constitutional convention. The proposed convention could have considered revision of up to seven voter specified sections of the constitution. However, at a special referendum on June 3, ·
1969 the voters rejected the legislative call by a vote of 14,861 to
23,830. The final report of the Commission is due in 1971.
Virginia
The Governor in 1968 asked the General Assembly to authorize his
appointment of a small constitutional revision commission. The Coamission
on Constitutional Revision was created by the General Assembly in February
1968 and the Commission submitted its report in January 1969. The Governor
called a special session of the General Assembly in February 1969 to consider the report, and the document was approved with modification, by the
General Assembly. As proposed by the 1969 special session, the body of
the proposed constitution would constitute one proposition on the ballot,
while five questions dealing with general obligations bonds, revenue
bonds, lotteries, tuition grants for handicapped children and the size
of Richmond would appear. The 1970 session did not approve the sections
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dealing with tuition grants for handicapped children and the size of
Richmond. Four items will appear on the November 3, 1970 ballot - the
main proposition, the two on bonds and the lottery provision. Each
item will be voted on separately, so that a negative vote on one provision will not defeat the others.
Washington
The Attorney General attempted to place the question of a constitutional convention on the November 1968 ballot by means of initiative
petitions, but the move failed for lack of sufficient signatures. The
Governor appointed the Constitutional Revision Commission in 1968, and
in its interim report in November 1968 the Commission recommended phased
process of reform and then submitted a draft "gateway amendment." The
Governor in his message to the 1969 Legislature proposed adoption of a
11
gateway amendment" which would authorize constitutional amendment by
broad subject matter instead of the existing requirement that amendments
be made by single subject only. Although "gateway amendments" were submitted during the 1969 session, none was approved for submission to the
electorate. The Commission in its final June 1969 report proposed eight
"model articles" which dealt with the subjects of the legislature, the
executive, the judiciary, elections, the initiative, referendum and
recall, education, local government and amendment and revisions.
West Virginia
The Governor in 1968 urged the Legislature to consider submitting
the issue of calling a constitutional convention to the electorate.
Several convention bills were introduced in 1968, but were not reported
out of committee.
Wyoming
The 1969 Legislature created the Legislative-Executive Commission
on Reorganization. For purposes of this study the Commission was not
classified as a constitutional revision commission, since the scope of
its assignment was not limited merely to constitutional revision. The
Commission was empowered to study on a continuous basis all functions
of the legislative and executive branches, determine needs, recommend
changes for improved operations, including constitutional and statutory
revision proposals.
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APPENDIX B - GUBERNATORIAL PROPOSALS , COMMI SSIONS AND CONVENTIONS
Use of Commiss i ons
Conventions
. / ' - -----,
Revision
-;
Calls
Call APIn
Reques tproved by
to be
Report
OperaReferendum on
Estab ed by
Reported Due
Voters
Voted on
lished
tion
Governor
Proposals
X

X

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas (a)

X

X(b)

X

X(b)

X

X(b)

X

X(b)

X

X

X

california
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
I

°'
~

I

X

Alabama

Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

X

Idaho
Illinois (a)

X
X

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana (c)
Maine
Maryland

X(b)
X(b)

X
X

X

X

X(b)

X

X

X

X

X

To be referred to electorate
in November 1970

X

November 5, 1968: 23 proposals submitted; 22 adopted

X

Proposals to be submitted to
the voters at election appointed by the convention
not less than 2 months nor
more than 6 months after
convention adjourns

X

May 14, 1968: Constitution
rejected
284,033
Vote
367,101

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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1

Use of Connnissions

Revision
Requested by
Governor

,------- -- - ,..._ - -Established

Reported

I

Report
Due

-~- - -

CON'JENTIONS

Conventions

-

Call APproved by
Voters

- -

Calls
to be
Voted on

-

./'

- -- - ---

In
Operation

--

)

Referendum on
Proposals

X

11assachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Hississippi
Eissouri
Montana
Nebraska (a)

,.._

hND

X

X
X

X(b)

X

X

X

X

Nevada
New Hampshire

November 5, 1968: 6 proposals submitted; 5 adopted

I

m New Jersey

lf

New Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma (a)

X

X(b)

X

X

X

X

December 9,1969: Constitution
rejected
Vote: 59,685
63,387

April 23, 1968: 5 proposals submitted and adopted
April 16, 1968: Constitution rejected
Vote: 17,464
68,940

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon
Pennsylvania

X

X

Rhode Island

X

X

South Carolina
South Dakota

X

X(b);

X

X

X

X
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Use of Commissions
Revision
Request ed by
Governor
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vennont

I
O'I
O'I

I

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming (e)
{a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Established

Reported

Conventions

Report
1A1e

Call Approved by
Voters
X(d)

X{b)

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Two commissions in operation.
Established prior to 1968.
For information on activities in Louisiana see page 16.
Convention scheduled to convene At.eust 1971.
For information on activities in Wyoming see page 21.

Calls
to be
Voted on

In
Operation

Referendum on
Proposals
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STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONAL
REVISION, 1967-1969
BY ALBERT L. STURM*

URGEONING INTEREST in modernizing
American state constitutions continued to accelerate during the last
biennium of the 1960s. The summary of
constitutional revision activity for The
Book of the States covering the 19591961 biennium reported that approximately one-third of the States were "more
or less actively concerned with the problem."1 In striking contrast, during 19681969 at least thirty-four States had taken
some form of official action directed toward general revision of their basic instruments of government, in addition to
the usual piecemeal amendments. In at
least ten of the remaining sixteen States,
constitutional conventions had been
called or constitutional commissions were
operative during the preceding years of
the 1960s.
Reasons for Activity. The mounting
concern for state constitutional modernization, evidenced in both official activity
and substantial efforts by citizens' organizations as reported in recent volumes of
this publication, reflects the pressures for
strengthening the foundations of American state government that have been developing for decades, especially since the
middle and latter 1950s. Legislative reapportionment r esulting from the "one
man, one vote" mandates of the U.S.
Supreme Court in the mid- and latter
1960s has visibly weakened the traditional

B

•Dr. Stunn is University Research Professor of
Political Science al Virginia Polytechnic Ins1i 1u1e.
1
Volume XIV, 1962-1963, p. 5.

hostility of state lawmaking bodies to
basic constitutional reform. Substantial
support for this generalization is afforded
by the data on amendments proposed by
State Legislatures, by the support in some
of these bodies for constitutional conventions, and particularly by the establishment of constitutional commissions in
most of the States during the 1960s. Other
stimulants to current reform efforts are
rooted in twentieth-century developments
that challenge the antiquated governmental structure and processes of many States;
these include rapid urbaniza tion with its
attendant problems, population growth
and mobility, technological development,
growing pressures for equal treatment for
minority groups, and ever-increasing insistence on higher and better living standards in an affluent society. Furthermore,
state constitutional revision activity has
tended to stimulate reform interest in
other States. In most States that have
made significant progress toward constitutional modernization, the Governors,
and often their predecessors in the office,
have provided the principal leadership in
reform efforts.
Methods of Change. Until January
1969, when the new Florida constitution
became effective and gave constitutional
status for the first time to constitutional
commissions as a formal means of initiating changes in this document, the organic
laws of the fifty States expressly authorized three techniques for their amendment, revision, and rewriting. These were:
proposal by the Legislature, now avail-
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able in all the States: the constitutional
initiatiYe, au tho, in·d in thirtee11 ~late
con st i 111 t iolls before the new Florida doc1m1en t became operative; a11d comtitutional conventions, whid1 may be employed in all States, but a1e exp1cssly authori,ed in thirty-lli11e constitutions. In
the Yast majority of States, all proposed
amendments and revisions mmL be appro\'CU by the voters.
All four methods of initiating alterations ill state constitutions may be used to
propose minor changes, but, tradition;1lly,
the great majority o[ the States have employed constitutional conventions for
major overhaul.
During the biennium ending December 31, 1969, all available methoJs 'were
employed to propose changes in state constitutions, ranging from minor alterations
in single sections and articles to thoroughgoing revisions of entire documents and
proposal o{ new ones. Constitutional
amendments involving all types of
changes were adopteJ in forty-one States
dming the bien!lium. In most of the remaining nine States, extensive revision
either was in process (Illinois, Montana
and Virginia), had recently been adopted
(Connecticut in 1%5), or was rejected by
the \'Oters during the period (New Mexico, Rhode Island and Vermont). Seven
constitutional com·entions in seven States
and at least twenty-six constitutional commissions in twenty-two States were in operatio11 officially between January I, 1968
and January I, 1970.
The following an;ilysis of these developments includes three principal parts:
first, constitutional changes by the amending process, with particular attention to
the number o{ proposals, ratification, contents, and general scope; seco11d, the employment of constitutional commissions,
which state lcgi\lative assemblies have relied upon increasingly as auxiliaries o[
comtitution:tl reform; and, third, alterations hy constitutional convcntiom, both
unlimited and limited. Sec rctaries of state
and stace legislacive sen·ice agencies provided most of the daca for this analysis.
Inf01mation reported from these sources
was so extensive that limitations of space
preclude sL1tc-by-state analysis except for
the most significant developments. Tabu-

Jar presentation is employed, therefore, to
show the salient features of constitutional
amendment and revision activity by all
formal methods.
lJSE OF TIIE i\J\IENDING PROCESS

Ry Method of Initiatio11. During the
biennium, amendments were proposed to
forty-two state constitutions; only in
J\fontana did the voters reject all proposed changes. The table on the following
page categorizes by method of initiation
and by subject matter all amendments to
the constitutions of the fifty States, proposed and ratified during the two years.
Of the formal methods of initiating
changes in these documents the most extensively used is proposal by legislative assemblies, followed in all States
except Delaware by submission to the
voters for thei, approval or rejection.
As shown in the following table, 450 of
the 490 amendments proposed during
the biennium, or 91.8 percent, were
initiated by legislative assemblies; only
1.2 percent by popular initiative; and
6.9 percent by constitutional conventions.
Approval by the voters of Hawaii, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania of all but
two of the thirty-four amendments proposed by constitutional conventions in
these States, or 94.1 percent, indicated a
far higher level of acceptability to the
respective electorates than the rate of
ratification of proposals initiated by the
other two methods. The \'Olers o[ the
three States voted on all convention proposals in the November 1968 general
election. Six had been proposed by the
1964 New Hampshire Constitutional
Convention, of which five were approved;
twenty-two of the twenty-three amendments submitted by the Haw;iii body
were ratified, resulting in extensive revision of the constit11tion drafted in 1950;
and all five of the proposals by Pennsylvania's limiced convemion received the
approval of the eke torate, thus completing the final stage i11 a phased prmedure
of general constitution;tl revi~ion in the
Keystone State.
The six constitutional initiative measures duri11g the la~t bie1111ium were
proposed in five States: one each in Cali-
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AMENDMENTS TO STATE CONSTITUTIONS
January I, 1968- December 31, 1%9
Total
prof'o.r1..·d

Total
rati/i,·d

Pt·rff ,itogc

4C)O

450
6
34

372
340
0
32

75.!)
75.6

68
58
31
28

52
34
25

rot,fird

By Method of Initiati on
All :'\k1hods
Lcgislarin, Proposal
Constillltiona l l ni1iativc
Constitutional Convention

0

94 . l

By Subject Matt er
Proposals of Statewide Applicability
Legislative Branch
Finance and T .1xation
Executive Branch
Judicial Branch
:>tale and Local Debt
Education, H ea lth , Wclfan:
Local Government
Public \\'orks, Corporations,
Resources
Suffrage and Elections
Bill of Rights
Amendment and R ev ision
Miscellaneous
Local Amendments

fornia, Nebraska, North Dakota, and
Oklahoma, and two in Oregon. Subjects
of the six initiative proposals included
property tax limitations (2), a bond issue,
prohibilion of stale income tax, parimulUel belling, and a proposed new judiciary article. Failure of the electorate in
any of the five States to approve an initiative may raise questions concerning the
continuing viabilily of this method for
altering present constitutions. Provision
for the constilutional initiative in the new
Constitution of Florida, however, raised
the number of States in which this technique is available to fourteen. Increasing
willingness of state lawmaking bodies to
support constilutional modernizalion
may account in part for the recent lack of
success of measures initiated by popular
action. Never intended to be an instrument for extensive overhaul, the constitutional initiative serves as a popular
weapon in approximately a fourth of the
States to be used in cases where Legi5latures fail to act.
The table above indicales that 310
of the 450 conslitutiona l amemlmcnts
proposed by state legislative assemblies,
or 75.6 peru:nt, were ratified. Compared
with the figures on lhe use of the legi5la-

24

14

19
18

18

76.5
58.6
80.6
78.5
58.3
94.7

J.i

77.7

18
16
10
8

72.2
62.5

7

13
10
9
5
5

71.4

185

152

82.2

22

90.0

62.5

tive proposal method for previous biennia, these data show significant increases
in proposed changes in state constitutions.
The last volume of The Booh of the
Statr.s reported these figures on recent proposals and ratifications:~
1966
1964

Pro(' oscd

Ratifird

299

236

212

156

Obviously, each succeeding biennium
during the late 1960s has witnessed a substantial increase in the number of constitutional changes over those made during the preced ing period. These data
reflect clearly not only the growing need
to adapt the States' basi c laws to current
and future needs, but, even more significantly, action by state lawmaking bodies
toward this end.
All States that made any changes in
their constittllions <.luring lhe past two
years used the legislative proposa l approach for some or all proposab, with the
exlcption of Pennsylvania. The five
States in which this method was used to
the greate5t extent were as Jollows:
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-Ccori;ia
Lo11;~i;ana

Al.1h;11na
Soulh Carolina
01..J.,l,oma

Propoud

Rotifi,·J

129
50
SG
33

lOG
33

18

12

so

30

Sig11iftc.111tly, to11stit11tional comm1s\1ons
iu all of these S1;11cs extept Louisi:111J
ga\T att<·ntiun to tlu: problem of gene1al
cons tit utiu11.il 1c,·i,iun <lu1 i11g the pcriu<l
of tl1is a11al)sis.
1 he ~rnpe of changes represented in
slate ro11~tillltion:tl a111e1ulme11Ls \'aries
g1<.:atl) a11d is 1101 1dkcte<l in the figures
011 alte1ations. \\ 'hcrc:1s su111e ,tate cunstittttiuns reljuite that any change in the
organic law mu,t relate to a ,pecific subject and may not apply to related matter
in otl1er parts of the docu111ent, in other
States a ,i11glc .1mcmlme11t may ~cr\'e as
the vehicle lor propo,i11g a complete, new
comtitution. In ;1dopti11g three amendments propmcd by the Fl01ida Legislature in 1%8, the rntcr, of this State in
clfcct app10\·ed a m:w constitution, except for the recently re\'ised judiciary
anide whid1 was carried over f1om the
1885 wn,titution. Similar action was inaugu1:1tcd in \ 'irginia in 1969 when the
General :\,sembly appro\·ed with modifiLatiuns a pwpo\cd 1e\·i,ed comLitutiu n
prepared initially by a commission; a ,ccond approval Ly the lawnnking body is
required Lelo1e submi,,ion to the electorate.
California is attempting to modernize
its w11s1itutio11 by a series of steps, each
i11volYi11g a bkJlk of changes proposed
initially by a constitutional commission and pre,e11ted to the Legislature for
po"ililc modifilatio11 before subllli,sion
to the ,otcr,. Phase I, including extcnsi\'e
t hangcs in the l>;1sic ,truuure of state
gm-c111n1e111 wa~ ;l)'j)lO\Td in 196G, Intl in
l!HiS the ,·ute,~ ol California rej e<Led
l'lia,t· 11. whi1 h w.1s ~11l1Juittrd as a si ngle
11101'0,itiun. Si1H e cu1btil1llio11al com111i,~iu11, proposed the dm ume111s that
sc1,·cd :1s the b:i,is for legi,lati\·e proposals i11 Florid.1, \ 'irgi ni.r, and California,
fu1 ther comidcration is deferred for the
analy~is of ronstitutional cummi~siom.
Peu11syh·,rnia and Haw.tii abo en1ployed
the auH·11di11g pro('ess to a1 hicve re,·i,ecl
comtillltions in l!.H.iS, as will be explained

in more detail in the section on constitutional conventions.
Oregon is one of the States in which
the kgi,lati\'e a,sembly is authori,cd to
pi opu~e a I c,·ision of all or p;rrt of tl1e
con~titution. Sime the g1011ndwo1 k \\'JS
Ltid for exte11si,·e O\Trh;1ul of the St:1tc's
ba~i( law by the work of the Oregon
Commission on Con,tit111ional Re\·ision
in tl1e early 19ti0s, the Legislatme has
stmlied the p1ubklll :11 all regular ,e»io11s
since 1963. At the 1969 regular ~e»ion
the lawm;1ki11g body appro,-cd a re,·ised
constitution for ,ubmission to the \'oters
in l\foy 1970.
Although the,e examples of recent action by state lawmaking bodies in preparing and submitting to the voters
extensive cha11ges in constitutions ha,·e
increa,cd lllatkedly during the la,t decade, they arc still relatively few compared
with the far greater number of proposals
of lesser scope. The ,·ast majority of
ch:mges in state organic laws are restricted and relate to a single aspect or
area of the constitutional ,ptem. Although there is more attention to the
problem of moderni,ing the entire constitutional system in an increasing number
of States, the bulk of changes are in response to immediate and pressiug needs.
It is sti ll the squeaky whed that gets the
grease, despi te the gener:tlly dilapidated
(ondition of the entire mech :rnism, which
is charJcteristic of many state constitutions now in operation.
By Subject Maller. The ,econd part of
the table on page 5 clas,ifies amendments
to state constitutions during 1968-69 by
subject matter or content. All amendments are di\'ided into two general groups
-tho~e of general statewide ;1pplicabili1y
and local amendments, which affect J
single area or a re,11 icted number of
units. The fir,t major category, compr i,iug amend111e11ts of geuer;tl ellcct,
inc ltl(lcs all proposed con,titutional
ch:lllgrs in most States. To pr o\·ide some
geue1al imi ght into their contellls,
anrendments in this category are furth er
cLts~ified into twelve wbject matt er
groups generally conforming to the princip:tl ,ubdi\'i,ion s, or combinations in
the case of some functional areas, of st:tte
ronstitutions. S11bjcrt matter groups ;11 e
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listed in the order of the nu111l>n of
proposed a111c11d111e11ts . .\ltho11gh ,011H'
,11tH:nclr11e11ts ubviou~I) might he ( l.1,,ified i11 11101T than om· <.1tegory, ;111d ;dlo catiun to the \ ;11 io11, groups would probably v.1q ~omcwh;1t wit Ii the < l.1~,it1e1,
1he ha.,i, for 1b,~ifilatio11 clearly H'\'l'als
the relative degree or change in the 111;1jor
ate;1s of ~late (Olbti111tio11al ,)Slelll,. No
breakdown i, m;1de i11 local a11wnd111cn1s,
all of whi( h were prnpmnl in ,i;,. S1;1tn:
l(lti in Ceorgia, 2!1 in South C;1roli11.1, 2ti
i11 .\l;rh.1rn.1, 20 in l .ouisia11;1, :l in '.\l.1ryl.111d, and I in :\ev,1da ror a gr,111d totiil
ol_ 18.',. ;is co111p.1red with :HJ:, propos;1h
o! ,tJtewide appli( ;1bility.
.",ime ,tale co1i'titutio11s UHllain more
li111ita1io11s on l.cgi,L1t11res and (i11;11Hc
tlia11 ;111y otl1er a1c;1~, it is 110 >11rp1 ise 1h;1t
thl',e c;1tegu1ics rank at the top in 1n1111b1-rs of ;11ne11d111L'11h proposed. ,\lore th;1n
two -thi1<b of ;ill prop(is;1b ;ire ill( ln(kd
in the tir,t fi\'e groups, whit h ( 0111pri"·
the tluee bram. he, of go\LTllllll'llt and
two Cllt'gories ro\eri11g finance, taxation,
and deht. Local government and ,tale
functions, including education, public
works and highways, natural resouncs
and development, corporations, health
and welfare and others, account for approximately one-sixth of the total; the
Ia,t four groups relating to the elcrti\·e
franchise, basic rights, procedure for
altering constitutions, and mi,celb11e011s
provisions amount to about one-eighth of
the propo,als.
( ;ene1 Jlly, the trend in propmed
amendments continues in the di1et tio11
of strengthening lawmaking bodies by
mi'>1e e<1ui1able apportionment, rcla:-.a1io11 of limitations on ses,ions, nimpensatio11, powers and p1oced11re. Although a
1111111be1 of proposals sought \'oter,' apprm·;d for bond i,,ue, in ronformit) with
existing
con,titutional
requirement,,
others in the areas of taxation, finam-c,
and debt retkned the neressity frn increased Hexibility in providing and administering resourtes to meet mounting
governmental needs. Reduction in the
11umber of electi\'C officcts, executive integration, unified court sy,tem,, more
10< al home rule, and reduction of voting
req11i1ements wc1c a111011g the pi incipal
trends in amendment proposals during

tl1t· Li,t hic11n111111. l·.ll()rh i11 ,(·1·c11 S1;11,·s
t() lower 1l1e 1,,1i11g .1gl'. h()\\'('l'(T, Wl'II'
ddt'atnl (I Lm.1ii. \l.11\Li11d. :\di1.1,k.1,
:\1•w j('l,l'\, ;\l·11· \ln.i(o, ;\(11th ll,il,111,1,
;111d Ohio).
1"11t· lig11n·, i11 IIH· talilc 011 p:1gc :i
do n()I IL'\t";tl thl' _.,1111 ('' tl1.11 01 igin,1tnl
propo.~als tor (()n,1i1111i()n;tl 1111Hl1·111i1.1ti()II . .\l;i11\· ;1JIH'IHh11c111 p1opo,.11' g10\1'
0111 or problt·1ns ;11Hl II('\'"' I )1;11 .II i,t' i11
the ongoing wo1 I... ol goH·1 n11wn1 .111d a1 t'
ln()llght (() the ;1(tl'llt io11 or l<-gi,l.1101s
liv publi( 0111< i.il, ;ind 1q11c·,t·111.1ti\\·, of
intt-re,t g11H1l"· I he l."1 two d1·L1<ics,
lwwc\·t·r, 11.1\1' witlll'"t'd the ,,wt L1< 11l.1r
dnelop111e1ll ol 1110ll' ,1,1c111:1ti1('1l dlo1 I\
liy stale l.rn1n;1l...ing lirnlit·, to dl't1·1111ine
tll(' 111.,j()r wc.1l...11e,,l., in 1ltei1 1npct ti\t'
<11n,t it II I ion;tl ') ,ll'l11, ;111d I() dcn·iop
pi opo,;ds tort 011 ('( I i11g thC'III.
CoN, 1n 1··1 u i~ \ 1. Ct"'~• 1,,10-.:s
<:ltflm< t,-ri.,ti,·s. Si1H (' 1nid ce11L11I") the States h;l\c e11qil())t'd (1111,tit111ional co111111i~,io11~ i11(Il';1si11gly ;is ;111
auxiliary devite to ;1< hicve f()mtit11tio11;d
ieform. These bodies h:1,e been med primarily as ,talf arms of ,tatc k~i,lati\·e
assemblies, and. until the new Flo1 ida
constitution became operati\·e in J:11111:11 ,.
19G9, constitutional cnmmis~ion~ were
extraconstitutional organs without c,prcs, recognition in the basic I.1w ol a11-y
State. Although the term "comti111tio11:d
(lllll1Tii,sio11" is applied to a \al i1·1y ot ()rlicial and ,e111iofl1( i:d g-roup, i11\"<iln·d i11
re, ision or ,Lale nin,ti Lu ti()n,. the I rue
C(lll,tituLional (01111lli,sions ;ire 11,u.111\
ad !we bodies, 11or111ally rrn1qio,cd ,;I
hotlt ollici:d and by < ititl'II ;1ppni1lle(·,,
h;n·i11g 1m1stit111io11al 1e\'i,io11 as tiH·ir
p;11;1mou111 cont cl 11. S1111d1 y 111iM clLi11co11~ agencies, usu;dly pen11;1nt·111 1111iic,tabli,ltcd 01 igin;dly 1111 srn11c 01 ltt·1 pi imary purpose, also are tailed npo11 lo
a"i~t i11 1donn dforts in srn11e St;1tes.
J\lost common anw11g SlH h org;111' ;11 e the
pe1 mancnt legisbtive "tall :1gcnlic».
True constitutional n1m111i»sio11s arc
created by statute, by lt-gislati\·c re\olution, or by exec 11tive order. .\It hough the
Cover nor parti< ipates in the establi,hmcnt of the,e bodit·, hy ,t;1L111e and execuli\·e order, the pmr~r to a1t 011 their
recommendation~ in all States had rested
( ;,•11crnl
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solely in State Legislatures until the new
Florida comtitution became effecti\'e.
Thus, lcgi,lati\'e ;tssemblics have hacl the
option of accepting, rejecting, or modifying, in whole or in part, the recommendations of such bodies. It is often
difficult therefore to follow the progress
of specific rnmmission proposals through
the lcgi5Jative process because of their
susceptibility to change, substitution, or
other disposition.
The Florida fonovation. Article XI of
the new Florida constitution, which became effective January 7, 1969, pro\'ides
for the establishment of a thirty-seven
member constitution revision commission ten years after adoption of the new
document and each twentieth year thereafter to study the state constit11tion and
to propme a revision of all or any part of
it. Designated membership of each commission includes the Attorney General
and the following appointees: by the
Governor (15); the Speaker of the House
of Representatives (9); the President of
the Senate (9); and the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court (3). This specified
composition follows generally the pattern
of recent commissions in Florida, the last
of which submitted a proposed new constitution to the Legislature in 1967. This
new provision is of major significance because it is the first in ;rny modern constitution to accord a commission the same
power as that of some Legislatures and of
constitutional com·entions to initiate unlimited changes in a State's organic law.
Usage. Table 4 on page 22, summarizes
salient features of twenty-six constitutional commissions operative in twentytwo States during the biennium ending
December 31, 1969. Arkansas, Illinois,
Nebra5ka, and Oklahoma each established two such bodies. Eight commissions in seven States were created before
I 968 and terminated d111 ing the biennium; three others established prior to
1968 in California, hLtho, and lndian::i
continued operation beyond Janu::iry I,
1970. Fifteen of the twenty-six constitutional commissions were created durin~
the bicnni111n, i11cludi11g nine in J9G!l
alone 1eprcse11ting the high-water mark
in the 1·st:thli~h11tc11L of 1liesc bodies. A
1nent study ol the me of co11stit11tiL>t1al
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commissions durin~ the thirty years preceding 1%~ re,·ealcd the following usage:
Time Period

I 939-49
I 950-5·1
1955-59
1960-6·1
l 965-GB

Nun1btr of Commi.ssionJ

(l l years)
( 5 ) cars)
( 5 )Ca1s)
( 5 years)
( 4 years)

Total

7
3
II
19
22

623

These figures show the rapidly increasing
popularity of the commission device in
stare· constitutional revision efforts.
The reasons for this re(ent growth in
usage stem in part from tlte nature 0£
these organs, and partially from recent
experience with other methods. Commissions are usually much smaller than constitutional con\'entions; most of their
membership is appointi,·e; ;rnd they are
less expensive than conventions and less
cumbersome to operate. l\lost important,
however, is their susceptibility to control
by state legislative assemblies, which may
exert influence on their work by handpicking commissioners.
Furthermore,
this device affords a means of relieving
busy legislators of the burden of researching complicated issues an<l preparing reform proposals. Constitution::il conventions are not subject to the same legislati\'e control as commissions, even those
with limited mandates, since their members are elected.
Rejection by the voters of new or revised constitutions proposed by constitution::il conventions in New York, l\laryland, and Rhode Island during 1967 and
1968 has dampened the enthusiasm of
many reformers for use of the convention
method and for presenting proposed reforms in a single package. As the report
of the Indiana Constitutional Revision
Commission points out:
The consensus in those slates which ha\'e had
failures seems to 1.,e that \"Oler ,li~like or one or
two pro,·isious of the new <..lrart resulted in the
failure or the entire <locumc-111. This is possible
because in such cases tl1e rewri t tcu cous1it111 ion
generally is suumitte<l to tlie \'0tcrs as a whole.
Uisappro\'al hy the majority or the \'Oters of only
ouc co11tro\'crsi.1l pro\"i,ion tlic1do1c will result
in the <ld,-at or the euti1c do, t1111c·nt. !lad the
votns ... uccn aule to vote sq,.11:i1<:ly 011 c.1ch
0
Alhcn L. Sturm, Thirty l'ca,s of Stnlc Cm1stil11tio11-,\la/m1g (:--:,-w \"011-.: Natiun.il :'\luuicip.11
Lc.1guc, l!170), Taulc 7, Ch. 3.

rnnlrO\'ersial provision, the end n.:sult might ha\'c
been dif[crcnl.'

These considerations, in combination
with the failure of piecemeal amendments to update antiquated organic laws,
account mainly for the growing popularitv of constitutional commissions.
·Membership of these bodies is of two
types: ;1ppoi11ti\'e and ex officio. Appointive members comprise by far the
greater number. Appointing authorities
commonly include the Governor and the
presiding officers of the legislative houses,
with the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court often participating. Legislators or
former legislators and lawyers are in a
majority on most commissions. The only
unoflicial commission created during the
period was the North Carolina State Constitution Study Commission, whose members were appointed by the Joint Steering
Committee of the North Carolina State
Bar and the North Carolina Bar Assoi.;iation.
l\[ost constitutional commissions operating during the 1968-69 biennium were
funded by legislative appropriations; in
some cases, expenses were paid from allocations to legislative councils. Appropriations to constitutional commissions
ranged from $100,000 down to $2,000 for
a biennium. Annual expenditures of the
California commission, however, ~ubstantially exceeded those of any other such
body during the biennium; figures 011 this
commission are not available because
they are intermingled with other outlays
from legislative funds. The North Carolina Commission was funded by a $25,000
foundation grant.
Purpose. \\'ith reference to expressed
primary purpose, constitutional commissions are of two types: study and preparatory. The former comprises by far
the Luger group. Of the twct1ty-six commissio11s in operation during the last bie11ni11m, ;ill hut two-in A1ka11sas ancl
llli11oi~-wcre prima1ily study com1nissio11s. The two except ions W<'re d1;1rged
with the primary duty of making actual
preparatio11s for constitutional conventions. Four study commissions in Arkan'lle/>ort of Comtitutional Revision Commission, 1969, p. 9.

sas, Idaho, Illinois, :rn<l Ohio also were
assigned duties either directly or potenti,1lly preparatory in nature.
l\fost stmly commissions had common
mandates to study the coustitution, determine what changes were needed anJ
submit recommendations for revision to
the Legislature. A few commissions, exemplified by the Delaware and \\'ashington bodies, were expressly a11tl101 i,ed tu
propose a draft constitution. Other typical mandates included reu,111111e1Hli11~
appropriate procedure tor i111ple111c11ti11g
proposed changes, assembly of iufonnation regarding the calling of a constitutional convention and submission of a
recommendation on the issue. The act
creating the Nebraska Constitutional Revision Commission exemplifies the dose
affinity of some commissions to State Legislatures; it forthrightly provides that
"The commission shall place special emphasis on simplifying and conde11sing the
Constitution for the purpose of giving the
Legislature broad powers, rather than
nurnerous individual amendments." 5 In
addition to the usual "study and rernmmend" mandate, the Ohio commission
was charged, in the event of a call for a
constitutional convention, to submit to
the General Assembly its recommendations for organization of the co nvention,
and to report to the convention its recommendations for constitutional d1a11ges. 6
The Arkansas Constitutional Convention Advisory Commission, composed of
the chairman, vice chairman, and executive secretary of the earlier study rnmmission, was created before the electorate
approved the convention call. This preparatory body assembled mmh meful
data and information and made other
necessary arrangements for the conventio11 that met initially in January 1969.
Like the Arkansas body, the Comtitution
Study Commission in Illinois, ne;1tcd in
mid -l 9G9 to prepare for the rnnstiltltional lonvention to co11ve11e i11 December, took care of the logistics iu\'olved in
holding such a comtituent assembly, prepared for and conducted a delegates'
•Legisla1ive Bill 244, appro\rd May 26, 1969.
"Amend. Subs!. 11 .B. No. 2·10, approved August
26, 1969, Sec. 103.57.
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orientation conference, compiled resm11 < <" 111atcriab, a11<l perfo1 me<l other
e~scntial ser\'ices.
ll!-J1orls a,ul Recommendations. Commission reports, both interim and final,
varied greatly in content, scope and form:it. Some commissions with relatively
narrow authority submitted brief reports;
others with broader mandates prepared
elaborate volumes with comprehensive
data, including drafts of proposed new or
re,·ised constitutions, extensi\'e commenta1 ies, comparati\'e information, accounts
of constitutional de\'elopment, and other
pertinent data. Illustrative of the more
elaborate reports are those of the Arkansas, California, New l\Iexico, North Carolina, and Virginia commissions. At. least
eight final reports i11cluded draft constitutions-Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia,
hbho, New l\Icxico, South Carolina,
Texas, and Vi1ginia. At lca5L four commissions-in Arkansas, Illinois, New l\Iexico and Vermont-recommended that a
constitutional convention be called; con-·
versrly, commissions in Indiana, Nebraska, South Carolina, and " 7ashington,
influenced by recent rejection of documents proposed by constitutional conventions, urged that re,·ision be achieved
by another method. l\Iost of the commissions established during 1969 had submitted no report by the end of the biennium.
Other commissions submitted recommendations designed to achieve constitutional reform on a gradual basis. The
Special Committee on Constitutional Revision in Oklahoma, for example, in 1968
rerommended revisions of the executive,
legislati,·e, and finance articles. Proposals
of the Indiana and \Vashington commissions f<?llowed a similar pattern. Some
commission proposals were under consideration by Icgislati\'e committees when
this analysis was prep:ired, and no information is available on their status.
Proposed Sew Constillltions. Of the
proposed new or revi~ed constitutions
submitted to State Legislatures by co11stit11tio11al commissions dming 1968-69,
those in Arkans:is :iml New ;\lcxico ser\'cd
as the h:isis fo1 dclibNations bv constitutional c:011,'C.'11tio11s: the others' were in
various st;1ge~ ol considn at ion by leg is-

lati\'e a5semblies. In Idaho, the Legislature directed that the proposed draft constitution be p11blicized by the lcgislati\'e
council; in Texas, no action for submitting to the voters the new document proposed in 1968 had been taken by the end
of 1969. Most of the other proposed new
constitutions either had not yet been considered or were in the early stages of legislati\'C study as this analysis was prepared.
Greatest progress was made on the proposed new Virginia constitution.
The Virginia Dowme11t. Responding
to a request by Governor Mills E. Godwin, Jr., in January 1968, the Virginia
General Assembly authorized the creation of an eleven-member Commission
on Constitutional Revision. The Governor named as chairman of the blueribbon body former Governor Albertis
S. Harrison, Jr., a Justice of the Supreme
Court of Appeals. The commission's 5·12page report, submitted to the General Assembly in January 1969, contained proposed revisions affecting every major area
of the constitutional system and included
a draft document incorporating these
recommendations. Among the major features of the commission's report were
deletion of obsolete and extraneous matter resulting in reduction of verbiage
from an estimated 35,000 to approximately 18,000 words; retention of biennial regular sessions of the General Assembly, but extension of their authorized
duration from sixty to ninety days; permanent personal registration for voti11g
and reduction of residence requirements
to six months in the State and thirty days
in the precinct; retention of the prohibition against two successive terms for the
Governor; procedure for determining
executive disability and line of succession
to the gubernatorial office; executive reorganization powers; a streamlined judiciary with rnle-making power vested in
the Supreme Court and administrative
authority in the Chief Justice; new popubtion minima for creation of new towns
and cities; enhanced powers of local selfgo\'ernment; strong commitment to a
high-quality s1a1ewide system of free public schools; rrlaxation of the State's "payas-yo11-go" policy with more flexible ceilings for i~~11a11re of general obligation
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and revenue bonds; and requirement of
popular referendum on proposals made
by constitutional conventions.
The General Assembly met in extraordinary se~sion in February 1969 to act
on the commission's report. After seven
wee-ks of work, the Assembly gave initial
approval to a new document to be submitted to the voters in the form of six
separate proposal-. l\Ia jor changes made
by the Assembly in the commission's
proposals imluded provision for annual
legislative sessio11s, and rejection of both
executiYe initiatiYe in reorganization and
most recommencbtions for local government changes. In 1970, the new document
came before the Assembly for final approval before s11bmission to the voters.
The Assembly approved four proposalstwo dealing with bonds, one on lotteries,
and the other embodying the "less controversial" parts of the document. The
Assembly rejected proposals to permit use
of tuition grants for handicapped children in sectarian schools and to allow the
Assembly to expand Richmond's boundaries. The referendum is scheduled for
November 1970.
Florida's New Constitution. Another
significant development growing out of
a proposed draft constitution prepared
by a constitutional commission during
the last biennium was the new basic law
of Florida. The Florida Constitution Revision Co111missio11, created in 1965, subm1tted its report to the Legislature in
January 1967. Delayed by legislative reapportionment and other problems, the
Florida Legislature did not complete action on the proposed draft don1111ent
lllllil July 3, 1%8. Reworked by the Legislature, the proposed new co11stit11tio11,
which left unaltered the judiciary artide
adopted in I 956, was presented to the
voters at the November 1968 general election in three parts: one embodied the ten
articles of the "basic document"; the second comprised the revised suffrage and
elections article; and the third, a new local government article. The voters approved all three proposals. 7
7
The votes on the three proposals were as follows: hasic do, umcnt 645.233 to 518,940; suffrage
and elections artidc- 625.980 Io 497,752; local government arti, k-625,3-17 to 508,962.

Salient features of the new co11stit11tion, which s11pcnedcd the old 1880 dot ument on January 7. l!lli!.I. incl11de am111:tl
instead of biennial lcgislatiYe sessions,
some change in the siLe of the two houses,
proYision for a referendum in I 970 on
four-year terms for I louse members, ;rntomatic reapportionment every ten ye:1rs
with judicial intervention in case of legislative inaction, authorization for two successive gubernatorial terms, creation of
the office of Lieutenant GoYernor, hn1ne
rule for counties, and ceilings 011 propel ty
taxes and state bonding interest rates.
l\Iajor proposals rcjelled by the Legi~Liture would have lowered the voting ;1ge,
removed the constitutional prohibition
against a state income tax. strearnli11cd
the judiciary, and given the Go\'ernor
power to appoint cabinet membe1s, who
are now elected.
Phased Revision. Reference has been
made above to the procedure being
employed in California to modernize
the constitution by a series of steps, each
covering a substantial part of the constitutional system. Phase I, revising the legislative, exe..cutive and judicial branches,
was approved by the voters in November
1966. 8 Phase II proposals, including 1evisions of the articles on education, state
institutions, local government, corporations and public utilities, land use :md
homestead exemption, civil senice, and
amendment and revision procedure, were
prepared by the Constitution ReYision
Commission and presented to the Legislature in Febrnary l!.168. The Califot nia
lawmaking body approved the prnpos;tls
and presented them to the voter~ in a
single package in November I 9ti8. l'hase
II failed to gain appro\'a) by a nat 10w
margin. This defeat was attributed in p;1rt
to the presentation of too m:111y dillcrc11t
types of questiOJ1S and issues in a si11gle
ballot proposition. The LegisLtture
therefore diYided the 1968 package into
four parts for refere,ye to the elector:He
at the 1970 primary election. The commission plans to prese11t the third and
final phase of constitutional revision to
the Legislature in February 1970 for pos'SPe The Rook of lhe Slales, 1968-1969, Vol.
X Vil, pp. 11-12.
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siblc inclusion on the Nm·ember election
b allot that year.
Oilier States also are following a similar procedure of constitutional revision
by stages. The fmal report of the South
Caroli11a commiss ion recomme11ded that
an article-by-article substitution procedure be used rather than calling a con~1it11tio11al com ·e111ion; the report proposed a revi sed consti tuti on in the form
of seventeen articles to be substituted for
the 1895 document. In preparation for
thi s procedure, the South Carolina voters
a pprov ed an ;imendment in 1968 providing that the constiw1ion may be amended
in 1he 1970 and I 972 general elections by
an article-by-a rticl e subs tit u 1ion procedure, including transferring related or
germane subject matter from other articles, and authorizing any proposed articl e to be treated as a single amendment
requiring only one voie. 9 The W ashington Constitutional Revision Commission's final report in June 1969 contained
eight revised "model" articles "drafted
with th e intent th at th ey can be submitted independently of each other to the
people over a period of years." 10 In Oklahon1a, the Special Commi11ee on Cons1itu1io11 a l R evision, created in 1968, was
directed to "prepare a complete outline
schedule for dralting a new Cons1itu1ion,
10 be voted o n art icl e by article." 11 The
report of the unoffi cia l i\'orth Carolina
State Constitution Study Commission declared that the constitution needed to be
revised as a whole, but it recommended
general editorial revision of 1he constitution plus 1en specific amendments, each
to be vot ed on separately. 12 The revision
and four of these amendments, plus two
int roduced by the General Assembly, will
be 011 th e 1970 b:1llot.
•Fi,ia/ n,.porl of tlie Committee to Make a
Stud) o f the .\0111/, C121r>l111a Co11 .,til11tio11 of JS95,
Col11111 l,i;i.

Jim,·

l!lti'l. l1111od1111i o 11.

'"C:011s1i1111io11:il Rn "i1111 Co111111issio11 . .S1a1c or
\\l;i~l1111i-:11111 . l-i1111I J/,·JJC1tl lo (;m •<·rrw,· /)11r.1c/ ].
/ •:,,,,,,., _)11111' l!lli'l, p. Ii.

11
1' 1111,llnl 111111 "· C:01111111<'111 R1 ·,ol111iun No.
f,liO, ·'l'l""""d h y lh,· t l~l.11111111;1 I l1111sc o( Rq11,·"'111.111"·,. ,\ptil :IO, l!ltiX, and 1.iy 1h,· ~,·11:tll', ,\poll

:/'.,, l'lhH .
"Ii, J1t11/ of tlct· Nor/I, Ct11uli1111 Stale Ctm51ilutiori .\/11,/y C,1111111i,lio11, Rakigh, 11ltitl, l111rud11ctio11.
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Other Agencies. Subs1a111ial contributions to comtit111io11;d reform efforts were
made in a number of States duri11g 19G869 by official agencies estabfohed originally for some other primary purpose.
Probably of longest standing is the Louisi:ma Staie Law Institute which was in~lructed by the Legislature in 19-16 "to
prepare a draft or a proje1 of a cons titution for the Stale of Louisiana." 13 After
its initial compliance with this mandate,
the im1itu1e's research on consti tuti o11:tl
re\'ision problems has co111inued, with
emphasis on the judiciary and local government duri1ig 19GS-69. Ano ther recent
example of service to constitutional revision by an agency estab li shed for other
primary purposes is the Wyoming Leg isla1ive-Executi"e Commission on Reorganization of State Gm·ernment crea ted in
1969_ to study on a continuing basis all
functions of the lcgislati\'e and executive
branches, determine needs, and recommend changes for improved operations,
including drafts of proposed constitutional revisions and of necessary implementing legislation. The commission is
directed to report in November of evennumbered years. J\Iost agencies performing auxiliary constitutional revision services are organs of legislat ive assemblies,
such as legislative counci ls, committees of
such counci ls, and special study groups.
Jllustrative of these are th e special committees designated in 1968 by the i\faryland General Assembly in the wake of the
defeat of the proposed new constitution
to make recommendations on constitutional ~atters. Another recent example is
the Cons1it111ion Subcomm itt ee of the
J\Ionlana Legislati\'e Counci l, whose report on the need for con~titutional revision resulted in the creation of the M o ntana Constitution Revision Commission
in 1969.
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION S

The fact that se\·e11 comtitutional con,·c111ions were offi cially in opera ti on in
seven St:ilcs at some time d11ri11g 1968-G 9
;11l'ords s11bsc111tial ev id cnte that this
111c1hud of re\'i~ing and rewri1i 11g- sta te
ro11qit11tiuns retai11s its \'iability. Tradi"At1 ;:-.;o, 52, appto\'cd July 10, l!HG.

tionally, con\'entious ha\'e been the
principal technique for extensive or thoroughgoing re\'isio11 of an existing document or for writing- a new one. In recent
years, however, limited constitutional
conventions have proposed more restricted altcratiom i11 tile form of one or
more amendments when other 111ethods
were una11thori1ed or inexpedient. Recent rejections by the voters of new constitutions proposed by conventions in
New York, Rhode Island, and Maryland
have been a major factor in decisions to
establish commissions in some States, and
to seek constitution;d reform gradually
by a series of steps. Nevertheless, the conviction persists in many quarters that the
con\'ention method is the most rational
aproach to making general alterations in
a State's basic instrument of government.
Usagf'. Table 5 pro\'ides general information on the seven constitutional conventions that were officially operati\'e
during the biennium. The conventions
in Rhode Island, .\[aryland, and Pem1s)lvania met initially and did part or all of
their work before January 1968. The
Hawaii and New J\lcxico bodies convened and adjourned sine die during the
period of this report. Only the Arkansas
and Illinois constitutional conventions
were still at work at the end of 1969. Six
of the seven conventions had unlimited
authority to propose changes; only the
Pennsylvania body had a limited mandate_ The Rhode Island, l\laryland, and
New Mexico bodies submitted a new
constitution to their respective electorates
as a single proposition; all were rejected.
In contrast, the Pennsylvania and Hawaii
conventions presented their recommendations in the lorm of a series of proposals
that could be voted on separately; all
were approved except one proposed
ame11dmc11t in I l;1waii. The following
paragraphs pro\'ide data on salient aspects oi the ~cn·n conventions; more detailed i11rorrnatio11 of tire Rhode Island,
I\Liryland, and Pennsylvania bodies is
available i11 previous volumes of The
Book of the States.
Rhode Island. One of the longest of all
constitutional con\'entiom in olhcial duration, the Rhode bland rnnvention did
not adjourn lmally until February 17,

1%9. The long delay in ending the convention was caused by failure to obtain
a 911orum, even after the proposed co11stit11tio11 was rej<"cted by a four-to-one 111argi11. Only 19 percent of the State's eligible
votl"rs parti< ipatcd i11 the referend11111 on
April JG, 1%8. 1\[ajqr reasons for the
def("at, according to pr<"ss accounts, ind11de<l resistance to legi~lativc determination of the pay of future assemblies,
removal of the lottery ban. public a11noyame over the behavior of legislator delegates, and presentation of the nmstitution as a single proprn,al on a "take it or
leave it" basis. 14 Generally, the electorate's rejection was interpreted as a vote
for a better constitution rather than for
indefinite retention of the present instrument. After the referendum, CO\'Crllor
John N. Chafee urged the General .hsernhly to initiate a rail for another rnnvention.15
Maryland. Few, if any, proposed new
constitutions in recent years were praised
by constitutional reformers more than
the document signed on January 10,
I!J68, by the delegates to the i\l ar yland
Constitutional Convention. Notwithstanding these views, only 43.6 percent of
the voters casting ballots at the special
refere11dum on 1\Iay H, 1%8, favored the
proposed constitution; and only two of
l\1aryland's twenty-three counties, l\lontgomery and St. Georges in the Washington suburbs, gave it strong support.
Factors that contributed to the defeat included fear of governmental power,
higher costs, and possible new taxes; a
skillful propaganda campaign by the opponents, who included public officers with
vested interests in the status quo; reaction
against vny extensive a11d rapid change;
poor t in1i ng; batklash co11scr\'a ti \·e I cact irn1 lollowing rerc11t ra1·ial disorder in
lttlti1110re and \\'ashi11gton; Ltil11rc ol the
suppo1 ters to org;111i,e a11d l'M"< utc a11
ellectivc p11blic i11fo1111atio11 p1ogr,1111 to
cr>urller the opposition; and s11b111ission
of the propo~ed new constitution as a
single package. Among the proposed major clranges that generated opposition
"l'ro1•ide11cr Journal, April 17, J'lfi8.
""',<·C TII<' /look of the Stntr.<, /9oS - /96</, \'olume
X\"lt, pp. 7-8, for more <letaik<l i11Cormatio11.
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from \'t'sted politica l forte s were climin:itiu11 of (T rL1in oflin:s fro111 ronqi 111ti u11al
stat11 s, ~1 1hstit11tio11 of si11gk-111 e111 bcr for
n111lti -111t·mbcr k gi,LitiYe tlistrict~. and
j11di( ial rdorm. Rl'jt'l tion of the propmcd IH'W C01htit11tio11 in l\ l;iryla 11d is
reg:i1dcd by n1 ;1ny ;1s .1 serio us blow to
romtitutiu11;d 1don11 efI01ts by the tOII·
\'C11tio11 inethod. 1tl
Pe1111.1ylim 11in . Th e lim ited consti tutio11 ;tl co m ·e 11tio 11 that assembled on Dercmher I, 19G7 to work out propos;tls on
taxa ti o n an<l fi11 a11n.', the judiciary, local
government, a 11d legis lati,·e apportionm e nt completed it~ work February ~9,
1%8 . On April '.!3, 1%8, the Pennsylvania
electorate app10Yed fiye cons tituti ona l
ame11d111ent\ p roposed by the conve ntion
in th e fo11r a r eas a11thorizecl in th e m;intlate, thus completing a revision e ff o rt
that b eg,rn in 1%3. Before the \'Oters fi.
nally appro\'ed the rail for the limited
conYention in i\fay !9G7, six prev io11s attempts to ca ll a co11,-cntion s trongly urged
by botl1 Dem ocratic and Republic.;an
Go\'e rnors had been defeated by margins
as g1eat as six to o ne . Pennsylvania n sed
a d11.1' :ipproac.11 to constitutiona l reform
- legi~btive prupm:il, i11volvi11g also a
co 11 st it11tional commis~ion, and the limited ronYention . At th e same election at
which the co ,1,-c111iot1 rail was :ipproved,
the voters ratified seven amendments proposing co111plet e revi sio n o f more than
h a ll of the 187·1 dou1111ent. In the limited
COll\l'lllion th :it followed, bipartisanship,
avo idance o f p:1rty wrangling, ;111 d fr ee
a nd open discus~ion ch aractcri,ell t he
prorcedi11 gs. Sun cs~ of th e l'e1111s) lYallia
1elorlll el101 t m ;1y be a11ribt11ed not 011 l y
to tl1t'~e fc:1t11n-s :111d to th e u~e of m nre
tha11 one ;1ppro;1ch, ))lit also to prese11tatio11 o l th e proposetl re\'ision to the \'otl'rs
in fiy c proposa ls to be Yoted 0 11 separat,~ ly
rather than in a single p ark:ige. 17
Hawaii. The Hawaii const ituti on,
framl'd i11 1950 , was i11 far less need of re, ·i~ion than th e 0 1ganic la\\·s of most St:ites
,d1t·11 111(' scroll() 1111li11ti tcd co 11stituti onal
co11n·11tio11 i11 lt~s that twenty years was
,011,(·11nl in Ilo11olulu , J11ly 15, l!Hi8.
'"Sn· ibid., pp. !< !l for ;,

ln1 1s of llu- l'"'l'""·d

si1111111;11y

of

1111'

Called as a res1ilt of a federal district
wurt order relating to lcgisbtivc apportionmcnt,18 and approYcd by the voters in
Non:rnber 19li(i, the co11,-c11tion w:1s ,ompmcd of eig ht y-two delegates clel tetl
J1111e I, l9G8 011 a 11onpani,:111 li.1sis. Besi des a p1csi<lent, the ro m ·e111i o 11 clcLted
fin· Yire preside11ts. Four ope1 a1io11al :111d
te11 ~ub~ta 11ti\'e ro 1111nittccs proYidnl tlie
structura l fram ewo1k for the delegates'
labors extendi n g oYer sevent y- nine lOll·
vention d:iys :inc.I rlirn:ixed by the propmal of twenty-three ame11 tl111 en ts to be
voted on i11 :"Joye111ber l9G8.
Salient proposed chan ges w e re: legislative reapportionment and provi sio11 fur
updating every e igh t years; some acltlitions to the Ilill of Rights; libe r :di, a 1io11
of Yoting reguire111ents ind11c.li11g IO\\'ering the ,·oting age from 20 to 18 yea1s;
a uth or izati o n for p resi tl e n t i:il preference
primaries; lower in g the minimum age of
legislators to 20; increa sec.1 legi sb tiYe
compensation; a nnu a l lcgislatiYe sessions of sixty d ays; reduction of minimum
age for the Governor from 35 to 30; incre;ised terms for j11dges; liberali za tion of
limi ts 011 stat e a n<l county borrO\dng;
two-yea r bu<lgeti11g and ;1ppropriations;
and limited home rule. Adoption of all
but one of th e twenty-three propo~:i ls
efiectetl a m a jor reYi~ion in the I l;1waii
clol ument; only the pro\'isi o n for lowe1in g the minimum voting :ige was rejected. The conYention appro,-c<l sub111i~sion of p1oposals in such a w:1y th:1t the
voter contd approYe a ll propo~itions by
a single vote, or, if h e p1elerrecl, he could
vote agai 11~t o n e or more of the propo~ition s an d ap prove the rcm;1i11i11g ones.
Undo11b1edly, th e manner of subllli~sio11
in Lirge measure arlou ntc d for the Livorable vote on the conYe ntion's proposa ls.
New /lfcxico. The second constittl·
tio11al convention to beg in ;111d compl e te
its t:isk duri11g the l9G8-G9 biennium was
the New ;\lexico b ody. Recom111cmled by
the Co nstit11ti on Revision Co111mi~-.ion
a 11d ;1pproYetl hy the \'oters No,-c 111be1 5,
l!HiS, the New ;\lexirn body was supported b y ;i n app1op1 iatio11 of S~:iO,OUO
a11d wa~ give n sixty days b y thl' e 11;tl1li11 g
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lq~isbtio11 to co111l'lctc tl1t· ta,k of IT\\'! i1
ing the State's 01ga11ic law. The sen_•nt\'
dclq~ates, elected 011 a 11011partis.111 basis
on J1111e I 7. I ~Jti9, began their wm k 011
August 5 at the State Capitol in Santa Fe.
Bruce King. former Speaker of the house,
11';1s clcl ted president, and he na111ed lour
, il'e presidents. Four operational and
nine substanti,-e committees and a ~tat[
of :1pproxi111atcl) sixty-five secretarial,
dcriral and custodial pe1 sonnel prodded
the general stn1u111al framework. l\Iajor
i-sues of the convention focused largcl~·
on excc111i,·e rcorga11i1ation, reduction of
the voting age, judicial selet1io11, local
home rule, ;111d public support for parnd1ial education .. \fter sixty-four days of
arduom labor in the "Round House,"
the delegates approved a proposed new
cm1stitutio11 and adjourned on October
20.
The 15,000-word document was approximately 9,000 words shorter than the
present constitution, and included these
significant changes among others: legislative reapportionment every ten years,
annual sessions without specified limit,
im reased gubernatorial powers in law enforcement, executive re01g;rnization subject to legislative veto, a shorter ballot,
integration of executive agencies into
twenty departments, a limit of two successive four-year terms for elective officers,
limited local home rule, reduction ol the
rnting age to 20 and legislati,·e authority
to relax requirements for presidential voting, reorganiLation of the state board of
education which would have budgeting
power, legislative authority to provide for
local ini1iative of ordinan(es, and lil>erali,ed arnendme111 and re\'isio11 procedure.
A1eas of mo~t signilic111t change wen· the
lcgislati,·c and executive brandies a11d local government.
During the relatively short interim of
less than two months between completion
of the document and the December 9 rderendum, the convention delegates bore
the major campaign I.Jurden in support
of the document, which was presented as
a single proposition. Although most statewide organi,ations n1dorscd it, there was
little campaign coordination of the supporting groups. l\1ajor opponc111s incl ude<l legislators, 5omc tonservatio11

group\, ;111d p11l>lic t·11tploy<T~. Fi11;d rcllll ll\ i11dil ;11n] .1 11.1n 011· 111.11 gi11 of ddl·,,t
of univ :l.70~ ,·otc, i11 a towl vote of
l~.'l.ffi2. (;rcate,1 sllfll'''rt !or the drn 11mt·111 "·;1s in the 111 b:111 arc;1s; it lo.,t !1<·:I\··
ilv in the SpanislMpeaking ~eLliom o[ the
State.
.·lrlwnsas. The .\rkansas Comtitutio11:d
Convention, comprising 100 deh-g;1tcs
eke ted at the same general ckction 011
Non,mber 5, )~)118 when the voters appro,·ed the Lonvention c11I, nH1ve11nl for
a two-day 01ganiLatiunal meeting .J;111uary 7-8, 1%V. The delegates elc< ted as
president Robert A. Leflar. former llt-;111
of the l:nivcrsitv of .-\rka11sas Law .'i< !tool
and Chairman
the Study Co111111i"ion;
four vice presidents were also elel led liy
congressional distril t. Ten substantive
committees and approximately thinythrce employees hnre the work burden in
assisting the delegates to perform their
task.
The convention began its \\·ork on l\1:iy
27 and was in session for three of ib a11thLJ1 ized four months before 1-clessi11g 011
August 21 to reconvene in Janua1y l!l7U.
Dming this time. the delegates completed
two ol the three readings ol all propos;ds
reported by the committees . .-\fter two
readings, the convention had approved
tentatively numerous substantive d1angcs.
whi1 h could be altered or rejected du1 i11g
the final month. The follo\\·ing were some
of the more significant fea111res of the
emerging document at second reading:

ol

I. Rights-Elimination of a number of 011tmodnl or confliuing p1ovisi,rns.
:!. S11{Jrngt· awl l'.lccLion, -- :\111hori1ation for
the L(·~i!-.bf11rc to lower tht· ,otin~ ;i~c.• It• a 1ni1ti•
nl111n of I~; rcd1u tion of s1,Ir,· n:~icknu· t('q11i1,··
111<:111 fu1 \'Uling hunt on(' \(',lr lo lut11 111011tlis:
lilw1ali1nl voting rcquirc11w111s fm p1<"sid.-.111al
ck, 1io11s.
3. 1 rgi,lat11re- •\nnual s.-ssio11s; tht,·c-lifths
vote tu U\l"fride ){llbernatm ial , c-10.
4. Fxcn,tive - Rc<.luc1iu11 of clc<l<"<l co11,ri111tional oflicets from snrn to four: allocll in11 of

] 75 ,·xcn1li\'c aJ,!;c·11cit'~ to 1naxin1un1 of twenty dcpa1 t1nc111s; guLc.:n1atori,tl inir iatiH: in l'Xt.TUI i, c
reurgani1a1io11; an<.! four-y<"ar terms.
5. Jiuliriary-:\ more uuihc<.I toun system;
county trial courts; rell'ntion of t'lcnin: judicia1y.
6. Fzna11ce-Expansion ol lrn al ta,ing pow<"l.
7 L o cal Guve 111111r,it-F,pawl,·<I s.-Jl-,!t-tnmina1ion for cilics :tlld towns: 1cn1git1111;11io11 of
(OUlll}' go\Tlllllll'lll; antl101i1alHlll lor intergnv-

C'lllllll'lllal cooperalinn and ro11suli<.la1 ton; limitc<.I
muni<ipal home rule.
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8. r.rncrn l Provisions-nan on g:11nuli11g, with
lwo n:omnl cx ccplions; relc11tion of 10 percent
11su1 y rate and right-tu -work provision.

The delegates were scheduled to resume
work on January 12, 19 70 a nd to adjourn
sine die no later than February 15. Referendum on conventi on proposals is
sch eduled for November 1970.
Jl/i11ois. On November 5, 1968, the voters of lllinois approved a call for a constitutional co nventi on by a margin of
approximately 2.5 to I. The constitutional com·ention enabli ng act was approved by Governor Richard ll. Ogilvie
on May 7, I 969. This legislation provided
for the convention to meet December 8,
1969 in the hall of the House of Representatives of the General Assembly in
Springfield. l\f embership of the con vention consists of 11 6 delegates, 2 elected on
a nonpartisa n basis from each senatoria l
district on November 18, 1969. The act
provided for a primary election on September 23, I 969 to choose nominees in
those districts where fi ve or more persons
filed petitions for nomination . Besides
provision for nominati on and election of
delegates, the enabling leg islatio n specified the rate of compensat ion for delegates as $625 per month for a period not
to exceed eight months, plus $75 per diem
for a maximum of 100 days, in addition
to mileage, a postage a ll otment, and expenses; appropriate adjustments were
speci lied for o ffi ceh older de legates and
convention officers. Other matters covered
included requirements for election of a
president and vice president, and other
procedural steps an d powers involved in
getting the convention under way and
keeping it in operation. The convention
is directed to submit the product of its
wo1k to the voters not less than two
months nor more than six months after
adjot11 nmcnt. Tota l appropriation to defray rnnvention expemcs was $2.88 mi llio11.
Oth er Cm11 •cntim1 Calk The issue of
c ailing a limit ed comtitutional co11vcntio11 w;1s p1csc11tcd direlll)' to the voters
of T e1111c~~ce and indi1cctly to tlte l\ lassad1mctts <:In torat e ;it th e genera l ckuion
011 November 5, I 9ti8. The Te1mcssee
n,ters were prese nt ed with op ti ons of five
1p1e~tiu11s for consideration by a limited

convention. These involved judicial reorganization; local gover nment reorganization; reduction of the voting age to 18;
cla~sification of property for tax purposes; and a category covering militia,
legislative sessions, the Governor's election, inauguration, and term of service,
and certain tax limitations. The electorate approved only the proposal for
classifying property into three ca tego1 ies
for tax purposes, and the convention's
authority will be limited to this area.
Delegates will be elected in 1970 and the
conven ti on will meet in 1971.
In M assach uset ts, the voters approved a
Jaw proposed by initiative petition which
provides for subm issi on of the question of
calling a limit ed cons titutional com·e ntion to the voters in the I 970 biennial
state election. The subjects specified for
consideration are the executive branch,
the General Court, the Executive Council, local government, simplification and
rearrangement of the constitution, and
methods for its amendment. If approved,
the convent ion , composed of 150 delegates including twen ty legislators, will
conve n e in July 1971 for n ot more than
120 days; its proposa ls will be submitted
to the electorate at the 1972 bi ennial state
election. Further provisio n is made for appointment of a five-member preparatory
commission by the Governor, and for
$200,000 to support its work.
On April 18, 1969, Governor Deane C.
Davis of Vermont signed a legislative bill
calling for a limited constit utional co nvention to be held in October. At a special referendum on June 3, howe ver, the
Vermont voters turned down the leg islative call by a vote of 14,86 I to 23,830. The
proposed convention wou ld have considered up to seven subjects approved by
the voters. These were: methods of
amending the constitution; apportionment and reapportionment, including reduction of the I-louse membership; fo uryear terms for ~pecifiecl ele< tive exeu1tivc
ollice1 s; method of scleuing designated
exl·cutive olficers; the judiciary; voting
age, together with reside11ti;1] a nd procctl111 al requirement~ for voting and election~; anti annual legislative ses~ ions.
J11 ]%!), the North Dakota Legi~lature
approved a propu~al for a co11 stitutional
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convention to be submitted to the voters
at the 1970 prim;1ry election i11 September. If appro\'ed by the electorate, niuetyeight delegates will be elected at the 1970
general election. The rom·e11tion will
meet for organization purposes in .-\pril
197 I, and will begin work in January
19i2. The electorate of ,\lontana will vote
on the convention question at the general
election on No\'ember 3, 1970. Submission of the guestion was authorized by the
l\lontana Legislative :\sscmbly and endorsed by the Constitution Revision
Commission.
An effort to call a constitutional conYention in \Va~hington by use ol the initi:i.ti,·e procedure failed in l9GH. Supported by an opinion of the Attorney
General that the people had an inhere11t
right to call a constitutional convention
in the exercise of their constituent power,
a group of citizens with the backing of the
Attorney General sponsored a signature
drive for an initiative measure to call
a constitutional convention in 1970.
Doubts concerning the legality of this
procedure and other considerations, including political factors, contributed to
the failure of the committee sponsoring
the initiative to secure a sufficient number
of signatures to insure inclusion of their
measure on the ballot.
CoNSTITUTIONAL STUDIES

The mounting interest and activity relating to state constitutional reform is reflected in the growing volume of m:i.teriah on various aspects of the subject.
]\[11rh recent writing is embodied in reports of constitutional commissions, some
of which contain detailed analyses of the
existing constitutional system, comprehe11sive su111111aries of constitutional developmcut, comparisons of proposed revisions with operative provisions, aud
other relevant commentary. Series of speci;tl studies prepared for co11stillltional
conventions by ad hoc preparatory commissions and by permanent organizations,
both public and private, also contain
much useful information for persons directly im·olved in state constitution-making. Among such studies published during
l9(i8- 69 is the series of seventeen I lawaii
Constitutional Convention Studies, pre-

p;1rcd for tltc l!)liS I Ltwaii Co11,·1·111io11 liy
the LegisLttivc Rl'lt·1 t·11cc Bureau, 1111iversity of l-L1waii. Publication of .1 l'rorcd11re for Rrvisi11g Lo11isi1111n's Cm1.1tit11 tion, by the Public Affairs Research
Council of Louisiana in October 1969, exemplifies recent analyses focused 011 constitutio11al revi~ion in particular States.
Symposia on constitutional problems
also were a source of significant p11blic:1tions during the last bien11ium. Jll11strati\'e of these is the series of papers
presented at the seminar for southern
jo111 n::ilists at Duke University in :\pril
19G9, under the sponsorship ol the So11thern :'\ewspaper Publishers Association
Foundation; these were published under
the title "Compacts of Antiquity: State
Constitutions." Other private organiLations, such as the Committee for Economic Development, ha\'e recently issued
useful materials on state constillltio11al
issues. Of continuing importance and ~ignificance for state constitutional modernization is the work and resultant publications of the U.S. Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, the Council of State Governments, the Citizens
Conference on State Legislatures, and the
League of Women Voters.
Probably the most comprehensive current publication program is that of the
National Municipal League. In 1968 the
league established a Committee on Constitutional Revision under the ch;.iirmanship of William \V. Scranton, former
Governor of Pennsylvania and elected
league president in 1969. A special league
program of research and publication on
comtitutional conventions funded by the
Carnegie Corporatio11 of New York is produci11g a series of monographs 011 recent
conventions. Already publi~ll<'d or scltcdule<l for release early in 1970 are studies
on co11ventions in Hawaii, l\lary!aml,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania a11d Rhode Island. Studies of the Abska, Arkausas, Illinois, New Mexico and New York con\'Clltions are under way, and a symposium is
planned involving co11ventio11 experience
in Connecticut, l\lichiga11 and Ten11essee.
The league has also ~ponsnrecl publication of an analvsis of methods or st;1te constitution-maki~g during- the thirty years
1938-1968, prepared by this writer.
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21.280
500,000(f)

I3
22
30(g)
55(h}

172

91
3
94
35

17
157
186

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio .
Oklahoma

1776; 1868
1889
1802; 1851
1907

1868
1889
1851
1907

17,000
3 1,470
29,110
6.l,288

171
177

69
86
93
78

Or~on
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina.

1859
1776; 1790; 18.l8; 1873; 1968(1)
18-1.l(<l)
1776; 1778, 1790; 1865;
1868, 18<)5

1859
1873; 1968
1843
1895

23.000
2-1,750
2l,U-10
45,740

256
117
70
387

127
89
36
284

Sou1h J>akota.
Tennessee

IR~N
17%, IRIS, t.S70
PH-;, IXCJl
IX 1 1C1

IRR9
1870
IR7o
I K1 )t>

J0,2()0

Tc1:118

IS.I SO
52.!.70

147
.l4
.IO I
RS

191
55

200
151

t)_cj

l l1ah

Vermont

1

l8t1C1; l8(W, 187',

7,<,00

1777, l7Sc,; 17•>1
1776, IX.Ill ; IS SI, 1808; 1•J02

Vlt!llnla
Washlnt,trun

20.l)C)O

_q_2so

1xx1,

2c,, 1 uo

\Vt•HI \'lr~lul;t

18!>3; 1871

22. 1>70

\Vlsconsln

1848
1890
1952

Wyo,n ln.t
Puerto Rko

1818
IXIJO
l 9Sl

•Exlrnsive word r~ronnts or l'Mtimat1·s of con~tit11lio11" \\.TfC

~~~1;~tir~l·::,i~1111;..~~1'.'tl1~:1l~!l~;~~~-1~1\~,or~~:N: l~':,1,~, ~h~:~1~1~1::::;;1•/~
the previous cJ1t1on of The f{ook of the Sl,,lt"f

(16~1)C:~ ti'¼t

r95~~~~~1

av.ulahl(".

c~,~~',

il~lccu;~~s~l ~
th!~~~,~~teunt\o~· i1~
pr~~~I~~
amendments adoplffi since 1955 were incorporated an the revised coll.8titut1on of 1905.
1

11

in"·

0

fJ6i

74
IS

·11
51
,17

'II
(1·1

11.000
2.1.170

94

1),UUO

5

.n

Thl' 1;t•o11-:1a c,rnstitut1011 i111..:l11d1·~ 111a11y lot ally adopcrd
[)llWi~i1111~. ap 11Iy111g n11ly lonllly, whi1 h in 11rc'\•1011s 1·chtu111:,
w1·rc· 1101 i111 h11 lrd 111 lht· total.
(i.:
J'h11·1· .1111c.•11d11w111s wrrr adop11•d h11l wt•n• 11ullifiC"1I on
(f)

!~,:~~i;J•'~:~~o~;~f1:~l~:~~::,r~~•,~:~~c1,;:;:1

1

(a) Total number of mcasurt"s proposL-d 1.,y tin: l.q;1:-1l.1turc

induchn~ d11plic.1tw11s
(0) rotal numbt:r of nroposcd nwasun•9 acloptffi by ttw l.egi9lat11re. Onl' of which requlrL'd voter approval.
(c) Data uol
1
1
1
0J~}'9\~~~d \tJ~~,3).:~er;c.~e!!\t;fi•r!~
;~-:1i~~~
for the9e States.
(e) In 1955, 47 earlier amendmentii were recodified and incor-

97

(cl

::::{J\'!·1111!1/~(~: ~::~~1
a11a•11dn1<"11I

~t•~

~:::~Y!

1

tht~li}~1/;;,;~\11~~~t:al?/!'f~~lt'l7::1rr:i~ll~c':~~ Oc.-come ,efh-ct1vc UIII ii
(1 i In J 1)04 se\'l'ral amcncl111c11tt> Wl"rt' wilhhcld from the ballot
and J.t lt-Jst one divided on th(" hallot
11.:l The constit11tio11 of 1784 was t"XtC"11si\'cly amenc!ed, rcarrangt•d aud clarified 111 1793. l•1~urcs show propos..."ll:i and
adoptions sin..::e J 71)3
(I) Limiled convent ion.

TABLE 2
CONSTITUTIONAL Al\1ENDMENT PROCEDURE: BY THE LEGISLATURE

Ugis lative vote
required

Approval
by two

Rotif icalion
by

LHnilntion1 on
/ht nu mbtr o/
omendmtnls s1tbmit1ed
al ont tltc.tion

S tolt or olhtr jurisdillion

for Proposal(a)

Alahama
Alaska .
Arl1,ona .
Arka11s!ls ............. . ....... . .

3/S
2/3
Maj.
Maj.

No
No
No
No

MA
MA
MA
MA

None
None
None

Cnll!ornla ..... . ...... . ....... . .
Colorado
Conn('Ctlcut ....... . ..... , ...... .
Delaware ..

2/3
2/3

No
No

(d)

(d)

2/3

Yes

MA
MA
MA
None

None
None(c)
None
None

Florida .
GeoqHa
lla,"·all
Idaho

3/S
2/ 3
(e )
2/3

No
No
(e)
No

MA
MA
MA
MA

None
None
None
None

llllnol• ..
lndlann.
Iowa . . .

2/3
Maj.
Maj.
2/3

No
Yee
Yrs
No

(!)

MA
MA
MA

None(K)
None
None
3

3/S
2/ 3
2/3
3/S

No
No
No
No

MA
MA(h)
MA
MA

2
None
None
None

(i)

Kansas . .
K.-ntucky
...................
Louisiana . .....................
Mnln.- .
. ...................
Marylnnd
....................

.
.
.
.

elutorole

(b)

1'.1assnchusetts ................. ,.
Mlchll!<rn . . . ................. .
1'-11nn<"sota ... , .............•... •
Mississippi .. . . .............. . . . .

2/3
Maj.
2/3(j)

Yes
No
No
No

MA
MA
ME
MA

None
None
None
None

Missouri ... .................. . .
1'.10,1tana .. ................... . .
Nebra11ka . ..................... .
Nevada...
. .............. . .

Maj.
2/3
3/ S
Maj.

No
No
No
Yes

MA
MA
MA(k)
MA

None
3
None
None

New
New
New
New

3/S

No

(I)

Maj.(n)
Maj.

No
Yee

MA
MA(n)
MA

None
None
None
None

North Carolina .. ...... . ....... . .
North Dakota . . . ..... . ....... .•
Ohio.
. ..... ............... . .
Oklahoma . .... ................ •.

3/S
Maj.
3/S
Maj.

No
No
No
No

MA
MA
MA
ME(o)

None
None
None
None

Or.-iion . . . .. ................. •
Penn!iylvnnla .................. .
Rhode lshond ................. .
South Carolina ................. .

Maj.
Maj.
Mai.
2/3

No
Yrs
Yes
Yes(q)

MA
MA
MA

None
None
None
None

Maj.

No
Yes
No
No

MA
M E(s)
MA
MA

None
None
None
None

Hampshire ............... .
Jersey..
. .............. ..
lllnlco ..... ............. ..
York .. ..... ..... . ....... ..

.
.
.
.

South Oukota . ........ , ....... .

(m)

(m)

1°{'IIO<"ssee .....• .•••.•.•••.•...••
T<"l09

. •••··••· ·••••••··••••••• •

Utah .. . ... .. . .................. .

~13
2/3

(p)

Vlr1tlnla . .... , .......... , ..... . .
\\'ashlnQ.ton . . . ................ •
West Vlr12lnla . ..... . ........... .

Maj.
2/3
2/3

Yes
Ye•
No
No

MA
MA
MA
MA

None
None
None
None

Wisconsin
Wyomlnl\ ..
Pu{'rto Rico.

Maj.
2/ 3
2/3( u)

Ye•
No
No

MA
ME
MA

None
None
3

Vermont .. ..................... .

(I)

MA-Majority vote nn amrndment.
ME - M~1or11y vote in clr-ction.
(a) Jn rill Stnl P!I not olh e r w i!'.P n o ct'd, the figure l"hown in thia
c-olnmn r r (r-n tn pr-rcrn1acr- ol elrc: tr<l members in r'ac h hou se
requirr d fo r 1111pro\.'nl of propo .. r-d con s! ttuti o nal am"nd m cnts
(t, ) G r- nr r;i l A !lllrmbly limitffi t o thr e e ; no limit. on number of
lnift at h ·t' pr n poq,1) 9
(c:-) I t'R ll'la111re may nnt propo8e amr'n<lment!I to m o re than
1lx artidt·s a1 the l'arne !le~ .. ,on.
(d ) M :\jority \'Ole In e a ch h o u 1" in two ,11•s9 io na or
vo1e In
rach h o u .. t" 1n nnc- !"C' .... ion.
(el A pp row,I hy ~S ,•01e in rach hou!lc in one ee!l!linn o r by
maior11v in 1wn surc r'it!l1\.'r' !"C-!l!IIOn!I.
(f) M:lJ n ricy ,·ncinR in r-l r-c11011 nr ~~ votimi: on nmr'nrlmr-nt.
h:) l.ri.:11,l:lt1u" m;iy not llrnpni.r :-imcnJmr-nU'I to mor r than
thrrc ;utirlr~ nt 1hr 1.·un(" !lf'l'fHOII nor t o thr eamr' arti c le more
than om... r 111 4 yr- ;1rs
(h ) If hvc or f,·w,·r politk:-il "uh,li\'ii.lon111 of the- Stntr- nfh·rtrd,
m;1i11111v 1n :,;1n1r :1.. a whnlt- n11d ul!ll1 in n.frrc:-ted poll11C':-il !"Ubd1v1,_iu11 ("1 ) ff•quiic-d.
li ) M,t1111i1y uf 111r-111hrr .. rlrc-lr-d i.l11inR: In joint !"('111i n n
(j) I l,r 1~ 11hn11lrl rn11t11il't of 110l ku 1han n nt:lJorily r-lrc-Crrl
tu r.icl1 ho11 ..r.
(Id \'1111 ·M t·,111 111 fa,·nr of 11111rrulmrnl mm11 lie nt lrn11t .1S
prllt'III .,f 1111111 \'1111• ut rli•tllllll,
UJ ·1 \\'O 11&11Ji. 11f \'tllt'rM LIit 11111r-111lturn1.

,t

(m) Thrt"e• fifths of all m r' mben of r':lCh hou!lr-; nr majority o(
all m c mb"n o( l"ach hou ..l"' for two RU ccrssi"'" sr'o;;s 1o n:\
(n) Am " ndmrn1a rlr'alinR wi1h certa in ~ec t1on s on electi\'e
fr a n c hi 111r a nrl e ducation must be pr o po!!r<l by •, \.'O'" of the
L"R1 ~latu re a nd rntificd by l.t v o1e o f 1he elrc1 o ra1e and ~
v o t e i n r-ac h county.
(o) The Lr R,i!l laturr, by H' volt", may re-Quirt" a 9ped a l elt"r-tion
on a m cndmr111s. Uthe o mr-ml111cn1 I" \.'01etl upon at a :oipr'c1al
el ec tion, r a t ifira tion i!'I by a n1:- 111 r1ty vnt r- o n th" anu•ndmr-nt .
Th" L r-R:i ~k,t 111 e m a y am r-nd c:- ·•1,11n :\('C t io ns of the- ro11s1itu11on
rr-lacinR t o th e Cor po ra tion t •.. inm1 n 1on by e1mple maJor11y
vote, with o ut p o pular ra 11 fic a 1iu11 .
(p) Thr r r. fi fth~ o( vot r-n un ;1m"nrlmr'nt.
(Q ) Fln:-il ;ippro\'al in Ll'v;1sla1ure by majority of quorum
aftrr popular ratifiratlnn.
rlr-~/M~f~~~~tJ p;..:r;~~~re t"lr-c1N, fui.t pa11!laKr'; ~ mrmber1
1
~~~ ~ : !~:1\'.~r1~f t~~~i~,:::r-~o~i;1~1/,~~. ~~~:T,';,~;!lr , fin1 J)!"!l-

~~~,t{'.f;;::l\fl~ilII(fi.~,;i~l~:l\I:i}~Z:i:;i~i~i1i;;i
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TABLE

3

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROCEDURE BY INITIATIVE
Rt'/ar·u1lum

St11tr
Ariz.one ....
Arkunsus.

vol<

1 S0{1 of tolal voters for Govt-rnor at la8t t"lrc.'tlon
10''{, of vutt•rs for ( ;overnor ut l,thl decl ion Including 5% ln

~f.dnrity vott~ 011 :.111w11dnu-11t
?\-1.ijority voll' 011 a1m·11d111,·11t

t•,Kh of 15 c..·ountie~

Callfornl11
Colorado
Florida ... .
Massachusetts .
Mlchl~an
Missouri
Nebraska.

Nevada.
North Dakota ..
Ohio .
Oklaho'i"a ..
Or~on ....

8 11{ of tot~il voters for Govt"rnor at la~t clc-ctlon
8 1;~ oi kgal voters for Secret:uy of Stall' al I.1 st elc-c..'tion
8

7.- of total votes ca.st in ½ of the congri:~sional distrkts and

1

8'~" of the total votes cast in the State in the last election
for µresidentia l elt"ctors
3% of total vote for Governor at preceding biennidl state
elt>ction, no more than ¾ from any one county
10 % of total voters for Governor at last election
BC:0 of legal voters for Governor at last dection in "ach of
2/J of the congressional districts in the State(a)
10 % of total votes for Governor at last election induding
5% in each of 2/ 5 of the counties
!0 % of total votes cast in 75% of the counties and !0% of
the voters who voted in the entire State at the last general
election
20.000 of electors
5 % of vote for Governor at last election In each of 1/2 of the
counties
15 % of legal voters for office receiving highest number of
votes in last general state election
8 % of the total votes for Governor at last election

(a) L"eislature is "mpow"red to fix a smaller percentagie.
(b) Votes cast in favor of amendment must b" at leaet 35%
of total V'Ot" at electioa.

?\lajnrity volt- on a11wnd111r11t
M,ijority vutl' 011 a1111•111)111r11t
1'-Jajority vote on a111e11d11u-11t
JO% of total voters at elrction ;ind
majority vote on a111t:"11Ci11tl'nt
Majority vote on a men<lrneut
?\laj ority vote on amendment

1'-lajority vote on amendment (b)
Alajority vote on amendment in
two consecutive general elections
?\lajority vote on amendment
:Majority vote on amendment

.Majority voting in election (c)
?\Iajority vote on amendment

(c) If am"ndment il'I voted on at general "lection, ratification
1
1
0
0
~ie~ii~~jrC::itlc:ti~\~ ,sibyel~C.:]~rli:y t~~ei~~
a n'!e~~~=~tial

Ji~
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TABLE

4

STATE CONSTITUTIONAL COMMISSIONS
Operative during the Period January 1, 1968-December 31, 1969
.Vam, af
Stat,

of creation and

M,mb,rship:
Nu mbrr and type

Alabama ........ .

Alabama Constitutional Commission

Statutory; H. 513, 1969;
Sept. 9, 1969- ...

21 members: 2 ex officio
and 19 appointed
(at least 2 from
each congre~sional
district)

$100.000 appropriation

Arkansas ........ .

Constitutional Revision Study Commission

Statutory; Act 121. 1967;
March 4, 1967-Jan.15,
1968

30 members, all appointed

$100,000 appropriation
(spent $83,607)

Constitutional Convention Advisory
Commission

Statutory; Act 21, 1st Extraordinary ~ssion,
1967; April I, 1968Feb.6, 1969

California ....... .

Constitution Revisio n Commission

L<,gislative; ACR 7. 1st
Extraordinary Session,
196.1; extended by reso!u tions ...

3 members designated $ I 5.000 appropriation
in statute: former
chairman, vice chairman and executive
secretary of Constitutional Revision
Study Commission
74 members: 60 ap- From allocation to
pointed by Joint
Joint Committee on
Committee on U"gisVgtslative Organiz.alative Organizatioo,
tion from contingcn14 members of
c;· funds of Senate
Legislature (ex
and House
officio)

Dela...,.re ........ .

15 members, all ap- $ I 0,000 appropriation
pointed (act requires
representation from
cnu nties and City of
Wilmington)
Constitutional Revl- Statutory; S.R. 10. G,o,- 25 members: 5 ex officio Limit of $75.000 from Study constitution and Report in Nov. 1969 recomsion Commission
tia Laws, v. 69. ap(including Governor
legislative appropriarecommend revisions
mended complete reviproved Apr. 28. 1969;
who served as chairtion and other funds
either by amendments,
sion and submitted proJuly I-Dec. I, 1969
man) and 20 apa new constitution, or
posed new constitution
pointed
"'tn !-Uch manner as the
commission shall decide'
Commission on Con- Statutory; 11B 280, S.L., 15 members, all ap- $47,000 appropriation Study constitution and Report In :>:ov. 19M institutiooal Revision
c. 318. 1965 and ,ubsepointed
through 1969 (spent
make recommenrlations
cluderl rlraft of a prupn•ed
quently extender!; July
$.'2.461 through Oct.
for revisinn; pn•parc for
new <.·on.;;titutinn. Lt>J.:b,laI. 1965-Dec.31, 1970
1969)
constitutinnal cnnventure dirPcted th .1.t draft
tion if voters approve
be pu bliclled by Legblacall
tive Council

0)

Georgia ......... .

Idaho ........... .

Constitutional Revision Commission

Statutory; HB 333, D.Zaware Laws, v. 56, c.
189. 1967; Feb. 26,
1968-Oct. 1969

Funding

of commis.sion

period af op,ratiM

I
\0
I

M ,thod and dat,

commissiM

Purpase

Submit recommendations
for constitutional revision and appropriate
procedure for submission and adoµtion of
proposed changes
Study constitution and
make apprnpnate recommendations

Compile and collect information for conven..
tion and serve as part of
convention staff

Proposal!; and actio n

.Mandated to report to 1971
Legislature

Recommended rev isio n by
constitutional convention
and submis~ion of convention question to voters in :"-!ov. 1968 ; reco~mended proposed co nHitution with alteri1dtive
pro\·isions. Voters approverl convention in
Nov. 1968
Prepared for constitutional
convention which convened initially in Jan.
1969

Provide factual Informa- Has proposed SC"'ries of contion and submit recomstitutional chan1:rs by
menrlat1ons on constituphases. Phase I: revised
tional revision to Joint
articles concerning basic
Committee on ~gislastructure, approved by
tive Organll::ition and
voters Nov. 1966: Phase
to the Legislature
l l propo~als rt>j ccted by
voters Nov. 1968
Propose to General As- Re commended a proposC""d
sembly a
proposed
new constitution in redraft constitution and/
port submitted Oct. 9,
or amendments
1969

llllnols ...

Constitution Study
Commission

Statutory; SB I 376. approved Apr. 24, 1967;
Dec. 19, 1967-July I.
1969

26 members. all appointed (no more
than 13 to be members of same party)

$7 5.000 appropriation

Compile information and
make recommend<1tions

;~i~~~ri!:r
~~~~i;~tii~~
prepare appropriate
studies

Prepare for organization
of constitutional convention, compile information and studies.
prepare facilities a nd
hire interim st aff
Legislative;
Legislative
34
members,
all
apNo
separate
app
ropriaStudy
constitution, deter- In 1Q6Q report recommendConstitutional
ReviIndiana .
sion CommiMion
Council Resolution.
pointed
tions; financed from
mine if changes are necerl revision by amendSept. 6. 1967; Jan.funds of L egislative
essary, consider need for
ments and establishment
Sept. 1968. Cont inued As reconstituted. 29
Council
co nvent ion or for conof permanent constituby resolution, Apr. 30.
members, all aptinuous revision. recomtional rev1sic,n corr.mis•
1969; July 1969pointed
mend changes
sion; 1969 General Assembly initiated 7 proposed amendments
Citizens• Committee on Statutory; HB 1994, c.
12 members, all a1>$31.840 appropriation
Study constitution and
R eport of F eb. 1969 recKansas ...... .
265, approved ~ar.
pointed
(spent about $15,000)
Constitutional
determine n eed for reom menderi series oi
14. 1968: ~ay6,
Revision
vision
extensive chan~l!S
1968-Feb. 1969
(under cons1derat1on in
Legislature;
Study constitution, pre~lontana ....•. . .. M ontana Constitution Statutory; SB 111. Laws 16 members. all ap$50.000 appropriation
:M andated to submit report
Revision Commission
of .\fontana, c, S3,
pointed (maximum
pare proposed changes,
to l.t:gislative .\s~embly
approved Feb. 20.
of 8 from one party)
recommend most feabefore Sept. I. 1970
1969 ; Apr. I. 1969sible method to impleApr.1. 1971
ment them
Legislative; Legislative
5 senators appointed
No separate approp ri•
Study question of callNebraska ..
Report of :".ov. 1968 recLe~~~~i~t~oi~~I
Re solu t ion :s;o, 37,
by executive board
ation; fu nded by
ing a constitu tional
ommended creation of
Constitutional Co n191\7; Aug. 1967-!\ov.
o f Legislative Counconvention and report
Legislative Council
constitutional commisvention
1968
cil
to Legislature a t next
sion to study connau•
regular session
tion and report to Legislature in l0i0
Nebraska ConstituStatutory; LB 244. ap12 members. all apStudy constitution and
$7 5.000 appropria tion
!land;;.te<l to report to
pointed (rt-quiretional Revision Comproved .M ay 26. I 969;
determine needed
Le~islature throu~h exmission
Oct. 1969- ..
ment for representachanges, especially to
ecutive board of Legistion of each constrengthen legislative
lative Counc.il withm 1
gressional district)
powers
year after adjournment
of 1969 ~t-s':1on (by
Sept. 24. 1970!
New !\le:r.lco ..... . Constitutional ReviStatutory; Laws. I 963,
11 members. appointed $50.000 approp riation
Study constitut ion, recReport in 1967 recomsion Commission
c. 233, extended by
by Governor. one
through I 965;
ommen d anrl drnft
mended calling constitu.
Laws. 1965. c. 144, a nd
from each judicial
$ 38,000 in 1967
proposed changes. rectional convention and
Laws. 1967. c. Ill ;
district (maximum
ommend methods repreparation of new conMar. 19, 1963-'.\!ar,
of 7 from same poligarding conducting
stit ut10n; recoilme:i.ded
1969
tical party)
constitutional convenpro,,o .. ~d dr,d: of con•
t ion. prepa re ma terials
StltUllOO
for convention, serve
as advisory body to
convention
Constitution Study
Commission

I
~

0

I

Statutory;
HB
1957 .
1969; July-Dec. I 969
(act is repealed July l.
1970)

28 members, all appointed

$100 .000 appropriation

Final report dated June 17,
1969, summarized enabling legislation for constitutional
convention
submitted to Legi;lature
early in 1969, and other
activities. Recommended
that commission be coa•
tinued
Made recommendations
and transferred file5 to
constitutional convent ion
after cor,ve nti on convened on flee. 8. 1969

T A BLE
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Continued

ST ATE CO NSTITUTIOKA L COMMISSIONS
Operative during the Period J a nuary 1, 1968 - December 31, 1969
Mtthod ond dolt
of crtalion and

Stott

ca.mm.iss,cm

Ptri"od of operation

1'or th Carolin.a ..

:S-o:-th Carolina State
Constitution Study
Com:niss:on

Ohio .........•.. .

Ohio Constitutional
Statutory; Amendment
Revis ion Commission
Substitute H.B . No.
240. api:, roved Aug. 26.
1969; Nov. 1969-July
I. 1979 (act expires)

Oklahoma ....... .

Special Committee on
Constitutional Revision

ugi,lative; HCR560.
Apr. 1968; July-Nov.
1968

Special Committee on
Constitutional R,vision

Statutory; Pr,viou!I committ,e continu,d by
HJR102.1. approved
May 8. 1969; Junel\ov. 1969

Unofficial-No legal
basi,; Apr.-Dec. 1968

I
\.0
~

I

M,mbtrship:
Numbtr ond type
25 members. appointed
by joint s tttr ing
committee of :S-orth
Carolina State Ba r
and Nort h Carolina
Bar Association

Fun.dint

$25 .000 foundation
grant

32 members. a ll ap$100.000 appropria t ion
Pointed (20 members
for bi,nnium , nding
to be designated by
June JO. 1971
12 General Assembly
members)

PurpoJC of commissian

Study constitution. determin, need for revi•
sion and mak, recom•
mendations for ani,ndment or revtston

Proposals ond octacm
Report in Dec. 1968 recomm,nded exten ,;;,1v,
constttutional revision;
included 10 proposed
amendments. incorporat ...
ing <"'hanges and gene ral
rev ision. Th, ,dited r,vision and 4 amenrlm~nts proposed by the
commi~sion plus 2 by
the 1-"gislature wtll be
voted on in 1970
Required to ~ubmit report
by Jan. I. l'l7I. and
,very 2 y,ars tht'reaft,r
until work is comt,,let,d

Study constitution. get
suggestions regarding
n,eded cha n,:?C9 and
conc;id,r problf"ms regarding amendments;
submit recommeudations to General Ass,mbty for ;unen<lm,nt;
if constitutional co nvention is ca lled. ma k,
recommendations r,garc.ling ori:ani1ation o{
convention and report
recommenc.lation5 to
convention
JS voting members. all No se parate appropriReport in I 968 to execuStudy constitution: detive comm it te, of Legi!•
appainted. plus 30
ation. Expens,s paid
t"rmine nf'ec.l and apadvi~ory nonvoting
lativ, Council r,comby Legislative Counpropriatl" mean,; for
members. all apaccomplbhin,::
amend
..
mended re vision of excil
po1nt,d (minimum or
tcutive. legislative. and
mrnt or re vh-ion; pre•
pare rrcomnie nd;,tions
financial a rt icles . House
2 :u.lvisor>• mcm~rs
pa!l-c;:ed proposed new
from e:,ch congresfor chan~t:'S and future
lt'~i:-lat ive and execu•
sional di~trict)
stud>·
tive a rt icles
21 member,. all apSubmit final report and
$25.000 appropriation
Same as for previous
recommendations at last
pointed. including
committee
mcetin~ o( ex~cutiv,
II legi,lator. and I 0
committee of Legi~lala}' repre!',entative Council in 1969
tive !- (rr(luircment
for reprec.entativ,s
from each congres..sional district)

South Carolina ...

Committee to Make a
Study of the South
Carolina Constitutioo of 1895

Legislative; SCR342. approved Apr. 7. 1966;
extended Mar. 22,
1967 and May 14.
1968; Aug. 1966-July
1969

12 members {initially
9): 2 ex officio and
10 appointed

$20.000 appropriation
plus other support
from legislative
funds: total about
$35,000

Evaluate need for aod
propose changes in
constitution; suggest
methods of implementine them

Final neport in June 1969
proposed revised constitution in form of 17
articles to be substituted
for existing constitution
by an article-by-article
pr~dure. Being coo-

South Dakota.

South Dakota Constitutio nal Revision
Commission

Statutory; SB!. approved Mar. 13. 1969;
Nov. 1969-..

13 members; 2 ex officio and 11 appointed
(limit on representa•
lion from one political party)

$25,000 initial appropriation

Comprehensive study of
constitution. determine means to improve and simplify it

Texas ..... . .

Constitutional Revlsion Commission

Legislative; HSR No.
429. approved May 27,
1967; Sept. 1967-Dec.
1968

25 members, all appoiated

Expenses paid from
legislative contingency fund

Utah . ..

Utah Constitutional
Study Commission

Statutory; SBI. approved May I 3. I 969;
expires Juoe 30, 197 5

$20.000 appropriation
for first year

Vermont .. . .....

Constitutional Commission to Study
the Vermont Conatitution

Statutory: Act No. 298.
approved Mar. 20.
1968: expires June 30,
1971

16 members: one ex
officio; 9 appointed
members to select 6
additional members
(limit on representatives from one polip
tical party)
11 members: 2 ex officio and 9 appointed
(requirement for
minority party representative)

Study constitution and
recommend new or re ...
vised constitution or
partial revisioo to
Legislature in January
1969
Study constitution and
recommend changes,
including draft of proposed amendments

Vl~lnla ....

Commission on Constitutional Revision

Statutory; HJR3, Virginia Aas of Assembly.
Feb. 1968; Mar. 1968Jan. 1969

Washlniiton ......

Constitutional Revision Commission

Executive Order. June 7,
1968; June 1968-Juoe
1969

I
I.O

IV

I

$2.000 appropriation
for biennium

Study constitution. recommend appropriate
amendments. and pub.
licize them through
general news media

II members appointed
by Governor

$7 5.000 appropriation

Recommend revisions in
the constitution

20 members appointed
by Governor (2 were
ex officio)

Up to $25.000 from
emergency f und of
Governor

Evaluate need for constitutional revision
and recommend best
method of achieving
it; draft a "model"
constitution for the
State

sidered by steering committee of General Assembly
Mandated to report findings and recommendations in form of proposed amendments to
Ugislature at regular
sessions until discharg("d
Report ia December 1968
recommended a revised
constitution. No action
by the Legislature
Mandated to report and
recommend revision or
amendments at least 60
days bt:fore Legislature
convenes
Interim report lo Feb. 1969
recommended calling
limited constitutional
convention. At s~cial
referendum June 3. 1969.
voters rejected convention. Final report due
ia 1971.
Report Jan. I. I 969 proposed revised constitution. General Assembly
in special session approved revised constitution with modifications.
Must be approved second time before submission to voters
Interim re()Ort in Nov.
1968 recommended
phased proc,,ss of n,.
form and recommended
.. gateway amendment."
Final report in June
1969 proposed series of
8 revised "model" articles. No legislative action throu~h 1969

TABLE
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
1968-1969
Numb,r of
Conr,mlion
dat~s

Typr of
ccmvrntion

Arkansas .......

January 7-8.
1969; May
27 -A ug. 21.
1969; Jan. 12,
1970 (final adjournment
not later than
Feb. 15, 1970)

Unlimited

November 5. 1968
Vote: 217 .429
214,432

Constitutional
$605,200
Rev ision
Study Commission and
Constitutional
Convention
Advisory
Commission

100 (Elected Nov.
5. 1968 from
representative
districts; nonpartisan}

Hawaii ........

Jul y 15-Oct. 21.
1968

Unlimited

November 8, 1966
Vote: 119.097
62.120

Legislative Ref- $1,680,000 ($875,000
erence Bureau
expended)

82 (Elected June I, 23 amend1968 from reprements (resentative disvised contricts; nonparstitution)
tisa n)

November 5, 1968: 23 proposals submitted; 22
adopted

Illinois .........

December 8,
1969-

Unlimited

November 5. 1968
Vote: 2.979.977
1.135,440

Constitution
Study
Commission

$2.880,000 (plus
$5.000.000 for election of delegates
and referendum on
convention µroposals; total:
$7 .880.000)

116 (Elected Nov. In prepara18. 1969; 2 from
tion
each provisional
state senatorial
dis trict; nonpartisan)

Proposals to be submitted
to the voters at election
appointed by the con,•e ntion not less than 2
months nor more than 6
months after convention
adjourns

Maryland ......

July II, 1967; Unlimited
Sept.12.1967Jan. 10. 1968

Septem her I 3. I 966
Vote: 160.280
31.680

Constitutional
Convention
Commission

$1.2 30.000 (plus
$750,000 for referendum)

142 (Elected from New constlHouse districts
tution
on June
13,
1967; nonpartisan)

May 14, 1968: constitution

November 5, 1968
Vote: 80,242
35.997

Constitutional
$250.000 (plus
$280,000 for elecR evision Commission
tion of delegates
and referendum on
convention proposah)

70 (Elected June New constl17, 1969, from
tution
single member
representative
districts; conpartisan)

December 9, 1969: con.stitution rejected
Vote: 59.685
63,387

Stalt

I
\0

Rt/1!-rendum on
canvtnlion question

Prtporolory
body

convention

Appropriali01'

w
I

New Mexico ....

August 5-0ctober 20, 1969

Unlimited

delttotts

Cont1t11lion
proposals

Rrfertn dum on
convtntion prop asols

New consti- To be referred to electorate
tution in
in Nov . 1970
preparation

rejected
Vote: 284.033
367.101

Pennsylvania ..

Rhode Island . ..

I
I.O
.i:,.

I

December 1.
1967- February 29 , 1968

Limited

December 8.
1964 - February17,J969

Unlimited

May 16, 1907
Vote: I, 140,931
703,576

Preparatory

November 3. 1964
Vote: 158.241
70,9i5

Nooe

Committee

$1 ,560.000 (plus
$261.000 for eleclions and $90,000
for pr~paratory
commission; total:
$1,911.000 )

163 (3electedfrom
each Senate district in Nov.
1967, µlus 13
legislators ex officio)

5 proposals

$224.000 ($179,182
expended)

JOO (One delegate New constitution
elected from each
state representative district on
Nov. 3. 1964;
partisan basis)

April 23, 1968: 5 proposals
submitted and adopted

April 16, I 968: constitution
rejected
Vote. 17.464
68.940

TABLE
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PROCEDURES FOR CALLING CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
ProuJurt for ,al/in(
,on1titutio11ol ,o,rvrnt1on
Popular rotificotion

Af>p,0va/

by two

Volt required
in Ugrsloturt(a)

Slate or other jurisdiction

Alabama
Ala ,ka

JtS5101'S

No

Arkan sa s

Maj.
Maj.(b)
M aj.
l\l aj.(c)

O,ll!ornla .
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Connec ticut ............... .
Delaware .... ............ . .. .

2/3
2/3
2/3(b)
2/3

No

(d)

No
No

Arizona .

Fl n rlda ...... ...................
Genr~la ...... ..................
Hawaii . ........................
IJaho .......... .................

.
.
.
.

llllnolo ....... ................... .
lnJlana .... ..................... .

2/3
Maj .(c)
Maj. (bl
2/3

Kentuck y
Loulshtn:1
M a ine
Maryl a nd

Maj.
l\l aj.(c)
2/3
l\l aj.(b)

l,.fass.achuscus .....
MlchlAan
1'.Jlnnt"sota
Mlssls•lppl .... ........ .

.

No
!So

No

2/3
Maj.(b)
2/3

1'..onsas

Io,,a

No
l'\o
t-:o

. ................ •,

No

No

No
i-:o
No

Rtfcrtndu,n
vote
J\.IE
l\lP
MP

MP

J\.IP
J\.IP
ME
MP
MP
Non~

MP(c )
MP
J\.IE
MP

l\lP

of

,onvenh o n proposo/1

l\lE
l\lP

MP
MP
MP

ME
l\lE

X

l\fP
MP
l\f Pfc)

MP

ME
l\lP
MP

MP

X

No
l'\o
No

MP( f)
MP
l\"one:
J\.IE

ME
MP

J\.laj .(c)
l\l aj.(b)
2/3
l\l aj.

No
No
No
No

MP
J\.IP
ME

None

X

MISBnurl .
ituncana
l\ehraska
h'evada

Maj .(b)
2/3
3/ 5
2/J

No
No
No
No

MP
MP
MP(h)
MP

X

New llampohlre ...... .
h'c-w Jersey ..
J\'c-,,· ~ll'1lco . . . . . . ............... .
J\" e,v \' ork ...... ................. .

Maj .(b)
(j)
2/3
Maj.(b)

No

MP

(I)

No
No

~iP

MP

MP

North Carolina .. ................ .

No

ME

l\orth Oako1a
Ohio . .
Okla homa .

2/3
(j)
2/.l(b)
(b)

X

No
No

iii>
MP

MP

Orc12on
Penns)·lvanla
................. .
Rho,k lslanJ .
South Carolina.

M aj.
Maj.(c)
M aj.(c)
2/3

No
No
No
No

MP
MP
MP
ME

X

South P,·kola .. ........ .
Te-nncs·
......... ......•...•...

2/3
l\l aj.(k)
M aj.(c)
2/J

No
No
No
No

ME
J\.IP
MP
ME

X
l\lP
MP
ME

No

x..

No
No

i-iP

\\'c-st Ylrt,.tlnla

(c)
J\.l aj.
2/3
l\laj.

ME
l\lE

ME
ME

\\'lscon~ln
\V .) nn,ln ll
Puc-rtn ltku

l\laj.
2/J
2/J

No
No
No

MP

X

l\lP

MP

Tl"lBS

Utah .

. .... . ..... ............. .

Vermont
\"lrAlnla

..................... .
.
. ................ .

Wnsh lnAtnn .

~; :~ - ~:::,~:!11:.::i:!1

1
:: :)\\ ~\:::\i~~i•o~11inn.
X - Thrr,· n1lrw,1r'i. 111 lw 1111 0111"'1111111011 .1 1 nr ,:cnl'ral !!latulnry

ro,

1
1
a;,.· ,11 tfl11·~ s, :\l r~ •. l11~t 111 ~.;:tC't ic:. \ 'he

I.

1

q,:~!=lat !11-!- n'.~'1)' 1~rovillr by 'i.l;llllll' f,,r popul,u rJt1(k at 1on uf cun\'l't1t1011 J,JrOJMH1Jl.!1
in !lprrih(: 111..;1a1tet·!'l
,-o~/ l'upu lar r.,tificati on rf"quircd but no provision for sue of

(a) Thl' l"ntrirs in thil'I l"nlumn rl'fl'r tn the pl'rc"nta,:" of
f"h•cl•"tt nwml,rr~ i11 rarh hnt1S1.' rr1111tH:J to initiate th" 11roce<lurc
fur r.,11111,:e: o1 cu11'i.titut1011al 1·ntn:1·11t1on.
(I, ) 1111' q1w:c11ou nf 1..-alli11.: ;\ rnn\t•n1i1•n 11111,-( he !lubmittcd
10 thr rlN·toratt" ("\('fY IU )t•.u~ 1u i\l;1'i.l,1, IJ awJ1i. ltn,J, N(•w
Jl amp'll11rr. l"\'1·ry 16 y1•ar• 111 \Ii , hii.;:;111; ('\'C-r}' 20 )'(·Jr-t in
Cnnm·ctu.ut, M ..u ylaud, \l1 ~'4Uuri, Nc-w York, Ohio and Ul.:laho111 a
(c) I n thr Jullow1nif Stat('s-A 1L..tn:1:as, lhJ,ana, Louis1:111a,

Yes

ME

X
X

X
MP
(a)

MP
l\fE
MP

~i p

~;p
MP
MP

X

y

~fa11!1ach1u.rttf'I. Pl'm1~yh·;ioi.i, Rl1°'lc J qlaml, T<"'-•'" and \'('rt11 011t - thC' cn11'lt it11ti un ,l,11•~ 11111 1•rm.·itl1• for the c:1 11111~ ol a
COll'it1tut111n.1I 1011\·e11'1un hut l1•~1~l.1ti\'" a11tlinr11y tu t:all 511C'h
ha~ ht•\'1\ r,1al,l1"'l1t•1I 111 pr.1,·t1c1• l•Y Ml:\llll<'. n111n.
ion :oa of .\1tor11,·y~ Ge1u-1al, court 1h'l'is1011s :11111 1u1·ct·1 k11t ..
(ti ) Th<' l)OWl' f' to rJII a cutt\'t.'llllun is rest.•rvcd to petition by
th" r,rn pk ,
(l') M a,nrity must be .15 11crcenr of lot;\I vot<" cast at ('lcctinn:
al R !'IJ11•ci:i.l rlrction, till' maJurity mu st be JS r,rrn·nt o{ the
numlwr uf rr$:iStl'rc<l \'ntl'r~
11) M u~t l'C)Ual ~• of qualifit'J \'otcrs at la !ll gl'nl'r:.l c:ll'ctton.
(,:e:)
,·otin5: nn CJUl'Scinn
(h) M 11 :-.t lil" 35 J1C'H"t"11t of Iota I vote cast at rll"Ctio n
(1) 2i \'011115: (>II (JUt.·~tloll
(j) 111 Nrw j l'r~1·y arul North l>akula. thl' co11!'ltitotion dol'~
not l)f0\·1c1~ for tht· c.,llmi,: o{ a roll!':tit11tio11:ll f'OII\Tlltlun ,111,t
U1rrc .1111w·.irtt In I,~ 110 t''i.(Jhli..,hc·d 1,rnn-ch lfl' 11, 1h1~ n ·$:a rtl
(k ) Conve nti on may uot l,c held more thau once in 1u a Yl'OHI.

.i COl1\'('1ttu,n
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECTIVE STATE GOVERNMENTS NEED
MODERN CONSTITUTIONS
By Albert L. Sturm

Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher from:
Albert L. Sturm.
"Effective State Governments Need Modern
Constitutions." National Civic Review 60 (1971); 65-72.

Effective State Governments
Need Modern Constitutions
by Albert L. Sturm*

SINCE midcentury more than four-fifths of the states have taken some
form of official action to modernize their constitutions. And since January I, 1968, such action occurred in at least thirty-five states, in addition
to the usual piecemeal amendments. In at least ten of the remaining fifteen
states, constitutional conventions had been called or constitutional commissions were operative during the I 960s. This reform activity is in response
to mounting pressures from a number of sources. Besides the reapportionment revolution of the 1960s, there are problems of population growth and
mobility, rapid urbanization, technological development, ever-increasing
pressure for better living standards in an affluent society, and unequal treatment of minority groups with resulting civil unrest and disorder. Inability
of the states to respond adequately to these and other twentieth-century
developments is attributable in large measure to weaknesses in their fundamental laws.
Generally, these deficiencies can be classified in three broad categories:
First there are documentary infirmities relating to style, form and manner
of presentation. Of these, probably the greatest defect is excessive detail.
The second principal category is substantive, comprising excessive limitations
on legislatures and a disintegrated, enfeebled executive with widely dispersed
powers and divided responsibility. The third category of weaknesses is the
omissions-those widely acknowledged ingredients of a modern, effective constitution, such as mandatory provision for periodic legislative reapportionment. The major focus of this presentation is on the procedures for modernizing constitutions, the extent of their use, and a briefer summary of the
substance or content of constitutional changPs. Most of the factual data is
from Thirty Years of State Constitution-Making: 1938-1968 (National
Municipal League, 1970).
With numerous variations in procedural detail and requirements, American
state constitutions provide four basic methods of proposing formal changes:
(I) by the legislature, ( 2) the constitutional initiative, ( 3) the constitutional convention and ( 4) the constitutional commission. Proposed amendments or revisions usually must be approved by the voters. All four methods
are used to make minor changes, but proposal by the legislature has been
• Albert L. Sturm i5 university research profrssor of political science at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University. This article is basrd on his addrrss at the
National Municipal League's National Conference on Government in Portland, Oregon.
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the principal procedure that has been used for limited alteration. The
traditional method for e.i:tensive or thoroughgoing revision of an existing
document or for writing a new one is the constitutional convention. The
constitutional commission is a relative newcomer and its use extends from
proposing a single amendment or a few amendments to submission of a
complete revision or new constitution. Until the new Florida constitution
became effective in January 1969, no state organic law contained express
provision for the use of constitutional commissions. They have been used
recently mainly as auxiliary arms of state legislatures.
Limited Changes
The organic laws of all states expressly provide for legislative proposal of
constitutional changes, followed in all states except Delaware by submission
to the voters. Although usually used to make limited alterations, several
states have used the legislative proposal method for more extensive revision.
Fourteen state constitutions authorize the constitutional initiative. This
method involves initiation of change by direct popular action in the form of
a petition signed by a specified percentage of the voters, or by an absolute
number. Its principal advantage is as a "gun behind the door" to be used if
and when the legislature refuses to take action. Major criticisms of the constitutional initiative are that it encourages proposals by selfish interests, may
result in the addition of nonessential detail, proposals may be poorly drafted,
many such measures cannot be integrated into the existing legal structure,
and its use lengthens the ballot.
In comparing data on amendments to all state constitutions, proposed and
adopted, by all authorized methods as of January 1, 1971 (see Table 1), a
number of significant features is apparent. In 49 states (excluding Dela-·
ware), a total of at least 7,965 proposed amendments to existing constitutions had been submitted to the voters before January 1, 1971. In SO states,
a grand total of 4,974 had been adopted. Of the total ratified, 4,594 had
been proposed by legislative assemblies in 48 states ( exceptions: Connecticut
and Tennessee), 161 by the constitutional initiative in 11 states, and 194 by
constitutional conventions in 11 states.
Comparison of the figures shows proposal by the legislature far in the
lead. Generally, the proportion of adoption for both legislative and convention proposals submitted during the entire effective life of constitutions
through 1970 was about two out of three. Comparable figures for 1950-1970
show a higher rate of adoption, particularly for the proposals by conventions.
The adoption rate for initiative measures is much lower, averaging only
about one in three.

It is especially noteworthy that the last 20 years have witnessed far more
relative change in the states' organic laws than the average for their entire
operative life. At the end of 1970, the average age of all state constitutions
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TABLE 1
AMENDMENTS TO STATE CONSTITUTIONS*
TOTALS TO JANUARY l, 1971, AND FOR PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1950 TO JANUARY 1,

Totals
to January 1, 1971
A. All Methods
1. Total amendments proposed
to the votersa
2. Average number proposed•
3. Total amendments adopted
4. Average number adopted

B. Legislative Proposal
1. Total amendments proposed
to the votersa
2. Average number proposed•
3. Total amendments adopted
4. Average number adopted
C. Constitutional Initiative
1. Total amendments proposed
to the voters
2. Average number proposed
3. Total amendments adopted
4. Average number adopted
D. Constitutional Convention
1. Total amendments proposed
to the voters
2. Average number proposed
3. Total amendments adopted
4. Average number adopted

1971

Totals
19S0-1970

7,965
162.5
4,974
99.S

3,836
?8.3
2,670
53.4

7,077
144.4

91.9

3,6-42
74.3
2,552
51.0

S02b
-41.8
161b
13.4

tole
10.1
35e
3.5

284d
25.8
194c1
17.6

97•
13.9
83•
11.9

4,594

• In Puerto Rico, 6 proposed amendments have been submitted to the voters, 4 proposed by the legislature and 2 by constitutional convention; all were adopted.
• Applicable to only 49 states. Delaware voters do not act on amendments.
b Apply to 12 of the 14 states in which authorized. Not used in Florida and Michigan.
e Apply to 10 states.
cl Apply to 11 states.
• Apply to 7 states.

was approximately 85.4 years. Total average number of amendments ratified
in the SO states was 99.5; of these, 53.4, or more than half, were added during the last 21 years. The expectation that state constitutions can be kept up
to date by piecemeal amendment has been fulfilled only to a limited extent.
Actually, some specialists conclude that that approach has often been more of
a hindrance than a useful device.

Constitutional Commissions
True constitutional commissions are ad hoc bodies, normally composed of
both official and lay citizen appointees. They are usually created by statute,
legislative resolution or executive order. Their membership often includes
ex officio designees. There are two types, study and preparatory, with study
commissions comprising by far the larger group. Typically their mandate is
to study the constitution, determine necessary changes and submit to the
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legislature recommendations for revision, often including a proposed draft
constitution.
Since 1938 at least 72 constitutional commissions have been created in 41
states. Table 2 shows the number of constitutional commissions and conTABLE 2
USE OF C o NSTfTUT"O NAL COMMISSIONS A:,JD C ONSTITUTION AL CONVENTIONS

Constitutio'nal Commissions

1938- 1970

Constitutional Conventions

PrePeriod
1938-1949
1950-19S4
19S5-19S9
1960-1964
196S-1970
Totals

( 11 years)
(S years)
(S years)
(S years)
(6 years)

Total

7

Study

7
3
9

3
11
19
32

2s•

72

61

paratory
0
0

17

Total

4

3

4

6

2

4

3

3
7
18

0

10

11

Unlimited Limited

30

12

Source: Thirty Years of State Constitution-Making: 1038-1968 (With an Epilogue:
Developments during 1969), pp. 93, 110, and 113.
• At least three of these bodies bad both study and preparatory functi ons.

ventions operative during this period. Of the 72 bodies, 32 were created
during 1965-19 70. Twenty-seven commissions were operative in 23 states
duri ng 1968-1970. Nine of these were created in 1969; in J uly 1970, Louisiana established a constitutional revision commission.
The reasons for the recent growth of commissions stem in part from their
nature and partially from recent experience with other methods. Commissions
are almost always smaller than constitutional conventions, predominantly
appointive, less expensive than conventions and less cumbersome to operate.
Most important, however, is their susceptibility to control by the state legislature which may influence their work by handpicking commissioners. Furthermore, a commission is a means of relieving busy legislators of the burden
of researching complicated issues and preparing reform proposals. I naction,
acceptance, rejection or modification of commission proposals is a legislative
prerogative, except in Florida where constitutional commissions do not report
to the legislature. Conventions are not subject to the same legislative control
as commissions, even those with limited mandates, since with few exceptions
their members are elected.
Rejection by the voters of new or revised constitutions proposed by constitutional conventions in New York, Maryland and Rhode Island during
1967 and 1968, New Mexico in 1969, and Arkansas in 1970 has dampened
the enthusiasm of many reformers for use of that method and for presenting
proposed reforms in a single package. Combined with this is the fa ilure of
piecemeal amendments to modernize antiquated charters of government.
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Use of Constitutional Conventions
The fact that 10 constitutional conventions were officially in operation at
some time during 1965-1970 affords substantial evidence that this technique
of revising and rewriting state constitutions retains its viability.

As Table 2 shows, 30 constitutional conventions have been held since 1938.
These bodies were assembled in 17 jurisdictions, including 15 existing states
and three territories. Eighteen of them had unlimited authority to propose
revisions or a new document, and 12 were limited. Seven conventions were
officially operative from January 1968 through December 1970-Rhode
Island, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Hawaii, New Mexico, Arkansas and Illinois.
The record of recent conventions is mixed, showing both successes and
failures. New or extensively revised instruments proposed by unlimited conventions were approved by voters in Michigan ( 1963), Connecticut ( 1965),
Hawaii (1968) and Illinois (1970); the electorates of five states, however,
rejected new constitutions, all of which were submitted as a single proposition-New York (196 7), Rhode Island and Maryland ( 1968), New Mexico
(1969) and Arkansas (1970). Limited conventions were more successful.

As of January 1, 1971, 11 state constitutions require periodic submission
to the voters of the question of calling a constitutional convention. The
required frequency is 20 years in six states, 16 years in one state, and 10
years in four states. During the 21-year period from January 1950 to
January 1971, there were 40 referenda on the convention question in 23
states and Puerto Rico. The voters approved 24 calls in 16 states and
Puerto Rico, and rejected 16 calls in 11 states.

The Choice of Method
These legal methods have been used with various permutations and combinations in different states. The procedure of constitutional revision by
stages with proposed changes submitted to the voters by the legislature is
gaining favor in a number of states.
Major arguments for use of this approach are that it is less costly than a
convention, that the regular legislative assembly is an existing institution
manned by elected representatives who have knowledge of state problems
and issues, and that it has been successful in a number of states. On the
other hand, critics point to the traditional hostility of state lawmaking bodies
to general constitutional revision, and to their efforts to maintain control over
its extent and impact. Furthermore, they declare that weighty considerations
support the view that state legislatures are far better qualified to initiate
limited changes than to propose thorough-going revision of the constitution.
Legislative assemblies themselves are subject to the constituent power as
organs of government and often have heavy vested interest in maintaining
the status quo. Most legislative bodies tha~ have proposed extensive constitutional changes recently have relied on the assistance of commissions.
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Recent experience in Pennsylvania suggests another alternative. Here,
general constitutional revision was finally achieved after six attempts to
call a convention had been defeated, although strongly urged by both Democratic and Republican governors. A dual approach was used, combining ( 1)
legislative proposal of amendments, involving the use also of a constitutional commission, and (2) a limited convention. Begun in 1963, the revision effor t was finally completed in 1968.

Amendments: By Method
Table 3 categorizes by method of initiation and by subject matter all
amendments to the constitutions of the 50 states proposed and ratified during
the two-year period 1968-1969, and during 1970. Legislative proposal accounted for 91.8 percent of the 490 proposals during 1968-1 969, and 98.9
percent of the 356 in 1970.
The six constitutional initiative measures during 1968-1969 were proposed
in five states, and four initiatives in 1970 in three states. Failure of the electorate in any state during 1968-1970 to approve an initiative proposal may
raise questions concerning the continued viability of this method for changing constitutions. Increasing willingness of state lawmaking bodies to support constitutional modernization may account in part for lack of success of
measures initiated by popular action.

Amendments: By Subject
All amendments are placed in two major groups in T able 3-those of
statewide applicability and local; the statewide category includes all proposals in most states. To throw more light on their contents, amendments
in this group are further classified into 12 subgroups, generally conforming to the principal subdivisions ( or combinations) of state constitutions.
Since state constitutions contain more limitations on legislatures and
finance than any other areas, it is not surprising that during 1968-1969 these
categories ranked at the top in numbers of amendments proposed. Liberalization of voting requirements was an outstanding feature of amendments proposed in 1970. Although efforts to lower the voting age were defeated in
seven states during 1968-1969, voters in six states approved the issue and
10 states rejected it in 1970. Other 1970 amendments included reducing
residence requirements, eliminating the requirement of English literacy as a
prerequisite for voting, and granting permissive legislative authority to relax
requirements for voting in presidential elections (see the REvraw, J anuary
1971, page 22, and this issue, page 86).
Generally, the direction of amendments is toward shorter, more flexible
and simpler constitutions. Although the latest amendments contain some
restrictive provisions, the emphasis is on updating and revitalizing state
govenment. Increasing recognition of current governmental problems is re-
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TABLE 3
.AlUNDMZNTS TO

STATl! COKSTITUTIONS: BY lmnAno2'

Am> CONTENT PaoPOSED Am>
AND ]ANUAJI.Y 1-DEcnraEll 31, 1970

January 1, 1968-December31, 1969

I
f-'
0

w
I

B-:, Method of Initiatitm
All methods
Legislative Proposal
Constitutional Initiative
Constitutional Convention
B1 Subject Matter
A. Proposals of Statewide
Applicability
Legislative Branch
Finance and Taxation
Executive Branch
Judicial Branch
State and Local Debt
Education, Health, WeUare
Local Government
Public Works, Corporation,,
Resources
Suffrage and Elections
Bill of Rights
Amendment and Revision
Miscellaneous
B. Local Amendments

AooPTI:D

]ANUAJI.Y

1, 1968-Du:Dan 31, 1969

January 1-December 31, 1970

Total
proposed

Total
ratified

Percentage
ratified

Total
proposed

Total
ratified

Percent.ag-e
ratified

490
450
6
34

3?2
340
0
32

75.9
75.6
0
94.1

356
352
0

191
191
0
0

53.7
54.3
0
0

68
58
31
28
24
19
18

52
34
25
22
14
18
14

76.5
58.6
80.6
78.5
58.3
94.7
77.7

33
47
28
16
12
25
25

18
26
21
12
5
12
12

54.5
55.3
75.0
75.0
41.6
48 .0

18
16
10
8
7
185

13
10
9
5
5
152

72.2
62.5
90.0
62.5
71.4

7
33
8
9
7

82.2

106

3
20
6
5
3
48

42.8
60.6
75 .0
55 .5
42.8
45 .2

4

48.0

Source: "State Constitutions and Constitutional Revision, 1967-1969," Th, Book o/ iJJ. States, 1970-1971, Vol XVIII, p. 5; a.nd data
provided by respondents to the writer's questionnaires.

fleeted in such statements of policy as those approved by the Illinois constitutional convention adding pollution abatement and environmental protection to the constitution for the first time, and allowing the individual
citizen to enforce his right to a healthful environment by appropriate legal
action.

Scope of Changes
The magnitude of alterations represented in state constitutional amendments varies greatly and is not reflected in the figures. Some state constitutions require that any change must relate to a specific subject and may not
apply to related matter in other parts of the document; in other states a
single amendment may serve as a vehicle for proposing a complete, new
constitution. Thus, the voters of Florida, in approving amendments proposed
by the Florida legislature in 1968, in effect adopted a new constitution,
except for the recently revised judiciary article which was carried over from
the 1885 document.
Oregon is one of the states in which the legislative assembly is authorized
to propose a revision of all or part of the constitution. After extensive groundwork by the Oregon Commission on Constitutional Revision in the early
1960s, the legislature, at the 1969 regular session, approved a revised constitution for submission to the voters in May 1970. The document was
rejected by a margin of approximately three to five. New or extensively revised constitutions submitted by state legislatures were rejected in Idaho,
and approved in North Carolina (editorial revision) and Virginia. In Delaware, a revised constitution drafted initially by the Constitutional Revision
Commisison and submitted to the General Assembly in l 969, was given the
first of two required approvals in 1970; voted on as a single amendment, the
new constitution must be approved a second time by the next General Assembly before it becomes effective.
Although such action by lawmaking bodies bas increased markedly during
the last decade, it is still relatively low compared with the far larger number
of proposals of lesser scope. The vast majority of changes in the states'
organic laws are restricted and relate to single aspects or areas of the constitutional system. Most of them are in response to immediate and pressing
needs. The squeaky wheel still gets the grease, despite the generally dilapidated condition of the whole mechanism.
Few, if any, tasks in governmental reform are more difficult than modernizing an existing constitutional system. But never has there been a greater
need for vital, effective and responsive state government. Never have the
problems confronting the states been more complex and pressing. To fulfill
these needs and to provide viable solutions to the problems of the 1970s and
future decades a modern constitution is a necessity.
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